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Oscar Taylor-Kent
GAMES EDITOR
After reviewing Resi 2 
Oscar’s been on edge, 
unable to open any doors 
in the office “in case the 
big man gets him”.  

GAME OF THE MONTH
Resident Evil 2
FAVE PS VITA GAME
Hakuoki: Kyoto Winds

Miriam McDonald
OPERATIONS EDITOR
Our retrospective on PS 
Vita encouraged Mim to 
take Stardew Valley on the 
go. She’s cornfessed to 
loving this masterpeas.
 
GAME OF THE MONTH
Tales Of Vesperia
FAVE PS VITA GAME
LittleBigPlanet

Jess Kinghorn
STAFF WRITER
New Sekiro details this 
issue got our Bloodborne-
obsessed writer whirring. 
“He’s far from armless,” 
she giggled.

GAME OF THE MONTH
YIIK: A Post-Modern RPG
FAVE PS VITA GAME
Persona 4 Golden

Milford Coppock
MANAGING ART EDITOR
Art ed Milf can remember 
designing the mag’s original 
Resi 2 cover in 1998 – of 
corpse he can, our art ed 
isn’t flesh off the boat.

GAME OF THE MONTH
Resident Evil 2
FAVE PS VITA GAME
WipEout 2048

T H I S MON T H ’ S WAS T E L A ND WA ND ER ERS

GAME OF THE MONTH
Metro Exodus
FAVE PS VITA GAME
Hotline Miami 

“MORTAL 
KOMBAT 11
HAS MANAGED
TO MAKE ITS
STORY MODE A
MAJOR EVENT.”

The rumours of single-player games 
pushing up daises and calling it a day 
have been vastly exaggerated if this 

issue’s lineup is anything to go by. Our 
reviews section is bursting with solo fun; 
the first-person survival shooter Metro 
Exodus (p76) leads the pack, but the remade 
Resident Evil 2 (p86) is back and grabbing 
headlines and our jugulars.

There’s more solo fun as we preview 
Greedfall (p44), an RPG with style and 
substance, and go hands-on with Mortal 
Kombat 11 (p34), a fighting series that has 
managed to make its story mode a major 
event. There’s plenty of solo play in our 19 
Indies For 2019 feature too (p62), as we 
spotlight some of the most innovative games 
coming to PlayStation 4 and PS VR. 

What could sum up playing on your 
lonesome better than PS Vita? As Sony 
stops production of its smart handheld we 
fondly look back on the hardware (p52), and 
argue there’s never a better time to take 
the plunge and play on the go.

Ian Dean
EDITOR
opm@futurenet.com
@IanDean4
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FROM MID-2019, YOU’LL 
BE ABLE TO VENTURE INTO 
ELSWEYR PROPER.

Not exactly a sight for 
sore eyes, dragons  
finally return to Tamriel, 
landing initially in new 
zone Elsweyr.
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STORIES EVERYONE’S TALKING ABOUT

01
Beginning 
with the 
incoming 
Wrathstone 
DLC, The 
Elder Scrolls 
Online will 
soon see the 

start of a year-long storyline 
featuring the Khajiiti homeland of 
Elsweyr. The Season Of The Dragon 
centres on the return of familiar, 
scaly faces to Tamriel and all that 
entails… or should we say, en-tails?

Wrathstone kicks things off with 
two new dungeons, which each 
contain half of the DLC’s titular 
artefact. Entering either of these 
two new dungeons will also net you 
an Ayleid crown. After you’ve 
plumbed the Depths Of Malatar, 
investigating why an earlier imperial 
expedition past the Ayleid ruins 
proved to be ill-fated, and avoided 
Dwarven automata underneath a 
glacier in Frostvault, you’ll be able to 
change the face of Tamriel. But the 
latest cinematic trailer does more 
than tease the terrible power that’ll 
be unleashed when the two halves of 

the Wrathstone are united, it shows 
dragons in all their terrifying glory.

The next big content update for 
The Elder Scrolls Online, a full 
chapter entitled Elsweyr, will arrive 
in June. Series veterans will 
remember venturing into Elsweyr 
back in the bad old days of Arena, 
but more recently Online players 
have made some inroads into the 
Khajiiti homeland from Khenarthi’s 
Roost and Reaper’s March. From 
mid-2019, you’ll be able to venture 
into Elsweyr proper.

CAT’S PYJAMAS
Elsweyr is a land of sand and stone, 
replete with moon sugar farms (got 
to keep the skooma trade going…) 
and palatial cities with new 
creatures lurking just beyond them. 
The capital city, Rimmen, is sadly 
occupied by Imperial mercenaries, 
meaning the Khajiit that live there 
are as much prisoners as citizens. 
Beyond the city limits, there’s more 
trouble a-paw as the returned 
dragons have overrun the temple of 
the Dragon King Of Cats, Alkosh (to 
say nothing of how the rest of 

The Season Of 
The Dragon  
looks Elsweyr

Bethesda announces year-long delivery 
of content for Elder Scrolls Online

10 A CUT ABOVE
Why Sekiro is his own man. 

12 PICTURE PERFECT
Meet artist James Gilleard. 

19 THRICE AS NICE
Bright times for the Dark trilogy.
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Tamriel is facing their return). Rally 
your forces, because you’ll need to 
form a team of 12 players to even 
stand a chance of taking on the 
powerful drake Nahviintaas.

As it’s their homeland, you may 
well see a whole other side of the 
Khajiit. The Khajiit are made up of a 
number of races that vary wildly 
from one another. Only the bipedal 
Suthay-Raht are playable here, but 
the Cathay were the playable cat 
people in Skyrim and Oblivion. 
However, there are over 17 different 
Khajiit races, ranging from ones that 
don’t look much different from a 
house cat all the way to some that 
are almost indistinguishable from 
Mer or Men. This is because, in a 
particularly nutty bit of Elder Scrolls 
lore, a Khajiit’s appearance and 
physiology is entirely dependant on 
which lunar phase they are born in.

The new zone is similar to last 
year’s Summerset in terms of the 
amount of new stuff it brings to The 
Elder Scrolls Online. With its 
dungeons, delves, dragon attack 
world events, Trials, and more, the 
Elsweyr update will amount to about 
30 hours of content. But beyond its 
size and scope, there’s one more 
addition we’ve neglected to mention 
until this point…

SKELETON AT THE FEAST
Elsweyr will introduce the 
Necromancer class. It’s the first new

class since 2017’s Morrowind 
update introduced the animal-
wrangling role of Warden, and much
like that class gave you some control
over the wilds, the Necromancer has
control over the dead.

There have always been those 
who practise the dark arts across
Tamriel, but for the first time in a 
long time you’ll be able to compel 
some bones to rattle yourself. 
Besides raising corpses to fight for
you, this class includes three new 
skills. Reaper allows you to give your
undead footsoldiers an extra 
environmental kick as they recruit
your enemies to the cause, Bone 
Tyrant allows you to use the actual
remains of the dead to shield 
yourself, and finally the power of 
Living Death grants you the ability to
resurrect fallen comrades so that
they may rejoin the fight anew. 
Touted as a more tactical class, this
one is sure to suit the spookier 
inhabitants of Tamriel.

And you’ve not got too much 
longer to wait to raise a little hell as
Elsweyr is going into Early Access in
May. The full release will breach our

console shores from 4 June and, as
we saw previously with the previous
Summerset and Morrowind
chapters, The Elder Scrolls Online
will see the release of a special
Elsweyr edition. As you would expect,
this edition comes with its own host
of in-game goodies.

GET THE CREAM
If you’re a newcomer to Tamriel, the
pre-order edition of Elsweyr nets
you two 100% experience scrolls so
you can hit the ground running. You’ll
also get a number of treasure maps,
a new costume, and a new pet. An
electrified horse mount is also
available with the digital pre-
purchase edition. The Collector’s
edition also includes its own mount in
the form of a fierce Senche-Raht
battlecat… which may allow you to
live out your He-Man dreams but
will probably feel just a bit strange if
your character is also a Khajiit.

Needless to say, the cat-mad
members of Team OPM can’t wait to
jump into this chapter of The Elder
Scrolls Online and, with access to
Summerset and Morrowind included
within the Elsweyr editions, even if
you’re not into the meow-vellous
creatures there’s never been a
better time to begin your own
adventure in Tamriel.

FOR THE FIRST TIME IN A
LONG TIME YOU’LL BE ABLE
TO COMPEL SOME BONES TO
RATTLE YOURSELF.

The chapter brings new global events
in the form of Dragon Attacks.

Elsweyr has changed a lot in the 25
years since The Elder Scrolls: Arena.

For more information, see the official
site: elderscrollsonline.com/en-gb/home.

HAVING KITTENS
The Khajiit have featured in every Elder 
Scrolls game since Arena, though that 
particular race, the Ohmes, looked far 
more like elves than any cat folk you’d 
see today… and you definitely shouldn’t 
call them ‘cat people’, take it from us.

We’ve only just been 
able to visit Elsweyr and 
these scaly blighters are 
threatening to destroy it.
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 Kaalgrontiid is one of the named dragons to make a dramatic re-appearance. Highly intelligent, even capable of speech, these drakes are worthy foes.

Elsweyr is home to plenty 
of never-before-seen 
creatures, including its 
fair share of furry faces.

Some new content, 
such as the Sunspire 
trial here, will require 
a party of 12.
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02
It’s not long now 
until the One-
Armed Wolf reveals 
the full extent of 
what’s up his 
sleeve. We now 

know he won’t be a silent 
protagonist, your experience points 
are carried through multiple deaths,
and there’ll even be
a proper pause 
button. Developer 
FromSoftware are
keen to keep the 
tease going in the 
run up to release, 
revealing little 
details here and there that are
keeping us satiated... for now. 

The developer stresses that while 
Sekiro: Shadows Die Twice owes a 
debt to Dark Souls, Bloodborne and, 
yes, Tenchu too (don’t forget that 
FromSoftware worked on that 

original ninja series), its intent was 
very much to create something new 
and distinct from those games.

The most obvious differences that 
set it apart from their own 
self-made competition are things like 
the prosthetic tools (essentially ninja 
trick weapons on your main man’s 
false arm), and the ability to use 

stealth to pick off 
enemies. But really, 
at its core, it’s all 
about the katana. 
Where games like 
Dark Souls were 
about caution and 
shields, and 

Bloodborne about quick dodges – 
Sekiro is all about living by the blade.

Using your Japanese sword to 
parry is simply essential to surviving 
in the grim world of Sekiro. Don’t 
expect to be able to translate your 
knowledge of parry systems from 

the Soulsborne games, though. Any 
leniency is out the window. It’s all 
about precision, and that’s led into 
the design. Reading enemy stances, 
and their animation – you’ll need to 
get to know your foes as well as you 
know yourself to get the upper hand 
on them. The path to mastering the 
art of swordsmanship is not going to 
be an easy one, but expect to feel 
rewarded with your own progress 
when you get there.

FLICKERING SHADOWS
Sekiro features a world on fire, 
figuratively and literally, like Yharnam 
and Lordran. It’s interconnected, 
navigable via the sculptor’s idols 
which also transport you to the hub 
area of the dilapidated shrine. There 
you can interact with a number of 
characters in the name of upgrades. 
The lady Emma adds charges to your 
healing gourd, and the Immortal 

Moving out from 
the Shadows

FromSoftware’s latest Soulsborne will cut its own path

THE WORLD  
IS ON FIRE, 
LITERALLY AND 
FIGURATIVELY.

You can return to the temple 
hub area using a sculptor’s 
idol – they work in a similar 
way to Dark Souls’ bonfires.

team talk
Mastering the blade is 
all about precision but 
wearing down your 
opponent’s posture 
will make that killing 
blow all the sweeter. 
It also doesn’t hurt 
that experience won’t 
be wiped completely 
clean after having 
your behind handed to 
you more than once.

Jess Kinghorn
Staff Writer
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Soldier offers an opportunity to 
practice your combat skills. More 
NPCs will join you at the temple over 
the course of the game The world 
design is more consciously a fusion 
of light and dark.

Not to mention how you interact 
with that world via grappling and 
sneaking. You can even eavesdrop on 
enemies for more intel on what’s up 
ahead, and flashback areas will play 
more of a factor this time around. 
Game director Hidetaka Miyazaki has 
also been teasing how Sekiro will 
have more open areas than you 
might be used to. The freedom of 
how to approach encounters will be 
in our sneaky ninja hands.

If you hanker to duel across a 
fantastical vision of Japan, From will 
have plenty for you in March.

 Is Sekiro your most anticipated  
game of 2019? Tweet us @OPM_UK.

Eggciting new faces for Team Sonic Racing

A tough one to 
crack on the track

MIX MATCH CRASH
Every character has a unique vehicle. 

Some customisation will  
be possible, though.  
We’re looking forward  
to the liberal use of  
flame decals.

No-one will need to 
cool off in this kart 
racer as those who 
win, win together.

03
It’s a race to the 
bottom as the 
Sonic series’ 
antagonists team 
up to take a shot at 
the grand prix cup. 

The three newly announced 
characters can join in as part of 
four-player split-screen co-op or fill 
out the CPU ranks across a number
of online and 
offline modes.

Team Eggman is
comprised of Dr 
Ivo Robotnik 
himself, his 
sinister creation 
Metal Sonic, and 
the leader of the 
Deadly Six, the 
demonic Zavok. Each racer in the
lineup has individual special abilities 
that suit a particular playstyle. For 
example, Zavok is a heavy character 
and so is slow to start but has a 
higher top speed. Technique 
characters like Robotnik can drive 
across grassy areas without losing 
speed, and like the Blue Blur, Metal 
Sonic prioritises speed above all 
else, as you’d expect. Outside story 

mode, you can mix and match your 
team members in pursuit of victory. 

Team Sonic Racing has a strongly 
collaborative focus. For example, 
when you smash open an item box 
on the track, you can offer 
whatever’s inside to a teammate 
who’s flagging behind. Your team is 
awarded points based on where 
each of you places so it’s in your 

interest to help 
your buddies climb 
the ranks. The 
idea was borne 
out of game 
director Takashi 
Iizuka’s desire for 
a racer that he 
could play with his 
children that 

wouldn’t punish them for being not 
as skilled as their game designer 
dad, and would be a game they could 
enjoy as a family.

Team OPM will be raring to go 
when this one tears across the 
finish line on 21 May. Expect more in 
our next issue.

MIX AND 
MATCH YOUR 
TEAM MEMBERS 
IN PURSUIT OF 
VICTORY.

 Warm your engine – visit the website: 
sonicthehedgehog.com/teamsonicracing.



INSPIRED BY A MIX  
OF THINGS, FROM 
IMPRESSIONISM TO 
GLITCH ART.
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04
When it
opened in Los
Angeles in
2004, Gallery
1988 made
waves for
branding
itself ‘the

first pop-culture focused art gallery
in the world’. Now a new exhibition
featuring work by artists Alexander
Wells and James Gilleard focuses on
our favourite medium. We’re chatting
with Gilleard, whose past clients
have included Disney, BMW, and the
BBC, about his featured work.

Gilleard says he and Wells were
approached by Gallery 1988 about
doing the collaborative exhibition a
year ago, adding, “We decided on the
theme very quickly as we are both
fans of videogames.”

He says he enjoyed the freedom
that the exhibition offered him as it
was an opportunity to create
whatever he wanted without having
to adhere to client feedback,
elaborating, “Some images were
quite straightforward, such as the
Trico images or Shadow Of The

Clash of pop-
culture Titans

James Gilleard reveals how games inspire him

 You can follow Gilleard’s work at his 
website, jamesgilleard.com.

 His favourite part of creating is “when 
you kind of forget about the outside world.”

 Gilleard says that games should be 
considered art in the same way film is.

AMONG THE STARS
Gilleard plays No Man’s Sky, 
and says “I actually think it’s 

become less interesting the more 
they have updated it […] The 

landscapes were so alien and the 
art direction had a clear aim.”

Colossus (free this issue), as they 
are very iconic and simple, but No 
Man’s Sky proved more difficult as it 
is such a vast game.” Because of 
that, he made four artworks inspired 
by it instead of just one.

OVER THE MOON
The joint exhibition ran throughout 
the second half of January, though 
Gilleard was not able to see the 
prints in person owing to starting a 
new job. The series of images is 
inspired by an eclectic mix of things, 
from impressionism to glitch art and 
vaporwave, plus the work of science 
fiction artists such as John Harris, 
Roger Dean, and Chris Foss.

Gilleard adds, “I’ve noticed that I 
seem to go through three-year 
phases where I might try something 
new and then work in that style for 
three years, then get bored and 
want to try something else, which is 
fine. It’s great to think of my style as 
just a WIP that is always developing 
in some way.” Well, we like this work!
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05
A tie-in to the
2013 Brad Pitt
flick of the
same name,
developer Saber
Interactive is

gunning for a lot of silly fun with
World War Z. Jump in with up to
four players and choose from a
selection of six different
character classes in order to
wreck swarming hordes of
zombies, or ‘Zekes’ as they are
called here.

The globe-trotting campaign
follows survivor-focused stories

across three already-announced
environments. Man Of God Father 
Popov is pitted against the hellish 
horde as he searches for a
bunker in Moscow’s Kremlin, while 
survivors atop an office building
in New York battle to the bottom
as the military closes in, and
finally in Jerusalem a specialist
squad attempts to rescue a
scientist who could hold the key
to activating a powerful satellite-
based weapons system.

Nibble on this,
zombie hunters!
Saber serves up a tasty shooter

 Sink your teeth into the game’s 
official website: wwzgame.com.

the big shot
eagle-eyed analysis 

Firefighter Tashaun 
Burnell has had crisis 
training but nothing could 
prepare him for this.

Tashaun’s in the Hellraiser 
class, and uses a mix of 
explosives and slow but 
powerful shotgun blasts.
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number game
we do the maths

04
Heart-stealing Persona 5 figurines are 
in the works from Funko Pop.

143
Millimetres – how tall Bring Arts’ new 
Nier: Automata 2B figure stands.

39
Fighters have been announced for 
anime beat-’em-up Jump Force so far.

123
Beds in the original release of Final 
Fantasy VII. That’s a lot of sleeping.

2 million
Downloads were made of that one-
shot demo of Resident Evil 2.

500,000
People played Celeste. As a thank you, 
new levels will be added this year. 

£280
The price of the Mortal Kombat 11 
Special Edition. Death’s not cheap.

You’ll need to use and 
manage cover and 
obstacles to stall the 
thousands of zombies.

A number of classes use 
explosives, but we like the 
look of the close-quarters 
Slasher’s machete too.

Hordes swarm and stack 
just like in the movie. The 
occasional zombie even 
gets trampled under foot.
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Metro Exodus is 
out this month but 
we’ve been fans of 
the series for 
years. Despite the 
place the Metro 

titles have in players’ hearts, the 
series didn’t begin life as a game. 
Metro 2033 was originally a novel,
written by Russian
author and political
journalist Dmitry 
Glukhovsky and 
made available 
online in 2002 
(publication  
came later). 

Since then, 
we’ve had a trilogy of novels (Metro
2033, 2034, and 2035), a trilogy of 
games (Metro 2033, Last Light, and 
Exodus) and the books have been 
optioned for a Hollywood adaptation. 
While a lot of authors end up 

lamenting the process their books 
are subjected to when they’re 
adapted into videogames (we’re 
looking at you, Andrzej “The Witcher” 
Sapkowski), Glukhovsky embraces 
the process and results.

“From the very beginning, I didn’t 
mind at all that the games would be 
different from the books – I 

understand that 
they’re a totally 
different medium 
and I understand 
that you need to 
change things 
when you adapt  
a book into a film 
or anything else,” 

he tells us as we sit down to chat. 
“In the first game, 4A Games took 

the book and tried to do a straight 
adaptation: taking as much of the 
story as possible and putting it into 
the game. Then, when it was done, 

they sent me the dialogue, and I read 
and changed quite a lot. In the 
Russian version, I changed almost 
every line, in the English version, a 
little less.”

For the second game, the process 
was different. Metro 2034 didn’t lend 
itself to a first-person shooter, so 
4A asked Glukhovsky to write a new 
story. Glukhovsky was happy to 
continue Artyom’s tale for Last Light. 

“I wanted this story to follow 
Artyom, so in Last Light I wrote 
dialogue or monologues with NPCs 
that showed they have rich, personal 
lives: dreams, hopes, regrets. I 
thought this sort of content helps 
build the ambience. It’s not just 
visuals that communicate this story, 
the characters and your interaction 
with them is instrumental in 
portraying this world.”

Glukhovsky believes that games 
traditionally have a ‘psychopathic’ 

I WANT TO 
MAKE GAMES 
THAT TELL 
COMPELLING 
STORIES.

Metro – it’s 
been a journey

Author Dmitry Glukhovsky on turning his books into videogames

Gluckhovsky’s own travels 
have taken him as far 
afield as Israel, France, 
and the North Pole.

dev talk
“To me, railway 
travels are part of my 
childhood: my mother 
and grandmother are 
from distant towns 
and I would have to 
travel 12 hours each 
way to go and see my 
mother’s family. That 
was probably the most 
romantic part of my 
childhood, and I was 
very excited when the 
developer said they 
were leaning into this 
idea for the game.”

Dmitry Glukhovsky
Author, Metro series
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Metro Exodus is a shooter, but it puts
an emphasis on characters and story.

Dmitry Glukhovsky was just 18 years
old when he began writing Metro.

approach to NPCs: that they train us 
to see them as objects, instruments 
or goals, that they are purely 
functional in a gameplay sense. 

“My mission in the second game 
was to make the gamer forget that 
they were gaming. Games have a 
much longer outreach than my 
books, and I wanted to use that as  
a tool of my eternal quest to make 
gamers and readers think critically.  
I am not ashamed of using critical 
messages in gaming. I was always 
taught that good science fiction 
should be a metaphor to discuss 
something crucial: it makes quite 
boring things (equal response to 
totalitarian regimes, reaction to 
propaganda, reluctance to accept 
truths) easier to communicate.”

That philosophy is clear in Exodus. 
The newest game focuses on the 
world above ground, on the factions 
vying with each other over political 

(and seemingly religious) beliefs.
Exodus moves from the corridor-
based layout of the previous games
to a more zonal, semi-open world
setup, and that’s given Glukovsky
and 4A room to let to the player
experience the NPCs and their lives
in their own way, as agents in a tale,
rather than seeing the world on rails
through Arytom’s eyes.

“A lot of movies romanticise
armed conflict, and a lot of games
oversimplify it. I want to make games
that tell compelling personal stories
and we, at the team of Metro, are
the only ones that do that right now,
I think. We understand the beauty of
storytelling and how that can be
used to incredible effect in games
like The Last Of Us or BioShock, and
as this focus on storytelling gets
picked up in the industry, I’m
incredibly proud we were one of the
first to approach it in the way we
did… especially when it comes to
first-person shooters.”

Playing Exodus, you can see what
Glukhovsky and 4A are reaching for:
the thought-provoking narrative, the
focus on the human element of
in-game characters, and the humane
message that ties it all together.

Turn to page 76 to see our in-depth
review of Artyom’s latest adventure.

info patches
update your brain

BACK FROM THE DEAD
Bring Arts is at it again with its highly detailed
figures – this time Cloud Strife’s Kingdom
Hearts form receives the posable plastic
treatment. Buster sword in tow, this figure
comes with plenty of hand and claw poses to
boot, appropriate for whatever scene you’ll
create, and will set you back US $80.99.

GEAR UP, GUILT OUT
The year’s 1998 and you’re hearing about
Guilty Gear on PS1 for the first time. A rockin’
fighter in its own right, the team will go on to
make Dragon Ball FighterZ and Guilty Gear
Xrd. Well, good news! That PS1 game is being
re-released on PS4 so you can shift gears
back into this ’90s fighting game masterpiece.

ZERO HOUR
Avalanche has had a lot on its plate recently, 
but its new IP, Generation Zero, has had our 
interest for some time. The game, set in 
‘80s Sweden, is now due to launch 26 March. 
Bizarre machines have invaded a rural town, 
and you’ll need to team up with others to repel 
them and work out what’s going on.

CHARACTER PIECE
Artyom is the protagonist 

of the Metro franchise, and 
this newest game looks 

to examine the cost of his 
constant, unending quest for 

enlightenment and survival.



SNK parties on PlayStation 4
The retro arcade giant delivers its 40th anniversary collection
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Head over to snk40th.com to pre-order
your copy of the Limited Edition.

07
Set for release  
22 March, SNK 
40th Anniversary 
Collection 
features over 20 
classic arcade 

games from the legendary 
Japanese developer’s back 
catalogue. The collection 
is a mixture of memorable 
and cult releases from 
yesteryear. Each game 
has been revamped for 
PS4, with controls 
optimised for DualShock 4, 
the option to save at any 
time added, and new 
4K-resolution graphics.

HIT FACTORY
The game roster features many 
of the most important titles 
from SNK’s early 
history, including 
the Ikari Warriors 
trilogy, format spin-off 
Time Soldiers, shooters Alpha 
Mission and Prehistoric Isle, 
and platform hits Athena 
and Psycho Soldier. There’s 
even room for ’90s RPG 
Crystalis and 1979’s Ozma 
Wars – the world’s second 
vertical shooter after Galaxian, 
and the first game to feature 
a health bar. SNK literally 
changed games with that one.

If you love obscure gaming 
facts, such as ‘the Japanese 
version of Guerilla War saw 
you play as Che Guevara and Fidel 
Castro’, then this collection is a 
must. Console and arcade versions 
of most games are featured for 
authenticity, as well as Museum 
mode to enable you to dig into the 
history of the games. We’re also 
excited for Watch mode, which 
enables you to settle in and 
watch a pro play through any 
game, and you can jump in at 
any point to carry on playing.

The Limited Edition goes 
a step further, including a 
40th Anniversary Art 
Collection hardback 
art book (it’s amazing 
how much game art has 
changed over four decades), a 
two-CD Nostalgic Music Collection, 
and 13 art prints, all packed into 
a snug collector’s box. Here’s a 
history lesson we love.

CONSOLE AND ARCADE 
VERSIONS OF MOST GAMES 
ARE FEATURED FOR 
AUTHENTICITY.
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PlayStation 
voices
the month in 
mouthing off

“Some thought 
we were 

actually going 
to call one of 

Scorpion’s 
variations 

‘Boon’s 
Main.’” Ed 

Boon 
busts 

the 
myth.

Anthem 
producer Ben 
Irving advocates 
co-op: “You will 
get loot for your 
level and the 
warm and  
fuzzy 
feeling of 
helping […] 
a friend.”

“Congrats to 
all my superbly 
talented peers 
on getting 
nominated for 
the Writer’s 
Guild Awards!” 
Twice-nominated 
Mel MacCoubrey 
shares the love.

If you’ve got the Souls, you can pre-
order at: bandainamcoent.eu.

08
Praise the sun –
and Bandai Namco
for bringing the
entire Dark Souls
trilogy and all
DLC to PS4 in one

package. The Collector’s Edition
ain’t no Mimic either, featuring
plenty of other goodies besides
the games. So reach on in there
and don’t worry about the teeth…
Though there’s a price to pay: it’ll
set you back £449.99?

Beyond collecting together Dark
Souls, Dark Souls II: Scholar Of The
First Sin, and Dark Souls III: The Fire
Fades, this very pricy edition comes
with a lovingly rendered, numbered,
34cm-tall Elite Knight At The Bonfire
statue. You also get six soundtrack
CDs covering the whole trilogy and
a 460-page compendium featuring
detailed maps, bestiaries, and a
manuscript of all dialogue from
each game.

Limited to a run of just 2,000, we
can imagine a number of Chosen
Undead would happily leg it through
Blighttown all over again to spend
their hard-earned Souls on this
one. Pre-orders for the collector’s
edition are open now with delivery
to be expected from late May (it
takes time to paint those detailed
knight statues), but a standard
version will also be available from
select retailers on 1 March.

 We’re dying to try again, with all three 
games and DLC remastered for PS4.

The Dark Souls Trilogy will fan flames in March

EXTRA SPECIAL 
This isn’t the only FromSoftware 
game getting a special edition 
release this year. Sekiro’s 
Collector’s Edition will feature 
a seven-inch Shinobi statue, art 
book, and replica coins.

Collector’s Edition 
relights our bonfire

All three Souls 
games in one 
rock-hard, but 
beautiful package.
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Fanatec reinvents the wheel at its
official website, fanatec.com/eu-en.

The wireless design means getting
tangled in cables is no excuse now.

09
When it comes to
luxe controllers, the
name of the
manufacturer that
drifts into the lead
is often Fanatec. Its

latest model, the officially licensed
Podium Racing Wheel F1, is finished
in brilliant blue carbon fibre and
loaded with all the bells, knobs,
buttons, and whistles you could
desire. As it costs nearly one-and-a-
half grand, you’d hope so.

The fancy racing wheel features
Fanatec’s renowned
force feedback
Direct Drive system,
and is the first
controller with the
system to be
compatible with

PS4. It’s wireless, allowing the wheel 
to have a full range of movement, 
making for an incredibly smooth 
experience. And if you’ve got any 
cash left after buying one, the unit is 
fully compatible with a number of 
accessories and upgrades, such as 
pedal enhancements.

With 11 buttons and dual
automotive-grade analogue clutch 
paddles, we can’t help thinking of the 
possibilities. Can you imagine playing 
God Of War on this thing? Would it 
even be possible? We’d like to try! 

Having matched 
compatibility with 
the CSL Elite Racing 
Wheel, it has
plug-and-play
support for a
number of the 
biggest racing 

games, but what do you reckon it’s 
like to throw down on Tekken? Or 
maybe it’s more appropriate to try a 
few rounds in Guilty Gear? Because 
cars have gears and… never mind. If 
you’d rather not spend that money 
on three-and-a-bit brand-new PS4 
Pros, Fanatec’s Podium Racing 
Wheel F1 retails for €1,499.95 (or 
£1352.98 at time of writing).

IT’SWIRELESS,
SOTHEWHEEL
HASAFULLRANGE
OFMOVEMENT.

Change gear  
in swish style

A premium controller for serious racers

instant 
opinion
strong vs 
wrong

LEAGUES AHEAD
The rush for cross-play 
continues apace as 
Rocket League becomes 
the latest game to 
embrace all comers on 
all hardware. The 
car-powered football 
sim just became even 
more fun.

ONLY IN DREAMS 
Public invitation to the 
closed beta for Dreams 
went out in January,  
Media Molecule shared 
some of the best on  
its Twitch channel.  
We were impressed!

OH SO SPECIAL
The Days Gone Special 
and Collector’s editions 
have been revealed. We 
love the art book and 
moody statue, but the 
patches really are 
worth the fee. Your 
denim will thank you. 

DON’T THINK
Not played Kingdom 
Hearts III yet? Then 
maybe the PS VR 
soundtrack, performed 
live in concert by Hikaru 
Utada will spur you on. 
This PS VR experience 
gives you front row 
seats and it’s free.  

SEEING DOUBLE
Catherine Full Body will 
be available on both PS4 
and PS Vita... but only in 
Japan. Over here, it’s 
just coming to PS4.

ENTERING MORDOR
Lego Lord Of The Rings 
and Lego The Hobbit 
have been removed 
from the PS4 store. You 
can still play them if 
they’re in your library.
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Is going solo the right thing
for Bungie and Destiny?

GOING INDEPENDENT 
COULD BRING BUNGIE 
EVEN CLOSER TO 
DESTINY’S PLAYERS. 

It feels like the industry is 
swinging in favour of 
independent developers. 
Going independent could 
afford Bungie the creative
freedom it needs to turn 
Destiny into the kind of 
game it always promised 
to be. That’s not to pour 
scorn on Activision, which 
clearly supported the dev, 
but now Bungie can own 
its decisions. With one 
eye on the next gen, with 
streaming and a direct 
engagement with us 
gamers likely to be 
important, Bungie could 
develop Destiny in tandem
with the wants of its 
players. With the dev able 
to listen and adapt quickly,
what Destiny ultimately 
becomes may not be 
decided by a publisher but
by us, the players. 

IT’S GOING TO BE 
BUSINESS AS USUAL 
FOR BUNGIE.

Destiny has been around 
for a long time now, and 
the very reason Bungie 
signed up with Activision 
in the first place is the 
strong vision the dev had 
for its series. It’s that 
vision that means it will 
mostly be business as 
usual for Bungie’s 
portfolio. The dev knows 
how to make things work, 
and improvements to 
Destiny 2 since the big 
Forsaken update only 
prove that. The drip-feed 
of new content has been 
improving over recent 
months, and Bungie’s 
interaction with its 
community has helped the
game grow stronger. The 
timeline for updates is 
already clear, and works, 
so Bungie just needs to 
keep doing what it is 
clearly good at. 

BEST OF LUCK 
BUNGIE, BUT DON’T 
BLAME EVERYTHING 
ON ACTIVISION.

After leaving Microsoft 
for Activision, serial 
monogamist Bungie has 
benefited a lot from being 
with large publishers. 
There’s a lot to be 
thankful for, but along the 
way it’s undoubtedly been 
harder for Bungie to 
figure out just what it is 
as a company, and what 
Destiny means to the 
studio. It’s good for the 
dev to feel freer, but you 
can’t lay the blame for 
previous missteps at the 
feet of Activision. Going it 
alone means there will 
need to be a lot of 
introspection. The 
company needs to take 
care of itself, to think 
about how to keep being 
the best it can be, and 
what independence 
means to the firm. 

I’D LOVE TO SEE 
BUNGIE CREATE 
SOMETHING NEW 
AND INNOVATIVE 
NOW ITS AN INDIE.

While I’ve enjoyed Destiny 
I’d love to see Bungie use 
its new-found freedom as 
an independent developer 
and self-publisher to 
create new IP and move 
forwards. The talented 
team has spent eight 
years working on this one 
series; I think its time 
they turn their attentions 
to something else and 
use this opportunity to 
create new worlds, 
stories, and innovative 
mechanics. Whatever 
comes next needn’t be a 
huge new game, either. 
Perhaps the dev can take 
a note from Pixar and 
create small, intimate 
new games, experimental 
‘shorts’ that can excite us 
while a reformed Destiny 
continues apace.  

just one more question…
the team debate this month’s burning issue

CAN BUNGIE BOUNCE BACK? 
Bungie’s Destiny is now in its own 
hands as the dev has split from 
publisher Activision and retained 
the rights to its major IP. The 
developer confirmed we’ll still be 
getting the planned future content. 





@MrTJ_808
Reading the piece on
#CTR in @OPM_UK

I literally can’t wait to get
that in my front room local
multiplayer with the girls!

@Kawaiikatsu
Even though physical Vita
games going to stop I’m
going to support it with
digital games!

@realjallen1981
I can’t remember the last
time I read a review score
of ‘1’ in your mag. What
about a feature detailing
the lowest scoring games
you’ve ever reviewed?
I think that would be an
interesting read.

@AtWorldsFault
no way!

[YES WAY – ed]

@TheCoolChay
Far Cry New Dawn and
Days Gone, going to be
another great year for
gaming.

@TheRbaldwin99
Is this the right moment 
to mention Leisure Suit 
Larry?

@Adamjt74
If Battlefield V had raids 
and strikes similar to 
Destiny! Imagine you and 5 
friends stealing back the 
artwork from the Nazis 
on a raid! That would be 
so cool.

@Waynelittlewood
What would make [Skull 
& Bones] brilliant is if 
Ubisoft allowed you to 
unlock some of the AC 
Sea Captains like Connor, 
Aya, Kassandra, Alexios, 
Edward.
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CAN I GET A RT?
The most pleasing tweetings 
from the @OPM_UK timeline…

REPLIES
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#158We gathered our
squad to hit the streets
ofWashington DC.

Bully for you
Are you aware of where 
I can get guides for PS2 
games? I am after the 
full game guide for Canis 
Canem Edit. (Finding all 
the collectables, secrets, 
cheats, extras etc.) My 
wife has looked for it 
online but cannot find it at 
all. I have also completed 
81% of Test Drive 
Unlimited but for some 
reason cannot access 
about 30 challenges.
Craig Halliday via mail-mail

For Canis Canem Edit, 
which was known as 
Bully in the US, your 
best bet is to look at its 
dedicated wiki online, 
bully.wikia.com. You’ll 
find walkthroughs for 

other PS2 games online
too. Test Drive Unlimited
has some entries on
the Challenges tab of
the Statistics page
that aren’t actually
unlockable, but you can
100% the game. You’ll
need all 56 houses, 69
differently-named cars,
and 164 gold cups.

A big Plus
I love the mag and have 
been a subscriber for 
a few years now, I am 
hoping you will have an

idea what Sony is planning 
when PS+ support for 
PS3 and Vita ends in 
March. Will something be 
added as a replacement 
(PS Now?) or will they  
be expecting people to 
pay the same price for 
less content?

I would like to see PS 
Plus include PS Now as I 
like the idea of it but don’t 
think it’s worth the price 
at the moment.
Brian Malcolm via email

Sony’s keeping its plans 
close to its chest, but 
we’re sure whatever it 
offers will still be great 
value for money.

Box clever
I’m from the early 
cartridge era, in the 
early 1980s. This was 
a time when you could 
only buy a game as a 
hard copy, which was 
in a box covered in art 
and a pamphlet that 
would explain the game’s 
backstory and controls. 
Since the PS3, PS4, and 
the internet, being able

to fix bugs and update
a game’s experience, as 
a softcopy, is undeniably 
something we cannot live 
without! But given the 
choice, I will continue  
to buy copies that are 
sold in boxes, alongside 
games that are only 
available online. The best 
of both worlds.
Dan Tyson via a real letter

We love a great piece 
of box art too – though 
games can take a lot 
of space. You should 
see the room Ian’s PES 
collection takes up…

 Star letter Funny business
Mainstream PS4 games are geared too heavily 
towards emotional storytelling and visual elegance 
instead of comedic appeal and whimsy. Horizon: Zero 
Dawn, The Last Of Us: Remastered, God Of War and 
Detroit Become Human – all of these look great but 
they are all too serious. We could do with more games 
that are stupid fun like the Yakuza series and Fist Of 
The North Star: Lost Paradise that aren’t developed 
by Japanese studios and let players laugh and enjoy 
themselves. We do not need cinematic-led productions 
because this is the medium of videogames not films. 
James Davie via email

We reckon there’s plenty of room for both, James, 
and with games like Rage 2 and Wolfenstein: 
Youngblood coming, we’re guaranteed some laughs.

I WOULD LIKE TO SEE PS 
PLUS INCLUDE PS NOW AS I LIKE 
THE IDEA OF IT BUT DON’T THINK 
IT’S WORTH THE PRICE.



EXIT
POLL
Our Facebook
fans answer a
final question

NEXT
MONTH
Which island from 
a PlayStation game 
would you most 
like to visit?

20% Say
“Meryl and
Johnny forever!”

16% Find the 
stars – and 
Sheperd/Tali 
– romantic.

9% Reckon MGS’ 
Otacon and Sniper 
Wolf are a couple.

2% Pick Life Is
Strange’s Chloe
and Rachel.

28%
Get mushy over

Uncharted’s Nate
and Elena.

What’s your
favourite-ever
romance in a
PlayStation 

game?
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Crash Team
Racing Nitro-
Fueled
As Miley Cyrus sang,
nothing brakes like a
kart. We can’t wait to
take the wheel.
FORMAT PS4
ETA 21 JUN

The Last Of Us Part II
Everyone’s been on tenterhooks
for this one for months. So many
unanswered questions. So many
tempting trailers…
FORMAT PS4
ETA TBC

Psychonauts 2
You just can’t get this one
out of your head, can you?
FORMAT PS4
ETA TBC

VOTE  
NOW!

Tell us the five games 
you can’t wait to play at  

opm@futurenet.com

best comments from facebook.com/officialplaystationmagazine

25% Fell for  
Final Fantasy VIII’s 
Squall/Rinoa 
romance.

Days Gone 
Like a crowd of eager Freakers, 
OPM’s readers are hot in 
pursuit of Deacon St John… and 
we’re there with them! 
FORMAT PS4 
ETA 26 APR

READERS’ MOST WANTED
Which games are bleeping loudest on your radar?

Rage 2 
An explosion of colour or  
a rainbow of explosions? 
Actually, it’s both, and 
we’re ready for some vivid 
cartoon violence this May. 
FORMAT PS4 
ETA 14 MAY

“The Last Of Us was such 
a bad game. I can’t believe 
they made a part 2!”
Chris Chrispy Pickert serves a hot take

“I cannot wait until Fortnite dies so we 
can hear about other games. I can usually 
ignore it but it’s engulfed the media.”
Not us, Christopher Michael… 
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OPINION

Nicole Hall

Devs need to master the art of balancing the old and new

 ASSASSIN’S CREED SHOWS 
HOW AN ESTABLISHED SERIES 
CAN WELCOME NEWCOMERS 

WHILE STILL PLEASING  
LONG-TERM FANS.

D
evil May Cry was a game 
I’d always turned my nose 
up at. Although the lure 
of its horror hack ’n’ slash 
vibe and extensive 
catalogue of demonic 

creatures had grown fierce, I simply 
wasn’t willing to set aside hours of 
my time playing catch-up across a 
daunting four ‘core’ instalments. 
Now DMC5 is one of my most 
anticipated games of this year, and I 
have the DmC (2013) reboot to 
thank for that.

DmC modernised the series’ 
trademark gameplay and rebranded its 
protagonist, Dante, in a completely 
new story that required no prior 
knowledge of the series. Following 
this, DMC5 is now arguably less 
overwhelming. It’s clearly reconciled 
and balanced the nuances born of the 
reboot with the deep-rooted lore and 
well-loved characters that have kept 
the series buoyant since DMC1 to 
stand clear of the daunting 
shadow cast by the number  
in its title.

This highlights the 
meticulous balancing act 
developers face when 
working with a long-
running series. How do 
you concoct a warm 
starting point for keen 
new players while 
expanding the lore 
and maintaining the 
interest of 
long-term fans? 
Enter Assassin’s 
Creed Odyssey. 
It’s no secret that the widely 
loved series ditched its prior 

stealthy, action-adventure approach 
along with numeric titles long ago, 
instead opting for all out open-
world RPG carnage as showcased 
in Odyssey. 

This has piqued the interest of 
a mass of new players, urging 
them to test the vast, vibrant 
waters of its latest masterpiece. 

I get asked frequently if you 
can come into the series at 

Origins or Odyssey and 
truth is, yes, you can. 
Don’t get me wrong,  

I completely 
understand the 

hesitation. The 
core AC 
instalments 

now amount to an intimidating 
ten-plus titles spanning generations 
of hardware. Any sucker for a good 
narrative will seek the reassurance 

that they aren’t jeopardising any plot 
coherence by not trudging through 
every predecessor beforehand. 

A NEW BEGINNING 
Assassin’s Creed games have 
reached the point where each can 
be considered an entirely discrete 
experience from the last. This has 
proved key for invoking an appeal to 
new audiences with little, if any, AC 
experience. Odyssey sets a new bar 
for freshness in the series, flaunting 
two brand-spanking-new leads as a 
standout feature to tempt all manner 
of audiences. Lore is stripped back 
to basics and retold, negating any 
dependence on prior AC knowledge 
and reaffirming the curiosity of players 
without any (it’s set hundreds of 
years before any of the other games). 
That said, there’s still oodles to stay 
the shaky hands of Assassin’s Creed 
aficionados too. Ubisoft has ensured 
a flurry of new characters, quests and 
collectables are scattered throughout 
Odyssey to fluff out the lore even 
further alongside countless nostalgic 
nods to past games. 

Rolling out additional releases for a 
long-running series, each teeming 
with fresh content that both embraces 
newcomers and maintains the smiles 
on the faces of committed fans, is no 
easy task. It’s not as simple as keeping 
a fire alive by carelessly casting on 
more kindling. It requires patience and 
planning not to tarnish a perfectly 
good series. As the medium gets older, 
long-standing series will need to find 
this equilibrium to survive – to grow 
with the tastes and expectations of 
players while remaining true to their 
roots and fanbases in turn.

WRITER BIO
Nicole Hall is a huge Assassins Creed fan, her 
shelves brimming with AC merchandise. She’s 
thrilled at how recent instalments have 
encouraged newcomers to try the series, 
while the games remain true to the roots that 
kick-started her love for the franchise.
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Jess Kinghorn Oscar Taylor-Kent

S
ci-fi anthology series
Black Mirror
returned late last
December with

interactive film
Bandersnatch. Beyond
tracking your choices from
previous runs, it played it
safe with its choice-driven
narrative by offering solely
binary choices. That said,
there’s no denying it was a
big hit with people less
familiar with games, and
that’s not a bad thing.
This isn’t Netflix’s first

foray into interactive fiction
– Minecraft: Story Mode
debuted last year, and that
was preceded by a number of
similar titles in 2017. On
Minecraft’s release, Netflix
representatives told
TechRadar the company
didn’t “have any plans to get
into gaming.” But with the
service’s further expansion
into interactive fiction, at
some point, one would think,
getting into games would be a
no-brainer (and an incredibly
lucrative one at that).

NOW BUFFERING
With PlayStation Now
allowing users to download or
stream select PS2, PS3, and
PS4 titles to their consoles,
Netflix would not be without

competition. If you’ve got a
long memory, you’ll recall my
opinion way back in issue
#145 defending the spotty
usability of the (at the time)
streaming-only service. The
recent introduction of the
ability to download and play
titles offline as long as you
have an active subscription is
a move that speaks to the
potential I referenced all
those months ago.
I still think Sony’s missing

a trick by not expanding its
library into the PS1 era but I
understand that services like
Netflix and PlayStation Now
are at the mercy of licence
holders. Besides, games, in
particular, have the new
media problem of figuring out
how to preserve themselves,
with many master copies
already likely lost to the
sands of time. Streaming
services are not necessarily
the solution, but could help
older titles to find a modern
audience which may then care
about their preservation.
A true ‘Netflix for games’

could be closer than we think.
And while Netflix is resolute
in referring to Bandersnatch
as an interactive story rather
than a game, it’s clear from
playing it what Bandersnatch
thinks it is.

T
he idea of making a
game, back when I
was a smaller version
of myself, was always

so enticing I’d jump at the
chance to try any CD that
promised to teach me the
mythical ways of game-
making. The problem was, I
was always rubbish at it.
These days, though, it

couldn’t be easier to put
together your own little game
projects. They might not be
fully-featured Triple-A games,
but there’s plenty of software
out there for making your
own basic text-based
adventures and games right
on your PlayStation, such as
the upcoming RPG Maker
MV and, of course, Media
Molecule’s amazing-looking
creative software Dreams.

KEEP IT ALIVE
Even though it’s easier than
ever to make little gamey
things, I still feel like I’m a
bit rubbish, and I can never
decide what to make. When
looking at what to sculpt
to create assets for my own
game in Dreams, as intuitive
and easy-to-use as it may be,
my hands feel heavy and I
lock up. However, when games
are made in these simple-to-
understand programs, I can’t

help but be enchanted by
them. Whether it’s a game
that’s gone on to make waves
in the scene, or just a small
thing that’s a taster more than
anything, I love seeing what
other people have made.
On PS3, I barely touched

the main game in Media
Molecule’s quirky, yarny
LittleBigPlanet, nor even the
level maker. I almost
exclusively played creations
from the community, and it
was some of the most fun I
had on PS3, spending a lot of
time when I wasn’t playing
looking up cool creations to
check out later online.
Now with Dreams Media

Molecule is taking that
concept to the nth degree. You
can create and mould pretty
much anything from small-
scale to large-scale, and the
ability to swap assets with the
community enables you to get
your hands as dirty as you
like or keep ’em clean. Seeing
what’s possible, and how easy
it looks to use, I feel a tingling
in my fingers I’ve not quite
felt before. I know I’m going
to hoover up your lovely
creations, but I’m feeling like
it might be time to trying
wading in myself again. And
with you doing the same, I
couldn’t be in better company.

COULD THE ‘NETFLIX FOR
GAMES’ EVERYONE KEEPS
HOPING FOR ACTUALLY
BE… NETFLIX?

I’M TOO SELF-CONSCIOUS
TO CREATE IN A VACUUM, SO
I’M LOOKING TO YOU TO SHOW
ME HOW IT’S DONE.

WRITER BIO
Jess Kinghorn is still hoping for the Shadow Hearts remake or rerelease of her 
dreams. She concedes a Black Mirror episode featuring games that actually 
has something to say about games is much more likely.

WRITER BIO
Oscar Taylor-Kent once made a clock in a Design & Technology class based on 
Edvard Munch’s The Scream. His lack of crafting skills ironically created 
something even more terrifying than intended, haunting his halls to this day.

With so much of our media streamed, it’s a 
matter of time before games get onside

When tinkering and sharing creations is easier 
than ever, we need to inspire each other

OPINION
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DECOYS

Decoys
Distracting enemies or confusing you, 
it’s PlayStation’s most deceptive doubles

1 RAINBOW SIX 
SIEGE
Tom Clancy’s series has 
cooked up its own form of 
recreated duplicates. Born in
Tripoli, Alibi is an infiltration 
specialist who can conjure up 
copies of herself. An expert 
shooter, the Italian badass 
has been handling firearms 
since she was three years 
old… which makes her and 
her copies triple the trouble.

2 METAL GEAR SOLID 
V: THE PHANTOM PAIN
Hideo Kojima’s stealth saga 
always had a wonderful 
sense of playfulness, and 
one of our fave examples of 
joyful irreverence is MGSV’s 
blow-up Snake imposter. As 
eagle-eyed as The Phantom 
Pain’s guards usually are, 
they can’t seem to 
distinguish between a human 
man and an inflatable doll 
filled with helium.

3 PREY
When it comes to deception, 
Arkane’s shooter is the 
Petyr Baelish of games… or, 
if you’re not into Game Of 
Thrones, Prey is really good 
at lying to you. While the 
Typhon are great at 
pretending to be coffee 
cups, Morgan can turn the 
tables with Phantom Shift: a 
power that enables them to 
leave a decoy of themself.

4 DISHONORED 2
Arkane’s sneaky stealth epic 
has always revelled in 
ultra-clever espionage, and 
Emily Kaldwin’s Doppelgänger 
power takes the secretively 
stabby cake. Once you unlock
it, Emily can summon a 
duplicate of herself to 
distract bad guys. Corvo may
be able to possess rats, but 
we’ll take the Michael Keaton 
Multiplicity ability any day.

5 METAL GEAR SOLID
Yes, we know we’ve already 
had one Metal Gear title on 
this list, but you can’t have a 
list of greatest PlayStation 
decoys without a dude who 
has that word in his name. 
Decoy Octopus meets his 
end in MGS thanks to FoxDie, 
but at least the elastic- 
faced villain does a dead-on 
DARPA Chief impression 
before he croaks.

6 RATCHET & CLANK
The Decoy Glove is the most 
deceptive weapon the 
Lombax and his chipper 
chum have in their arsenal. 
The Gadgetron gadget can 
be bought for 7,500 bolts, 
and, once summoned, 
distracts enemies by 
conjuring up balloon versions
of Ratchet. Foes will then 
attack the helium-filled 
imposters, rather than the 
furry original model.

7 DARK SOULS
We know FromSoftware’s 
legendary series is tougher 
than old boots (coated in 
titanium), but at least it’s 
always fair… except for the 
Mimic. Not only does this 
cheaty dastard disguise 
itself as a chest full of 
goodies, but if you fall for 
the ploy, the lying swine will 
gobble up at least 75% of 
your health. Screw you, From.

8 FINAL FANTASY XII
Unlike almost every other 
entry on this list, FF’s take 
on a decoy power actually 
inflicts extra aggro on its 
summoner. In FFXII, when a 
character summons Decoy, 
the brand of Arcane Magick 
encourages enemies to 
attack its user. It’s a useful 
trick for team players… as 
long as you’re willing to 
sacrifice a lone soul for the 
greater good.

9 EVOLVE
The cult co-op curio’s 
sneakiest monster is 
arguably its most effective. 
The Wraith can raise a copy 
of itself that damages the 
hunters for a set amount of 
time. If no squishy humans 
are nearby when the beastie 
summons its other self, the 
phantom Wraith enters a 
sneak state… though it gives 
off a trail when moving.

H O N O U R A B L E  M E N T I O N S

Did we miss your favourite decoy? Got a brilliant In The Mood For idea? Show and tell at twitter.com/opm_uk.

Call Of Duty: Black Ops
The shooter’s Decoy grenades 
are great at making bad guys 
come a-calling to your last 
known position.

Team Fortress 2
Decoy is a map in the 
multiplayer FPS. It centres on a 
quarry that’s been altered to 
resemble a Mann Co. facility.

Enslaved: Odyssey To  
The West
Monkey’s best pal/captor can 
use her Decoy gauge to stun 
and distract enemy mechs.

1

2

3
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GO WITH THE FLOW

FIND YOUR
PERFECT MATCH

START

Looking for love? We’ll
find the game for you

We know how it is: so many games,
so little time. Given all the eligible
titles out there, how do you

choose The One for you? To say nothing
of the daunting task of exploring a new
genre… That’s why today we’re looking at
dating sims and titles that dabble with
dating mechanics. Borrowing a leaf from
the genre’s playbook, we’ve lovingly
crafted a flowchart that’ll unite you with
the game of your dreams in the most
expedient fashion. Naturally, you could
just skip to the end and play all of our
suggestions. Hey, we’re not here to judge,
and there’s something for everyone. Take
a look and do feel free to fall a little bit in
love with the genre as much as we have.

Something serious;  
I love visual novels and dating sims!

The woman of my
dreams and maybe

the odd puzzle

An epic fantasy tale…
with magical girls

I’m quite partial to tall,  
dark strangers

I just want someone
to come home to…

I’m all about vaguely
historical dramas

Heading back to school
and confronting my

inner demons

Yes, I’ll do 
whatever it takes 

– even if it’s 
playing on PS Vita!

I love a good 
mystery

Oh, I’m not 
really sure...

Uh, on second thought…

BIRDS!

Psychedelica Of The Black 
Butterfly
PS Vita / £39.99

Oscar, our resident dating 
expert and PS Vita enthusiast 
highly recommended this 
gothic mystery romance, 
giving it 8/10 in OPM #150. 
We are enamoured with Black 
Butterfly’s beautiful art and 
willingness to let us rethink a 
wrong turn (we do love a 
good flowchart, after all).

Persona 5
PS3, PS4 / £49.99

High school never ends if you’re a
Persona fan. But in this 10/10 JRPG,
alongside exploring the psychological
landscapes of corrupt adults you can
also wrangle with a variety of inner
demons via the Confidante system.
As you get to know that cutie in class,
you can help them face up to their
problems as well as date them.
Strong ties to friends and romantic
interests can give you bonuses in
battle so it’s well worth getting to
know the members of your party.

The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt
PS4 / £24.99

As the silver-haired fox
Geralt Of Rivia in this massive
open world fantasy RPG, you
find yourself torn between
two powerful magic-users:
Triss and Yennefer. To say
anything more about what
these two women mean to
Geralt would be a massive
spoiler… though it may or
may not involve a unicorn.

7’sCarlet
PS Vita / £39.99

This modern day
mystery sees a
college student
venturing to a
crescent-

shaped town with her childhood 
friend in search of her missing 
brother. From there you’ll be 
tangling with lies, legends and a 
deep secret dangerous denizens 
will do anything to protect. Truth 
is stranger than fiction and the 
town slowly begins to reveal its 
supernatural side across a 
number of story routes.

Amnesia: 
Memories
PS Vita / £7.99

Far from being 
just a cheap 
date, this one 
boasts variety 

while deftly avoiding decision 
paralysis! Playing as a 
protagonist who’s not only lost 
her memories but also been 
knocked out of her timeline, you 
pick your story route very early 
on and almost at random. 
Dropped into a life you can’t 
remember, you’ll need to avoid 
arousing suspicion as you 
attempt to uncover the girl you 
used to be while also maintaining 
a pre-existing relationship.

But just how 
serious are you about 

this? Would you consider 
playing something 

on PS Vita?

Q

What are you 
looking for?

Q

Which one sounds  
the most appealing  

to you?

Q

Awesome! So, what’s 
your type?

Q

Catherine: Full Body
PS4 / TBA

As well as juggling your steady 
girlfriend Katherine and an 
affair with blonde bombshell 
Catherine, there’s someone 
new in the latest version of 
Catherine. Rin is an adorable 
amnesiac who plays piano at 
the bar in which Vincent 
spends much of his waking life. 
The block-pushing puzzles of 
Vincent’s nightmares return 
with new online co-op and 
ranked matches for the 
hardcore fans. Those who 
simply want to enjoy the story 
or played the original on PS3 
can now choose to skip 
individual puzzles, getting 
straight down to the  
dating business. Out 
this month in Japan, 
Catherine: Full Body is 
coming to the UK 
later this year. 
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What’s your type?

Q

Something casual; I’ve 
not played many visual
novels or dating sims

Cute girls!

Why not
both?

A sci-fi convention (bonus
points for couples cosplay)

A board game
café or bar

He’s got to have
a ruddy great

big sword!A LARP event steeped in
mythology, deep in the woods

Cute boys!

Hot dads!

Just give me
Iron Bull
already…

Sexy
supernatural

Samurai!

Home on
the range

I like older men

I am an individual of 
sophisticated and 

singular tastes

BIRDS!

Hatoful Boyfriend
PS4, PS Vita / £7.99

As the only human at an 
all-bird high school, anything 
could happen! Prove your 
worth against the prestigious 
plumage of your fellow 
students and maybe even fall 
in love with that cute but shy 
dove in your class. He really 
looks like someone you could 
build a nest with!

Stardew Valley
PS4, PS Vita
£11.99

This nostalgic
farming
simulator is
pleasantly

pixelated and gives you plenty
to do beyond tending the
range. Through giving gifts to
the residents of nearby Pelican
town year round, you can get
close to, and even marry, them.
We were so endeared to the
locals that we gave it 8/10.

Mass Effect
PS3 (original trilogy), PS4
(Andromeda) / £28.99 (original
trilogy), £44.99 (Andromeda)

While serving up an engrossing
space opera, this sci-fi shooter
series is also fondly remembered
for the pivotal role relationships
play throughout. Both Shepard and
Ryder can date a
number of aliens while
determining the fate of
the Milky Way or
humanity respectively.

Hakuoki: Kyoto Winds
PS Vita / £24.99

Set in the waning years of
the samurai, this historical
fantasy has a reputation for
being a heartbreaker. While
there’s always hope for a
happy ending, the road there
can be something of a
tearjerker. Kyoto Winds is a
remastered starting point
and eases you in gently to the
more supernatural aspects
that assume centre stage in
the followup, Edo Blossoms.

Dream Daddy: A Dad Dating Simulator
PS4 / £14.99

If that dreamy theme song doesn’t
hook you in, the puns just might. As
a recent widower, you’re encouraged
by your teen daughter to get back
out there and date some fellow dads.
So sweet it gave us a toothache, this
is a treat for genre fans and newbies
to the dating sim scene.

He’s got to be out of this world!

What’s your ideal 
setting for a date?

Q

Fair enough!  
Not everyone is ready 

for a full-on fling with a 
dating sim. When it comes to 
titles with dating mechanics 

in them, who would 
you prefer to 

be dating?

Q

Ah, welcome to  
the niche corner, friend! 

So, what’ll it be?

Q

Dragon Age: Inquisition
PS4, PS3 / £24.99

While we fondly remember 
Origins and its followup back 

on PS3, Inquisition really is 
still the one to beat. 
Emerging far more sure of 

itself in its third outing, we 
couldn’t resist its fantasy RPG 
charms (or its cute Qunari 
romance option, for that 
matter) and gave it 8/10.
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34 MORTAL 
KOMBAT 11
The brutiful game is returning, and it 
looks more gore-geous than ever.
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PREVIEW
Scorpion is back. Expect 
to fight his younger, even 
angrier, self in MK11’s time-
travelling story mode.
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PREVIEW

A  lot has happened in the 28 
years since Ed Boon first decided 
multicoloured ninja pulling 
one another’s spines through 
their throats would be a good 
thing. While this classic fighter 

continues to display its violent side, there’s more 
s 11th outing than glossy gore. 

In our first hands-on, as Sub-Zero going toe-to-
sharpened-forearm with a returning Baraka, we 
freeze our opponent and perform the classic upper, 
send a flurry of iced shards into our rival’s body like 
a card-shark dealing a hand, and break Baraka’s jaw 
in a graphic X-ray close-up. 

This last move is one of Mortal Kombat 11’s new 
Fatal Blows. These mini-Fatalities can be activated if 
your health drops below 30 per cent, enabling you to 
stay in the fight and adding an edginess to the final 
stages of a round. The fact these gruesome moves 
are knife-sharp stabs of cinematic ultra-violence 
happening during fights only serves to double down 
on everything the series is famous for, and we love 
it. Even our opponent can’t help smiling as his 
Baraka is skewered. Again.

KRUSHING BLOW
Such creative assaults on our stomachs can happen 
randomly, as some moves trigger snapshot cinematic 
moments of flesh-peeling nastiness. New character 

MORTAL
KOMBAT 11 
More than a bare-bones brawler,  
the klassic series has grown up

  FORMAT PS4 / ETA 23 APR / PUB WARNER BROS INTERACTIVE 
ENTERTAINMENT / DEV NETHERREALM STUDIOS

“CINEMATIC 
MOMENTS OF 
FLESH-PEELING 
NASTINESS.”
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Left Dark Raiden is back in 
the story mode, but you can 
choose who to play as in 
certain branching moments.

Right Get over here – 
Scorpion’s classic chain-
spear can be upgraded and 
customised with new tips.

1You’ve got to love Baraka’s 
commitment. Not content to 
pull off his foe’s face, he then 

stabs his rival’s brain out the back 
of his skull… and eats it.

3Geras’ punch is so powerful 
that after knuckling two holes 
through Shinnok’s chest he 

punches his brain out. Geras must 
have a firm handshake.

2Simply encasing his 
opponent in a block of ice and 
decapitating him isn’t enough 

for Sub-Zero: he then freezes the 
head and punches it into tiny pieces.

4Keen to get in on the action, 
one of Sonya Blade’s Fatalities 
sees her blast a hole in her 

rival’s chest before kicking them 
into a helicopter’s rotor blades.

Kruel kombat
Finish the fight with these gruesome Fatalities

Returning characters 
Baraka and Skarlet 
are welcome additions 
to the MK11 roster.
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Geras creates an anvil of sand before crushing his 
opponent’s head on it with a massive hammer. His 
main weapon, a hulking, Hellboy-like fist, makes us 
giggle nervously as his combo ends in a brutal X-ray  
slow-mo of Sonya Blade’s rib cage cracking.

KLOSE-QUARTERS KOMBAT
Behind this bloodlust is a game that has evolved past 
exploiting our love of seeing the red stuff flow. While 
it handles much like Mortal Kombat X, it feels a little 
slower and weightier; combat is closer and relies less 
on projectile zoning. 

Despite the crowd-pleasing visual punishment 
there’s a revamped intelligence to the deeper systems 
hidden behind those broken bones. A new Flawless 
Block feature – a timed counter which leaves your 
opponent unguarded – marries technical know-how 
and graphic violence perfectly. Time these well and 
you’ll get to see more of what you bought a ticket 
for, be it a returning Skarlet drawing and weaponising 
a foe’s own blood or Scorpion pushing a spear 
through an opponent’s chest.

Leaning into this pro-play feel are two new meters 
sitting neatly in the bottom corners. The horizontal 
bar is for advanced defensive moves (including 
environment attacks) and the vertical for amplified 
special attacks. Both fill as you fight, and once 

mastered you’ll be able to break combos, 
roll from danger, and attack from the 
ground (this drains both meters).

Want more tactical tweakery? Well, the 
new Karacter Kreator – yep, it’s Mortal 
Kombat – mixes a little of Injustice 2’s 
stat-fiddling into the game. Ability points 
earned in fights can be used to enhance 
areas of a character’s moveset, tailoring a 
fighter more to your style of play, making 
counters or grapple attacks slightly more 
damaging but at the expense of other areas. 
It’s something that shouldn’t work in a 
fighting game, but NetherRealm already 
proved its worth in Injustice 2.

If you don’t want to get too technical you 
can use the Kreator mode to tweak the look 

of favourite characters. Unlocking and adding new 
weapons and parts, masks, outfits, and more will 
affect the look of your character. But you can also 
earn and swap out intro animations, combo strings, 
Fatalities… basically craft a version of one of the 
series’ classic characters to your liking.

TIME TO FIGHT
Anchoring everything is a new story campaign 
presented in NetherRealm’s cinematic style, which 
makes forcing characters to fight each other a 
tightrope walk of credibility. Behind events is 
Kronika – the series’ first female boss – who 
oversees the balance of the universe. Upset by Dark 
Raiden’s actions at the end of MKX she rewinds 
time and starts the whole soap opera again. 

What follows, we’re promised, is some time-
travelling hokum that has enabled the dev to 
playfully revisit its classic roster as old versions of 
characters battle their younger selves – an ageing 
Johnny Cage will fight a cocky, flexing version of 
himself, for example. 

You won’t be forced to play as certain characters. 
We’ll be able to affect the story’s outcome in certain 
chapters, branching the narrative, likely into bloody 
new directions, which sums up MK11 perfectly.

F A C T R I C K

Towers Of Time is a new 
tower-based mode that 
will offer timed events,

challenges, and rewards.

1 . K L I M B H I G H

The roster has yet to be 
confirmed, but at launch 
it will likely be around 21

characters from every MK.

2 . K L A S S I C R O S T E R

Each character has three 
fighting stances that can be 
juggled with combos to vary 

attacks and counters.

3 . K O M B O A P P E A L

Above Close-up X-ray cinematics break into the game when you perform a 
brutal combo, allowing you to wallow in your opponent’s pain.

Above Character customisation is incredibly deep, but will 
separate aesthetic and gameplay changes.

Above The Sands Of Time were never this violent. Geras can 
manipulate his time powers to create sandy traps.

“THERE’S A REVAMPED 
INTELLIGENCE TO THE 
DEEPER SYSTEMS 
HIDDEN BEHIND THOSE 
BROKEN BONES.”
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We’ve all been there: red-faced, 
having to explain an embarrassing 
bum-dial. Maybe you call your 
editor at an inopportune moment 
but style it out into a pitch for an 
upcoming issue. Or maybe you 

accidentally send off a garbled distress signal 
from a planet that’s home to some super-secret 
research you’d really rather the rest of the galaxy 
didn’t catch wind of. Happens to the best of us!

The distress signal in question reaches your Captain, 
a person of occasionally questionable judgement 
who doesn’t always manage to fit the puzzle pieces 
together. Your companion, Ellie, tells you the sender 
is likely long dead judging by the message’s abrupt 
ending. The Captain, through a truly inspired 
dialogue option, can suggest the message is simply 
an intergalactic bum-dial.

Ellie isn’t convinced by this: “You’re 
saying they walked into a communications 
tower, turned on the transmitter, held  
down the talk button and sent half a 
message by accident?”

On being asked not to judge she scoffs, 
“Oh, I’m judging all right.”

At an intellectual stalemate, there’s nowt 
left to do but venture down and investigate 
the source of the signal.

CRITTER-CRUSH
On the ground, the scientist Anton Crane 
claims the message was accidental after all. 
The Captain is satisfied and is about to call 
it a day when the ever-sceptical Ellie digs a 
little deeper. Turns out all of those corpses 

outside, the ones the Captain merrily stepped over 
thinking nothing untoward of, are the result of 
Crane’s test subjects breaking loose. A scaly alien 
species, raptidons may look cute with their pink 
and bioluminescent green colouring but, trust us, 
they’ve got bite. Anton’s secret lab has been overrun 
not only by them but also by marauders who want 
to separate him from his secret (and definitely not 
entirely legal) research. He tasks you with retrieving 
his decidedly dodgy work and also clearing out his 
self-induced pest problem.

On the way to the lab, those raptidons soak far 
more laser rounds than is welcome. It’s a scarring 

experience, and your Captain may 
develop a case of raptiphobia. Allowing 
this fear to take root will make you 
less effective against the scale babies 
but grants you a perk point to spend 
as you choose. This is the Flaw 
system, a risk-versus-reward addition 
that allows your custom character to 
be shaped by their adventure.

TIMELY SHOT 
Outside the secret lab there are fewer 
raptidons, though far more marauders. 
Time Dilation allows you to line up 
that perfect headshot to get the jump 
on them, but when you’re out of 
ammo you’ve still got options, such as 
a rather fetching cyber-scythe with a 
molten edge that makes melee combat 
just as compelling as the gunplay. 
Another of your companions, Felix, 
has a giant hammer that we can’t wait 
to get better acquainted with either.

Speaking of Felix, as much as you 
may be taken with his ruddy great 
hammer, you won’t be able to romance 
any companions you encounter in your 
travels. You will still have to put the 
effort into keeping them on-side with 
specific missions, especially because if 
you let ill will fester between they can 
up and leave you.

Within the facility, you have to 
go on the charm offensive, starting 
with the outlaws’ leader, Cassandra 
O’Malley. Yes, she has Crane’s research. 
No, she isn’t inclined to give it back. 
But she is cornered, so perhaps you 
can come to an agreement…

If you do decide to help her out, 
you’ll have to deal with the facility’s 
security forces, who have seen 
everything and are none too happy 
with your fraternising with the enemy. 
You could sweet-talk your way out or 
you can straight up attack ’em and see 
where that gets you. Decisions, eh? 
Who doesn’t love them? As Ellie says, 
“You just keep being you.”

THE OUTER WORLDS
This pulpy space oddity will spoil you with choice

  FORMAT PS4 / ETA 2019 / PUB PRIVATE DIVISION / DEV OBSIDIAN ENTERTAINMENT

F A C T R I C K

You can customise your 
Captain’s appearance but 

won’t see their face outside
of menus or idle animations.

1 . S A V I N G F A C E

Your companions’ skills 
stack onto yours, boosting 

your chance of making
successful skill checks.

2 . T E A M W O R K

Skills like Intimidation may 
play a role outside dialogue. 

Killing one enemy may 
intimidate the rest to flee.

3 . S T R E E T C R E D
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“WE ASK ELLIE NOT
TO JUDGE. SHE
SCOFFS, ‘OH, I’M
JUDGING ALL RIGHT.’”

 Welcome to the edge of the stars, the beautiful final frontier… or at least it was until all the rapacious corporations moved in.

Left While plenty of the Captain’s dialogue options 
are a few cups short of a full tea set, your words 
can end fights before they even begin.

You encounter 
marauders outside 
the lab. Isn’t this place 
supposed to be secret?
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“IT’S A TALL ORDER 
TO BREAK THROUGH 
THE BEAST’S 
NATURAL ARMOUR.”

DAUNTLESS
Doing the monster mash, a PS4 smash

You catch wind of a big beastie just 
beyond your homestead. It’s a scaly 
creature, so it’s going to prove a real 
tall order to break through its natural 

armour for even a chance of putting it down, and 
if it gets its gums around some aether during 
your confrontation there’s no telling what could 
happen. But those very same impenetrable scales 
are just what you need to make the armour set of 
your dreams. What do you do?

This is a familiar gameplay loop and Dauntless 
makes it free-to-play. As a Slayer, you have a 
selection of weapons at your disposal, including 
marvellously mobile chain blades and fully 
customisable Ostian Repeater firearms. It’s up to you 
to protect your home and stop the greedy Behemoth 
from sapping the land’s lifeblood, aether. Without 
aether, the floating Shattered Isles may fall and 
shatter once more. And if the Behemoths are left 
to their own devices and absorb aether, they may 
transform into something a lot more difficult to 
put down. It’s up to you alone or with a crew of up 
to three other players to defend the Isles, and craft 
some sweet threads while you’re at it.

NO FEAR
Given Dauntless’ knock-down, drag-out fights 
against an eclectic selection of kaiju, we can’t avoid 
comparing it to a certain other game. So yes, this 
is akin to a free-to-play Monster Hunter: World, 
and it’s a comparison the dev, Phoenix Labs, isn’t 
shying away from. But can this freebie set itself apart
enough to draw you away from Capcom’s classic?

The answer can be found in the
game’s bright, Pixar-esque art, which
sets it apart visually from the more
realistic direction of its inspiration.
Furthermore, there are plans to work
towards a cross-platform vision from
launch that the developer is calling
One Dauntless. You’ll retain all
progression, items, and customisation
regardless of where you log on, as well
as cultivating a universal ecosystem
that all everyone can enjoy. It’s
certainly ambitious.

Dauntless has proved to have
staying power of its own, a dedicated
band of Behemoth-bashers having
built up since its PC Early Access
release way back in 2016. Now, it’s
coming to PS4, polished and perfected
for us to sink our teeth into. You’ll
be able to venture into these science-
fantasy, post-cataclysm Isles with
plenty of pals later this year.

  FORMAT PS4 / ETA APR / PUB PHOENIX LABS / DEV PHOENIX LABS

DAYS GONE
This rhythm-action 
throwback takes you to the 
bygone rave era. A surly 
biker refuses the rhythm  
of Darude’s Sandstorm 
but the beat will get him 
in the end… either that or 
the zombies’ surprisingly 
in-tune groans will.
FORMAT PS4 ETA 26 APR

CATHERINE  
FULL BODY
Scratchy frills, underwires 
stabbing from Hell’s heart 
and the tyranny of limited 
cup sizes, Vincent takes a 
deep dive into the world of 
ladies’ lingerie in the name 
of his gal pals’ comfort.
FORMAT PS4 ETA SUMMER

THE LEGEND OF 
HEROES: TRAILS 
OF COLD STEEL
Zoolander’s Blue Steel 
college is taking on female 
models and has expanded 
its curriculum. ‘How to tote 
a polearm bigger than you 
are’ is a popular class.
FORMAT PS4 ETA TBC 2019

on 
the  
box
judged only by  
their covers

Above Munching on aether causes changes in 
a Behemoth – Koshai’s grown new horns.

Called a Shrike, this owl-
bear can get airborne 
enough to cause Slayers 
serious trouble.
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GRANBLUE FANTASY: VERSUS
This RPG phenomenon appears like a bolt from the blue

Mobile smash Granblue Fantasy is 
getting its console debut with two 
games, an open world RPG and this 
fighter. Massive in Japan, the turn-based 

RPG is much less well known abroad, and these 
new entries will be an introduction for many.

In the first to be released, Granblue Fantasy: Versus, 
characters return from the app to duel one another. 
They’re all here: turncoat knight Katalina and her 
young amnesiac charge Lyria, pint-sized captain of 
the Holy Knights Charlotta, and spooky catgirl Ferry, 
as well as male player avatar Gran. Plenty more yet 
to be announced will join them.

As it’s being developed by Arc System Works, 
expect over-the-top action and satisfying combos. 
Much like Arc’s previous game, Dragon Ball FighterZ, 
Granblue uses low-framerate character animation 
combined with high-framerate backgrounds to create 
an aesthetic that feels more traditionally animated 
than 3D modelled. Coupled with Hideo Minaba’s 
character designs, the visuals already look great.

Your (occasionally questionably) armoured fighters 
battle with sword and sorcery, with Versus carrying 
over characters’ special abilities from the mobile 
game. Lyria, for example, the blue-haired girl with a 

penchant for running around barefoot, 
may not appear as a fighter herself; 
however the trailer teases her power 
over the big beasties called Primals as 
possibly a support ability for Gran.

CHOOSE YOUR FIGHTER
Granblue is known for its large cast, 
and Lyria isn’t the only mysterious 
girl. The aforementioned Ferry, one of 
a series-specific race called the Erune, 
fights with a whip and a ghostly 
menagerie. Determined Charlotta 
wields a blade as big as she is and 
should not be underestimated. (She 
does have a childish side, and is partial 
to the Little Skyfarer’s Lunch off the 
kids’ menu.) Also announced as a 
fighter is the dual-wielder Lancelot. 
Dedicated to protecting his kingdom, 
he can never quite apply himself in 
the same way to keeping his room 
tidy. Very relatable, if you ask us, and 
we’re looking forward to getting to 
know this cast better when the battle 
commences later this year.

  FORMAT PS4 / ETA 2019 / PUB CYGAMES / DEV ARC SYSTEM WORKS

Above Loyal knight and 
sword collector Katalina 
fights with a long blade that 
gives her lots of reach. Look 
out when you face her!

How’s this for graphic 
violence? It looks 
more like a traditional 
animation than a game.

“VERSUS CARRIES  
OVER CHARACTERS’  
SPECIAL ABILITIES FROM  
THE MOBILE GAME.”
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DEVIL MAY CRY 5
Re-V-ling the new character’s animal magic

son of Sparda. It’s not clear exactly 
why V bears the older gunslinger such 
ill-will but it may have something to 
do with the sword of Sparda he’s got 
his eye on.

CRYING WOLF
Alongside more details about this new 
face, Capcom also revealed the Bloody 
Palace mode will be making its return 
as a free post-launch update. A series 
mainstay, this fast-paced elimination 
mode pits you against waves upon 
waves of enemies and bosses - the 
perfect baptism of fire to hone your 
demon slaying talents, and master the 
character action combat. This is joined 
by new online functionality for the 
main game. The Cameo System gives 
you the option to pop into other devil 
hunters’ worlds for some intense fights 
– definitely a useful feature should 
you find yourself struggling. If your 
otherworldly guest impresses with 
their skills, you can bestow them with 
the ‘Stylish!’ rating.

We’re looking forward to getting 
reacquainted with Ebony and Ivory, 
not to mention all of the new toys 
Capcom has collected together, next 
month. Who knows, maybe you’ll 
bump into team OPM kicking demon 
behind in the streets of Red Grave 
City – let’s rock, baby!

FORMAT PS4 / ETA 8 MAR / PUB CAPCOM / DEV CAPCOM

F A C T R I C K

Director Hideaki Itsuno has
got a post-release project
lined up but promises to

give DMC5 his all.

1 . P O P P I N G O F F

On 20 March a five-disc
edition of the soundtrack
will be released in Japan.
Mark it in your calendar.

2 . D I S C O I N F E R N A L

DMC5’s Twitter teased the
special edition’s live action
cutscenes last December.
You’ll want to see them.

3 . A M A T E U R H O U R

Above Is it a bird?… well, 
yes, actually: Griffon has a 
handy thunderbolt attack to 
unleash from above.

“V HAS ENLISTED  
THE HELP OF THREE 
DEMONIC FAMILIARS.”

Brand-new to the 
series, the Cameo 
system will offer a little 
help from your friends 
around Red Grave City.

‘The man with the cane’ has 
emerged from the shadows, 
revealing himself to be a sandal-
wearing William Blake fan who 
goes by the name of V. And he’s 
not alone, as he saunters in to join 

Dante and Nero as the final playable protagonist.

V’s fighting style is radically different from the 
white-haired pretty boys’. Instead of resorting to 
firepower or swordplay, V takes a slightly indirect 
approach… though you shouldn’t underestimate him 
with that cane, he can be lethal.

V has enlisted the help of three demonic 
familiars which can keep enemies at arm’s 
length in combat. Leading the charge is the 
gigantic Nightmare. This staggering being 
gives the stone-chomping Goliath seen in 
Nero’s demo earlier this year some serious 
competition, possessing a light beam attack 
much like that of the aforementioned 
cathedral-crasher. Winged fellow familiar 
Griffon does more conversational heavy 
lifting – and we’re not just talking about 
carrying V across town as he spits poetic 
verse. This chatty raptor specialises in aerial 
combat, pelting bolts of thunder at enemies. 
Lastly, Shadow boasts feline agility and the 
ability to shapeshift into a number of blades 
for pin-point accurate attacks. Between 

these three familiars, you can wear down enemies so 
V can finish them off with a strike of his cane.

V, despite giving Dante the job that takes him to 
Red Grave City, has a bone to pick with the youngest 
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1Nero returns and has been 
kitted out with a nifty robot 
arm by mechanic pal Nico. He’s 

still got his trusty Red Queen sword 
and Blue Rose revolver, too.

3 Trish was playable in the fourth 
game’s special edition, slicing 
through demons. We’d love to 

see her return to playable form for 
DMC5 and pull her Devil Trigger.

2Dante, however, is far from 
armless, with new gauntlets 
and greaves (named Balrog) 

allowing him to take Red Grave’s 
demon problem into his own hands. 

4Lady returns alongside Trish 
and was also playable in 
DMC4’s special edition. We’re 

hoping she’ll bring similar heavy 
artillery support to five.

Better the devil you know
A quick reintroduction to returning cast members

New protagonist V likes 
poetry and apparently 
dislikes Dante, claiming 
he wishes he’d never 
existed. Charming!

Left By far the largest 
familiar, Nightmare has 
V’s back in tougher fights, 
especially against the 
enormous Goliath boss.

Above From what we’ve 
seen, V is less hands-on 
than Dante or Nero, though 
he’s every bit as deadly.
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PREVIEW
It’s a little rough around 
the edges, but we love the 
art design and promise 
of choice-led RPGing of 
Spiders’ Greedfall.
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The sense of time and place is 
the first thing you notice about 
Spiders’ open world RPG. The 
game’s visual appeal embraces the 
chiaroscuro of Caravaggio, with 
every scene steeped in shadow. The 

landscape echoes the Flemish painting tradition of 
the 17th century. It’s romantic and violent, and it’s 
easy to forget this is all based in fantasy.

Just looking longingly at the visual detail does 
Greedfall a disservice, as behind the grand views and 
intricate, Adam-Ant-like costumes, is an RPG that 
promises an open world of equally broad choices. 
Will you complete a quest down the barrel of a gun 
or with diplomacy? You can choose to do neither; 
a stealth mechanic means you can solve a situation 
with the silent stab of a blade. If no-one sees you 
there’ll be no cause for comeback. 

WILD FRONTIER
“Our first thought when we began to create Greedfall 
was that we wanted the key word of this new project 
to be ‘exploration’,” reveals Spiders’ CEO Jehanne 
Rousseau. “We also wanted to create a fantasy 
universe, but we wanted it to be different from what 
we’ve created in previous games. These two separate 
reflections led us to choose the 17th century as a 
reference. We didn’t want to do a historical game, 
but the costumes, architecture, and politics of this 
time period are so rich that the idea immediately 
appealed to the whole dev team.”

GREEDFALL
Will you be a prince charming  
or a dandy highwayman?

  FORMAT PS4 / ETA 2019  
PUB FOCUS HOME INTERACTIVE / DEV SPIDERS

“THE KEY WORD 
BEHIND THIS NEW 
PROJECT IS 
‘EXPLORATION’.”
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Left There’s a definite 
Dragon Age feel to some of 
the open world areas.

Right The visual style is 
reminiscent of the Flemish 
painting tradition of the 
17th century; it’s romantic, 
dramatic, and fantastical.

1You’re dispatched to the new 
world to find a cure for a 
plague sweeping across your 

country. This simple mission is 
layered with moral implications…

3The colonial forces have 
science and technology on 
their side. Ranged weapons 

and modern tactics could mean a 
quick victory on the battlefield.

2Will you befriend and unite the 
native tribes or join with your 
colonial factions to plunder the 

island? Each has advantages and 
disadvantages for your mission.

4But the indigenous tribes can 
tap into the natural world 
and use the creatures of the 

island. A longer-term solution could 
be to go Dances With Wolves.

Olde worlde order
Will you be the hero or villain of your story?

Inspired by the 17th 
century, Greedfall is a 
fantasy world – meaning 
bone altars and magic.
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The upshot is an RPG that has the potential to 
be your next favourite thing since BioWare dropped 
the ball with Mass Effect: Andromeda. Despite its 
modest budget there’s an ambition to Greedfall that’s 
appealing. Having seen the game in action, the world 
and its alt-history setting, layered with political and 
religious commentary, is engaging.

Rousseau explains why this world feels so well-
defined: “Each time I create a universe for one of our 
games, I’m trying to think about a consistent world. 
I’m always thinking into the geography, history 
before the game, different factions, nations, magic, 
politics, and even the religion of this world.”

Such a rounded approach leans into the drama 
of the narrative: settlers, mercenaries, and fortune 
hunters from a European-like continent have raced 
to a new remote island to plunder its resources. 
Some – you – have embarked on the journey to find 
a cure for a plague, others for its riches and magical 
secrets, both metaphorical and actual. 
 
DRAGON AGED 
The breadth of this new world is explored through 
familiar trends; a mix of real-time combat governed 
by stats, exploration across large hub areas that 
remind us of Dragon Age: Inquisition, and choice-led 
conversations. Choice, in particular, is a factor at play 

in almost everything you do in Greedfall, 
explains Rousseau. Some of your decisions 
are small, some more important, some 
occur during dialogue paths, others  
by actions you take – who you kill or 
befriend will affect the story. 

“Some will have an immediate impact 
some will change the experience of the 
player hours later, and some side-quests 
will even influence the main quest 
experience,” says Rousseau. “Of course, there 
are also multiple endings, but to be honest 
I think it’s more rewarding for the player 
to see the world and NPCs react to choices 
during the game and not only in the end.”

The promise is of a colourful world that’s 
constantly evolving based on your character 

interactions and decisions. The many factions on the 
island will align with you or turn against you.

“As players can make a lot of choices, they can 
really decide if their character will be heroic or not, 
diplomatic or violent, caring or selfish,” Rousseau 
tells us. “The game will react to these decisions, but 
there are not necessarily bad choices: the story and 
experience will be different, of course, but it won’t 
lead to a game over.”

Some of your choices naturally mean customising 
your protagonist. Rousseau reveals to us there’ll be 
the standard options – choose their sex, face type, 
hair style, and skin colour – but also the choice of 
combat skills and social abilities. These latter two 
can be developed by assigning XP over the course 
of the game, with combat offering a mix of pistols, 
swords, and magical attacks to bring its melee 
skirmishes to life. 

Crafting is important too, and means you can 
create armour sets, clothes, and weapons to then 
customise. These can be used by you or equipped 
on your companions. You won’t be playing solo, but 
with a cabal of NPCs who will react to your choices 
like everyone in the game. Some will turn against 
you while others will fall for your charm. Romance… 
that BioWare influence won’t go away.

F A C T R I C K

The creatures in the game 
are incredible, including the 
mountain guardian Nádaig,
and they all have stories.

1 . M O N S T E R S Q U A D

You can change difficulty 
settings at any time, but on 
Hardcore mode you’ll need

every resource in the game.

2 . P R O R U L E S

There are no planned ‘fetch 
quests’; every mission is 
narrative-focused and 
affects the main story.

3 . F E T C H F A I L

Above The larger creatures that inhabit the island are called the Nádaig, which 
means ‘guardians’ in the native language of the islanders.

Above There’s a vast area to explore, including shipwrecks to 
plunder for resources and new, hidden quests.

Above The main city on the island will evolve, and your choices 
will affect how its inhabitants prosper and treat you. 

“I’M ALWAYS THINKING 
INTO THE GEOGRAPHY, 
NATIONS, POLITICS 
AND THE RELIGION  
OF THIS WORLD.”
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This issue we’re 
closing things out by 
asking “War, huh, 
yeah, what is it good 
for?” for a tactically 
minded mech 
adventure, mixing up 
a storm in a fantasy 
land, and holding our 
breath for what 
comes next...

PREVIEW  
ROUND-UP

MAID OF SKER
 FORMAT PS4 / ETA 2019 

PUB WALES INTERACTIVE 
DEV WALES INTERACTIVE

You’ll wish you could 
challenge these Quiet Men 
to a bust-up but, alas, this 
Sker-y game is a survival 
horror steeped in Welsh 
folklore. It’s set at the 
turn of the 19th century 
around Sker House, based 
on a real building that still 
stands today and is said to 
be Britain’s most haunted. 
Very loosely based on 
true events, you play as a 
young musician desperately 
attempting to save the 
woman he loves. The 
success of your stealthy 
manoeuvres is largely 
dependant on sound, with 
some situations leaving 
you no option but to stop 
everything you’re doing and 
hold your breath.  

ATELIER 
LULUA: THE 
SCION OF 
ARLAND

 FORMAT PS4 / ETA 20 MAR 
PUB KOEI TECMO / DEV GUST

Return to Arland, where 
not only has Rorona Frixell 
grown up and made a name 
for herself as a renowned 
alchemist, but she’s also 
had a daughter. Elmerulia 
Frixell wants to follow in 
her mother’s footsteps. 
She’s not alone; supported 
by her bestie Eva Armster 
and you, she scours the 
changed land of Arland 
for ingredients. However, 
her path to success is 
complicated when Elmerulia 
comes across a strange 
book only she can read. 
Unravel the mystery while 
celebrating two decades of 
the Atelier series.  

DARK 
DEVOTION

 FORMAT PS4 / ETA 2019
PUB THE ARCADE CREW, 
MAPLE WHISPERING CO LTD. 
DEV HIBERNIAN WORKSHOP

This pixelated side-scrolling 
action RPG has you racing 
to the right in order to 
restore a holy order. In this 
gorgeously gothic game 
you’ll have to get by without 
the ability to jump, though 
the many traps provide 
plenty of opportunities to 
test your other skills. In a 
recent vlog the developer 
said that, while there are 
plenty of weapons and tons 
of equipment to experiment 
with scattered through the 
gloomy temple setting, it 
is entirely possible to beat 
late-game bosses without 
being touched while using 
the worst weapon in the 
game. Challenge accepted! 

POWER 
RANGERS: 
BATTLE FOR 
THE GRID

 FORMAT PS4 / ETA APR  
PUB NWAY / DEV NWAY

If you’d forgotten Power 
Rangers were a thing, 
then join the club. But 
that shouldn’t prevent 
you taking a closer look 
at NWay’s 3v3 fighter, 
which aims to replicate 
the kind of gameplay we 
love in Marvel Vs. Capcom, 
only with brightly coloured 
Rangers from every era 
of the show. Better still, 
Battle For The Grid will be 
crossplay-enabled from the 
start and will be supported 
post-release with new 
characters and story mode 
DLC. If you really, really still 
love Power Rangers this 
could be a dream ticket. 

WARBORN
 FORMAT PS4 / ETA 2019 / PUB RAREDROP GAMES LTD   

DEV RAREDROP GAMES LTD

Delivering more mech mayhem than 
you can shake a Gundam model kit 
at, this turn-based strategy title 

wears its anime influences on its sleeve. Pick 
one of four commanders, each with their 
own special abilities and giant robot, then 
command a mecha strike team through a 
solid single-player campaign with plenty of 
animated cutscenes, or play against other 
commanders online. Fights are tactical, with 
terrain, properties, and traps that can turn 
the tide of battle (to name only a few of the 
tricks this one’s packing in its power glove).
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“WHILE THE JAVELINS
ARE FUN TO CONTROL,
AND THE OUTDOOR
ENVIRONMENTS TRULY
GORGEOUS, WILL
THERE BE ENOUGH
VARIATION TO KEEP
US HOOKED, OR WILL
IT BE A GRIND?”

Anthem
Oscar Taylor-Kent gets the mech game he’s dreamed about

PRE-RELEASE VERDICTS

The thing about 
stepping into your 
Javelin – your robot 
armour – is that it 
just feels so good to 
pilot. BioWare has 

made a name for itself crafting 
in-depth action RPGs, so you’d be 
forgiven for being surprised that 
the pure action elements of 
Anthem feel so natural. You move, 
shoot, and zip effortlessly around 
the huge, lush environments.

In a lot of ways Anthem is a side-
step for the studio. While yes, upon 
starting the game you can check off 
a lot of the BioWare RPG elements 
you’d expect (a story steeped in out-
of-the-way worldbuilding, and a hub
area with characters to meet and 
befriend), those parts aren’t front 
and centre in Anthem. If you’re a 
hardcore fan of BioWare’s games 
you’ll find traces of what you love, 
but in much lighter amounts than in
earlier games. Dialogue choices don’t
seem to offer much conversation 
deviance at all. If you’re looking for 
your next big RPG adventure, then, 
this isn’t it.

As a Freelancer, it’s your 
responsibility to use the Javelin suits
to take on the tasks of the rest of 
humanity, who’ve taken refuge from 
their dangerous planet behind the 
walls of settlements. The planet is 
half-finished, abandoned (according 
to legend) by the Shapers – its 
creators. And the titular Anthem Of 
Creation is the source of the energy 
they used to make it. People collect 
and utilise some of the Shapers’ 
ancient, forgotten technology, as 
much as they’re able. They’ve 
managed to learn how to care for 
Javelins for instance, but don’t quite 
understand how it is they work.

You pick one of four suit types to 
wear in field to complete missions 

(conveniently, you’re able to squad
up in teams of four). Essentially the
Ranger is the most balanced class;
the Colossus is more of a tank; the
Storm is mage-like, with elemental
attacks and increased hoverability;
and the Interceptor has a lot more
manoeuvrability and access to better
close-ranged attacks.

There’s plenty of room to scope
your builds to different playstyles,
mixing and matching weapons,
buffs, and special attacks. These
specials abilities are all based on
cooldowns, and fill back up pretty
quickly, so you’ll be throwing out
impressive moves with delightful
regularity. It’s not about being stingy
with your best weapons, but
committing to dishing out as much
as you can whenever you can, and
that feels great. Your mech’s
material and colour types can be
fully customised from the get-go

to allow you to express your own
personality, and it’s great to see
that has not been heavily gated.

HEARTS OF IRON
But perhaps the most important
thing is that the Javelins feel
really, really good to control. The
environments, especially out in
the open world, all have a lovely
sense of verticality that pushes
you into making the most of your
suit’s flight options. On the ground,
tapping will have you burst into
a wonderfully chunky-feeling run,
but click it while jumping and you’ll
shoot off into the air. It feels pretty
natural to click it in to return to the
ground too, so you can hop from
platform to platform with ease.
Even in tight areas, it feels like you
have plenty of precision to make
the most of flying. Pushing in  
gives you a hover mode, and you 
can switch between both seamlessly. 
Handling your Iron Man-esque 

suit really couldn’t be any easier. 
Switching modes makes you feel 
fully in control of your robo-armour. 
Combine this with quick dodges on 
e, and the vertical element of a 
lot of the world design, and combat 
encounters can be approached 
mostly in your own way – you can 
decide where you want to engage, 
and dodge out of the way of enemy 
attacks even as you hurtle towards 
them with your jets.

In what we’ve seen so far, the 
missions you take on are lacking in 
breadth. Anthem will doubtless be 
at its most fun when you’re cranking 
through them with friends, but each 
of the lengthy missions we played 
(slices from the very beginning and 
some of the endgame) seemed quite 
similar to one another. You reach 
gates you need to open by collecting 
orbs in the environment; there are 
areas to hold against enemy waves; 
there are encounter rooms where 
you don’t respawn; and you have to 
collect different objects and place 
them to open more doors. The 
endgame content did give us more 
toys to play with, which showed 
potential builds at their best, but 
we’re concerned that reaching that 
point could be a slog.

 We’ll have our full, in-depth review of 
Anthem next issue, out 12 March.

VIEWPOINT

We only review finished games, so in Viewpoint we go hands-on with near-final code of a game that just missed our review deadline. Oscar 
Taylor-Kent loves robots, RPGs, mechs, and shooting things. Playing slices of the beginning and the ‘endgame’, how is Anthem shaping up?

FORMAT PS4 ETA 22 FEB  
PUB EA DEV BIOWARE
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1 The Dominion’s forces want to use the
Anthem Of Creation for themselves, and
we’re pretty sure things won’t end well if
they do. 2 Strap on your very own Javelin 
– there’s plenty to customise, not least your
looks so you can make your suit stand out
from the crowd. 3 As you’d expect from
BioWare, there are story and characters
aplenty, and the writing is intriguing from
what we’ve seen. But it’s a story most fun to
play through with a squad of four pals, all in
your Javelins of choice. 4 Would it be an 
online game if you weren’t exterminating 
spiders and insect things at some point? 
Wildlife had better watch out, as you’ll be 
squashing more than your fair share.

1

2

3

4
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PS VITA

To the one that got away, which is also the one 
we still have close to our hearts – as production 
winds down, we still have so much love to give 

Sony’s marvellous little machine

LAUGH, 
LOVE
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PS VITA
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PS VITA

hat does Vita mean?” Kaz 
Hirai rhetorically asked the 
audience at E3 2011, as Sony 
officially revealed what had 
been codenamed NGP (Next 
Generation Portable), the 
true successor to PlayStation 
Portable. That first PSP had 
been Sony’s first steps into

the handheld market, and the
company knew it could push 
things further. Much further. But 
what does Vita mean, actually? 
It’s something we’re still 
pondering all these years on.

“Vita means life,” Hirai continued 
back in 2011, “and we’re confident 
that PlayStation Vita will be the 
first product that truly blurs 
those lines between PlayStation 
entertainment and your real life.” 
With production of the console 
ending properly this year in 2019, 
it’s been an eight-year-long, very

full life (it launched late 2011 in
Japan, and early 2012 in the West).

Despite the end of production, 
it’s still a console filled with the 
life essence – that Vita – thanks, 
quite simply, due to the sheer 

wealth of excellent games available 
on the system, from brand-new 
experiences that wowed us for  
the very first time to portable 
versions of some of the greatest 
PlayStation games of all time. It 
was (and is) a console that united 
the past and the future, and gave 
us the best of PlayStation to hold 
in our hands wherever we went.

HARD(WARE) TO FAULT
But it wasn’t just the great games 
that defined what PlayStation  
Vita was (though it did have a 
super line up of launch titles). It 
was just how much Sony built into 
the thing. Feature-rich is a term 
that gets bandied about, but in 
2011 PS Vita was a one percenter. 
Two analogue sticks, a multi-
touch screen and a touch-pad on 
the back, Sixaxis motion sensors, 
and both front-facing and rear 

The existence of a successor 
to PSP is announced, referred 
to only as the Next Generation 
Portable, earning it the 
mysterious ‘NGP’ moniker.

At E3 Kaz Hirai takes to the 
stage to unveil NGP as 
PlayStation Vita, with a big 
presentation showing its 
many hardware features.

Less than a year from the 
announcement, the console 
launches in Japan. Those not 
mad enough to import are 
very jealous because…

…it doesn’t come west to the 
UK until February. Though 
with a stellar launch lineup 
and tons of features to play 
with, we’re satisfied.

SPRING TO LIFE
From a rumour to 
our trusty travelling 
companion… PS Vita, 
this is your life!

27 jan – 2011 6 JUN – 2011 17 dec – 2011 22 feb – 2012

“FEATURE-RICH IS A TERM THAT 
GETS BANDIED ABOUT, BUT PS 
VITA WAS A ONE PERCENTER.”

DEVELOPER #1
GRAHAM SMITH
Co-founder and producer, 
Drinkbox Studios
Games: Tales From Space: 
Mutant Blobs Attack, 
Guacamelee!, Severed

“The Vita was the first 
handheld console that 
Drinkbox Studios developed 
games for. Getting up and 
running on the Vita was super 
smooth-due to its similarity to 
PS3 development, and the 
performance of the device 
was good enough to allow us 
to run our games without 
sacrificing any quality. We 
found a lot of success on the 
Vita, having released three 
games on the console, 
including a launch title that 
was designed specifically with 
the Vita in mind (Mutant Blobs 
Attack). We also made it 
possible to play Guacamelee! 
on PS3 using the Vita as a 
controller where the Vita 
screen would show the 
mini-map while you played. 
Overall, the Vita was an 
absolute delight to work with.”
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PS VITA

PS Vita might have been
a handheld, but it was
reported that the
development kit version
used by studios to make
games had native
HDMI-outs to display
the games on TVs.
While this never made it
into retail features –
possibly because it

would have made it
chunkier – the capability
always lay dormant.
That’s why the eventual
release of the
PlayStation TV made
sense. Essentially a
small box with PS Vita
hardware inside it, you
could hook it up under
your TV to play PS Vita

games on the big
screen, plugging in a
DualShock 3 or 4 to
play using a controller.
All you had to do was
pop out your PS Vita
memory card and put
it into the PS TV to load
up your data, and
almost all Vita games
were compatible.

cameras. There was more hardware
power crammed into the little
thing than you could waggle a
Motion Controller at.

The cameras allowed developers
to experiment with augmented
reality games, and the feature
was best used in dedicated games
like Media Molecule’s fantastic

Tearaway. Later ported to PS4 as
Tearaway Unfolded, the team’s 
expert use of all PS Vita’s little 
quirks means the original version 
is nonetheless still the best – 
it oozes charm right into the 
palms of your hands (so keep 
some tissues handy). When used 

properly, the system can still offer
something truly special you just
can’t get elsewhere.

LIBRARY CARD
That doesn’t mean that all of its
greatest games had to squeeze the
hardware to be excellent. Right
out of the gate PS Vita had a huge

amount of fantastic games, and
one of the strongest launch lineups 
of any Sony system – from 
first-party titles like Uncharted: 
Golden Abyss, WipEout 2048, and 
Gravity Rush to third-party ones 
such as Rayman Origins, Ultimate 
Marvel Vs Capcom 3, and Touch 

My Katamari. Beyond that, PS 
Vita had, and still has, a library 
of bona fide classics thanks to its 
powerhouse hardware, which is 

Persona 4 Golden, an 
enhanced port of the PS2 
game, releases over here. 
This defines PS Vita as a go-to 
platform for JRPGs.

While not the first portable 
Assassin’s Creed’s game, 
Assassin’s Creed III: Liberation 
offers a truly console-like 
experience and a fantastically 
fresh adventure on handheld.

PS4 launches in Europe, and 
works with PS Vita straight 
out of the box, from 
cross-buy to PS4 link 
features like remote play and 
second screen.

PlayStation TV hits Asian 
markets before it heads west 
later in the year, allowing you 
to plug-and-play PS Vita on 
the big screen.

Thinner, lighter, easier to hold 
on the go – the PCH-2000 
(AKA PlayStation Vita Slim) 
launches. It replaces the 
OLED screen with LCD, but 
still looks and plays a dream.

22 feb – 201331 oct – 2012 29 nov – 2013 16 jan – 2014 7 feb – 2014

“PS VITA HAD ONE OF THE
STRONGEST LAUNCH LINEUPS  
OF ANY SONY SYSTEM.”

Golden Abyss was the 
first portable Uncharted. 
“Vita’s best launch title” 
we called it in OPM #68.

SMALL CONSOLE, BIG SCREEN
PlayStation TV put PS Vita on your telly
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Minecraft eventually comes to
PlayStation Vita and sells like 
hotcakes, shifting millions of 
units on the platform alone. In 
Japan, a limited-edition 
Minecraft PS Vita is even sold.

PS Vita already has a strong
offering of Japanese games, 
but the localisation of 
Danganronpa officially 
cements it as the go-to 
console for enthusiasts after 
fan translations garner a cult 
following online.

Winning a poll for which
Japanese games players 
would like to see localised, 
Tales Of Hearts R gets a 
Western release.

Persona 4: Dancing All Night
releases, a shining star in  
PS Vita’s heavenly spread of 
rhythm games. It proves 
essential for any Persona fan.

DrinkBox Studios releases
Severed, a unique take on 
first-person dungeon-
crawlers that utilises touch 
mechanics and works 
wonderfully on PS Vita. It 
proves the handheld is still  
the indie king.

15 oct – 201414 feb – 2014 14 nov – 2014 6 nov – 2015 26 apr – 2016

able to play most PS1 and PSP 
games that are available digitally 
from the PlayStation Store. That 
back catalogue alone is a hefty 
collection of some of the best 
games PlayStation has ever offered.

While some games, such as 
Uncharted: Golden Abyss, do 
prove that you really could make a 
big-budget feeling experience on 
the handheld, it is often the small 

experiences that truly shine on PS 
Vita, smaller indie games that you 
can pick up and play in bursts, like 
Rogue Legacy, Spelunky, and The 
Binding Of Isaac. Many of them 
are crossbuy, meaning buying them
once lets you play them across 
any PlayStation consoles on which 
they are available. 

On top of that, PS Vita is the 
ideal way to play much longer 

games you don’t always want to 
hog the telly for, or fancy picking 
away at while you commute, 
ones with a lot of reading 
like Danganronpa or big RPG 
adventures like Final Fantasy or 
Undertale. PS Vita is a console 
that always, always is working with 
you, for you – delivering great 
videogames at whatever speed you 
want to go at.

COME NEARER
Besides a Wi-Fi-only model, PS 
Vita launched with a 3G version 
that would allow you to connect to 
the internet on the go via a phone 
network. Terminated since 2017, 
the Near app also enabled you 
to share information with other 
players nearby to see what people 
around you were playing where 
and swap little items.

At launch you were even able 
to connect the handheld to your 

CARRYING CASH
The fanciest PS Vitas can cost a fair bit of dough

Tilt your PS Vita, and 
Gravity Rush’s Kat 
would tumble in the 
appropriate direction.

Even this many years since 
launch you can still find 
some reasonably 
priced older PS 
Vita models, the 
system has had 
more than its  
fair share of 
expensive limited 
editions, 
especially if 
you’re willing to 

import from Japan. The 
priciest we found 

ready to buy in the 
UK was an import 
Soul Sacrifice 
edition in Cosmic 
Red with an image 
from the game on 
the back, bundled 
with the game and 
a bunch of neat 
accessories. Many 

more limited editions also 
exist, including Persona 4 
Dancing, Dragon Quest 
Builders, and even Minecraft 
– all of which will set you back 
hundreds of pounds. Add on 
to that the increasing rarity 
of high-storage proprietary 
memory cards, and going 
all-out will set you back a bit. 
Our tip? Grab a cheap one, 
and just dive in.

PS VITA

READER #1
@GEEBYYU
Twitter, loved…

“Buying Fifa 12, in 2017… Just 
so I could have the glory 
squad of Stoke City. My train 
was delayed 9 hours in 
London due to snow, but I 
didn't even care. Glorious!”

READER #2
@XFLOWERSTARX
Twitter, loved…

“I loved that you're able to 
play not only PS1 games but 
also remake trilogies such as 
Ratchet And Clank Trilogy and 
Jak And Daxter Trilogy and 
indie games.”

READER #3
@SIJAZZ
Twitter, loved…

“One of the most underrated 
handhelds with some top 
notch titles, my best memory 
– getting the best ending in 
Persona 4 Golden without 
using a guide!”
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MOUNTAIN OUT OF A MOLEHILL
There’s plenty of variety on offer on PS Vita. Here are just some of the best games

THE BEST… 
PSP TITLES
PSP had a solid library, with many titles 
available to download on PS Vita

PERSONA 3 PORTABLE
As much as we love this Persona, which introduced 
social links to the series, we’ll admit it’s one very 
grindy JRPG. That just makes it all the more perfect 
for playing in short bursts here and there.

GTA: VICE CITY STORIES
One of the best GTAs gets a new story, and even 
features ‘80s lonely heart Phil Colins. 

METAL GEAR SOLID: PEACE WALKER
To some “the true MGSV”. Big Boss’ story continues
in this full story sequel to Metal Gear Solid 3. 

THE BEST… 
FIGHTING GAMES
Perhaps the first handheld to offer truly 
great fighting games, combos are plentiful

MORTAL KOMBAT
Fighting games on handhelds are a tricky 
proposition, but NetherRealm got it absolutely right. 
This port is packed with features from the home 
console version, and controls wonderfully.

DEAD OR ALIVE 5 PLUS
Team Ninja’s faithful PS Vita port added new 
features – making it maybe the best version. 

BLAZBLUE: CHRONOPHANTASMA 
EXTEND
This fighter has plenty of story to enjoy on the go.

THE BEST… 
FROM PS1
Almost all the greatest PS1 Classics can 
be downloaded from the PlayStation Store

CASTLEVANIA: SYMPHONY  
OF THE NIGHT
All these years on, the greatest Castlevania is still 
the (vampire) king. Gorgeous pixel art and 
Metroidvania action look amazing on PS Vita.

FINAL FANTASY VII
So many long JRPG PS1 classics are available, 
there’s no longer excuses for not putting time in. 

METAL GEAR SOLID
The simple stealth action of the original MGS 
surprisingly translates perfectly to handheld. 

THE BEST… 
VISUAL NOVELS
Word up! PS Vita helped popularise this 
entire genre in the West

DANGANRONPA:  
TRIGGER HAPPY HAVOC
Being trapped in a school is bad enough, but these 
students are forced to kill one another to survive. 
Solve the murders to make it through!

STEINS;GATE
This Akihabara-set time travel thriller has twists 
and turns, keeping you on the edge of your seat. 

HAKUOKI: KYOTO WINDS
Get close to Japan’s last samurai as they fight 
against the supernatural. And kiss ’em too.

THE BEST… 
FROM PS2
Even some of PS2’s greatest games are 
available as remasters – better than ever!

METAL GEAR SOLID HD COLLECTION
The PS Vita version gives you MGS2 and MGS3 at 
your fingertips. Stealth isn’t always action-packed, 
so being able to sit back and relax as you weave 
your way through the games like a ghost is great.

FINAL FANTASY X/X-2 HD REMASTER
The complete FFX saga at your fingertips to put 
hundreds of hours into wherever you choose. 

THE SLY TRILOGY
All three of Insomniac’s Sly Cooper games offer 
oodles of colourful platforming thievery.

THE BEST… 
RPGS
Long RPGs are sweeter taken a bite at a 
time, whenever and wherever you please

PERSONA 4 GOLDEN
There’s something so relatable about Persona 4, 
and we don’t just mean the small-town murder 
mystery plot. You’ve also got to go to school, make 
friends, and deal with teen problems. It resonates.

UNDERTALE
This lo-fi retro-styled indie RPG is truly special, and 
playing it tucked into bed is the perfect way to play. 

THE LEGEND OF HEROES:  
TRAILS OF COLD STEEL
Overlooked by some, this is an epic, sprawling saga.

THE BEST… 
RACING GAMES
Small screen, big thrills, high speed – Vita’s 
well-stocked with arcadey speedsters

WIPEOUT 2048
A colourful, smooth racer was just what PS Vita 
needed on launch to prove it could play with the big 
boys, and WipEout was the way to do it. It’s slick, 
fast, and so good to have in the palm of your hand.

NEED FOR SPEED: MOST WANTED
Not only do racing games work on PS Vita, even 
well-made home console ports like this excel. 

SONIC & ALL-STARS RACING 
TRANSFORMED
Celebrate Sega’s history in this fun kart racer.

THE BEST… 
ACTION GAMES
The handheld’s best action offerings slip  
unique twists into the familiar genre

TEARAWAY
The ever-playful Media Molecule was the perfect 
studio to make full use of everything PS Vita had to 
offer, as this emotional papercraft adventure 
proves. It’s a world that sucks you in.

UNCHARTED: GOLDEN ABYSS
This smaller-screen version of Uncharted’s 
big-screen action works surprisingly well. 

GRAVITY RUSH
Open your mind as you play with gravity in this very 
moreish Japanese action game.

THE BEST… 
INDIE GAMES
PS Vita’s library is filled with some of  
the best indie titles you can name

TXK
Bright lights and explosions look oh-so-good on the 
lovely Vita screen. And a dip-in, dip-out shooter like 
TxK provided perfect pick-up-and-play bursts of 
action. This one is a must-play.

SEVERED
Touch the screen to slice enemies in this intuitive, 
playful first-person dungeon-crawler. 

THE BINDING OF ISAAC: REBIRTH
The epitome of “one more go”, runs in this dark 
roguelike run up many hours on our consoles.



PS Plus subscribers get God 
Of War: Ghost Of Sparta in 
May, and Chains Of Olympus 
the following month – 
remasters of the PSP games 
that are great on handheld.

Launching alongside the PS4 
version, Danganronpa V3’s  
PS Vita version shows that it 
is still the perfect platform 
for this sort of adventure/
investigation game.

With the phenomenal God Of 
War releasing on PS4, we put 
in a few hours from our hotel 
using PS Vita remote play. 
Fearsome daddy Kratos is 
always with us.

With our libraries having 
soaked up most of the PS Vita 
games that were offered as 
part of PS Plus, and a massive 
backlog of PlayStation greats, 
we won’t stop playing on the 
go any time soon…

1 may – 2016 29 sep – 2017 20 apr – 2018 now

Ys VIII releases alongside a 
PS4 version, showing a 
big-budget-feeling JRPG can 
still work on the handheld, and 
feel brilliant to take on the go 
– an RPG with bite.

15 sep – 2017

058 PS3 to use it as a second screen,
or to stream the home console
directly to the handheld to play it
remotely. You could transfer data
between the systems to
take saves from PS1
games you’d been
playing and continue
those on the go. With
the release of PS4,
the second screen and
remote play features
only improved, turning
it into a system that
enhanced the features
of your new console
when you unboxed it in 2013.
As far as features go, in many

ways PS Vita ushered in what we
now think of as being ‘the PS4

generation’. More than simply a
successor to PSP, it was a link
between PS3 and PS4 in terms of
streamlining the user experience.

Features we now take for
granted, like Party – the
feature for grouping
up with your friends
to voice-chat through
the UI as opposed
to in a particular
game – got their
start on the handheld.
That was a pretty
advanced feature,

especially for the time. And
because Sony was able to see how
players interacted using PS Vita,
the hardware designers could be
confident those features would

flourish in the PS4 we all know
and love today.
But even today PS Vita is much

more than any sort of middle step,
or even a side dish. It’s a whole
second meal, and the great thing is
how well the flavour complements
the rest of the PlayStation feast.
While some features, like Near, are
no longer supported, they helped
make the console what it is today:
a place for innovation, and quite
simply superb gaming experiences.
And unlike the most memorable
moments of home console gaming,
these are experiences that can
happen anywhere: when you’re
cosied up in bed, on long-haul
international flights, or as you
wait for a friend on a park bench.
So full of goodness is it, that we
know we’ll still be playing our PS
Vitas for a long time to come, and
if you still haven’t tried it all these
years on, then there’s still a whole
world to explore at your fingertips
if you’ll join us.

“FEATURES WE NOW TAKE FOR
GRANTED, LIKE PARTY, GOT THEIR
START ON THE HANDHELD.”

DEVELOPER #2
TOSHIHIRO KONDO
President, Nihon Falcom

“At Falcom, starting with the 
Trails and Ys series, we have 
truly released many titles for 
the Vita. We’ve learned so 
much about it by developing 
for it and, not only I, but our 
entire development staff has 
a very strong attachment to 
the Vita. I’ve also played many 
titles on it as a gamer myself. 
There aren’t many handheld 
gaming hardware devices out 
there with so many high 
quality titles so easily 
available! I’m proud to say 
that I still have my Vita to this 
day. I would certainly love to 
see it revived in the future.”

DEVELOPER #3
SOHEI NIIKAWA
President, Nippon Ichi 
Software, Inc.

“The Vita is personally my 
all-time favourite console.
At Nippon Ichi Software, 
we’ve developed and sold lots 
of software on this console. 
Vita’s awesome! If there will 
ever be a successor to the 
Vita, I would love have a game 
ready for its launch!”

Tearaway made use of 
PS Vita features like 
the rear touchscreen 
and camera.

PS VITA
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INDIE GAMES

Good things come in small packages, and great 
things come from small studios! We’ve rounded  
up 19 indie games that promise to make 2019 

your best gaming year yet

19 
indies 

for 
2019
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INDIE GAMES

T h e P a t h l e s s

Where Giant Squid’s debut 
Abzû took us deep under 
the ocean, The Pathless 

is a much more land-based affair. 
As the Hunter – cloaked, robed, 
and carrying a bow – you arrive 
on a cursed island covered in 
woodland and temple ruins. 
There you find an eagle, your 
only ally as you trek across the 
open world island, fighting 
many-eyed beings. 

“The scope of The Pathless is 
definitely larger than any game I 
have worked on previously,” creative 
director Matt Nava tells us. “We

are making a giant, continuous area
for players to explore without 
loading screens, and populating it 
with about a million trees. It’s a 
tricky balance to tune the speed of 
the character, the size of the game 
space, and the density of features 
in the landscape.”

There’s a reason the game is 
called The Pathless. The Hunter’s 
steps won’t just lead from A to B. 
“The player has many options of 
where they can go at any time, but 
as the game progresses, the player 
will be able to access large new 
areas,” says Nava. It’s a world filled 
with things to find. “Backtracking 
is always allowed and there are 
many secrets that the player will 
be able to find. It’s an open world 
game, which opens up a lot of new 
opportunities for us as designers.”

Before working on Abzû, Nava 
was art director on Flower and 
Journey for thatgamecompany. His 
distinctive style has transferred 
from Journey to the similarly 
enchanting and understated quest 
in The Pathless, though on a 

grander scale. “The art direction of 
The Pathless takes inspiration from 
many sources, from our own 
experiences hiking in the forests of 
the Pacific Northwest to Miyazaki 
films,” says Nava. 

There’s a clear Japanese influence 
to the game, down to the Hunter’s 
beautifully fluid animation as they 
traverse the island, glide with the 
eagle, and rapid-fire the bow at 
eye-like targets on enemies and the 
environment. “We have researched 
kyudo, the traditional practice of 
archery in Japan, as well as motifs 
of Mongolian cultures in our 
design process. These inspirations 
give our invented world a grounded 
sense of reality that enhances 
immersion. The visual style is also 
a graphical evolution of the look we 
created for Abzû in many ways,” 
Nava explains.

ON TARGET
Teaming up with the eagle gives 
the Hunter the edge over the 
environment. You are able to use it 
to glide, and you can also activate 
an eagle vision to spot targets 
better. It’s a symbiotic relationship. 
“The eagle helps you soar, hunt, 
battle, and solve puzzles. You will 
also need to take care of the eagle 
by petting and cleaning it to keep 
it in top condition as you explore,” 
comments Nava.

The Hunter’s motion is always 
quick, and impressive to look at. 
Even when you’re using the bow, 
you barely have to slow down. “Our 
priorities are fluidity, speed, and 
accessibility – we want to make it 
simple for the player to feel like 
they are a skilled archer just like 
the Hunter,” Nava explains. “It 
always breaks the illusion of being 
a superhero when the player’s 
ability to execute skilled actions is 
hampered purely by the difficulty 
of controlling the game. We’ve 
built a bow system based on 
timing rather than conventional 
aiming that allows you to shoot 
accurately while moving fast, 

without resorting to bullet-time 
slow motion mechanics.”

MANY PATHWAYS
‘The trick with making this 
scale of indie game is that your 
audience will compare it to games 
made by teams of hundreds of 
people with budgets hundreds of 
times bigger,” says Nava when we 
ask about the balance in making 
indie games. “To achieve that, we 
have to design our systems and 
tools smartly to get the highest-
quality results as efficiently as 
possible since we have a limited 
amount of budget and therefore 
time to create the game. We have 
to choose the features that make 
us stand apart – like our unique 
art direction and unique gameplay 
– and focus our efforts on them.”

For Nava, indies provide spaces 
for creating and playing fresh ideas. 
“[Indie] games often offer unique 
gameplay, narratives, and 
perspectives that would be too 
risky to put in a Triple-A game,” 
he says. “Overall, Triple-A games 
and indie games offer different 
experiences that are both great. 
Playing games of all sizes 
can enrich your life in 
ways that purely playing 
Triple-A cannot.

“The coming years 
will likely be very 
difficult for very small 
developers,” says Nava on 
there being more games 
than ever – it’s important 
to support smaller indie 
developers you love. 
“Larger indie studios 
like Giant Squid will 
probably fare well if 
they can keep making 
successful titles. But 
for gamers, the breadth 
and diversity of gaming 
experiences will 
continue to expand in 
great ways, across the 
spectrum from indie 
to Triple-A.”

FORMAT PS4 / PLAYERS 1 / DEV GIANT SQUID STUDIOS

Taking the road less travelled

“WE ARE MAKING A
GIANT, CONTINUOUS
AREA FOR PLAYERS

TO EXPLORE.”
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Some creatures you 
encounter are more 
dangerous than others.

In this temple you 
find your eagle friend 
– but what connects 
the bird to the ruins?

The island is filled 
with mysterious and 
beautiful wildlife.

In motion, the hunter 
is incredibly fast and 
fluid to watch.

Your eagle pal offers 
you another way to 
get around – gliding.Archery
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F a l c o n A g e

We tend to see games from 
the perspective of colonisers 

but not too many games deal 
with the colonised,” Chandana 
Ekanayake, co-founder and 
studio director at Outerloop 
Games, tells us. “It’s an old 
theme but we feel like we can 
offer a new perspective to it.”

Ara lives on a dying, resource-
drained planet, her home being 
stripped bare of raw materials by 
machine colonisers. Befriending a 
young falcon, she learns more 
about the lost art of falconry that 
goes back to her family roots, and 
joins up with the resistance to 

push back against the invaders 
alongside her new friend. 

CLAWS OUT
“While we were brainstorming 
ideas for games we wanted to 
make, I saw a YouTube clip of 
golden eagle attacking a mountain 
goat that sparked my interest,” 
Ekanayake explains. “[When 
prototyping] the first time we were 
able to whistle for the falcon in-
game and experience her landing 
on our hand was the moment we 
knew that this could work.” Played 
in first person, it feels perfectly 
natural to have your falcon friend 

right next you. And, of course, to 
have the option to play in PS VR 
using PS Move controllers (though 
you can play with a DualShock if 
you prefer).

“We offer comfort controls for 
players that are more prone to 
motion sickness, and also offer lots 
of options for players that want to 
customise locomotion,” Ekanayake 
tell us. “In VR, we default to a 
teleshift that teleports the player 
with blinks and orientation 
controls. Players can turn on an 
option to walk through the 
environment and use standard  
FPS controls if they want.”

FORMAT PS4, PS VR /PLAYERS 1 /DEV OUTERLOOP GAMES

A bird in the hand is worth a lot in PS VR
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Forget sword and shield, a true knight isn’t afraid to 
get their hands dirty – fists-and-knuckles-style. 
Your duty is to ascend The Tower, a mysterious 
place where each floor consists of stolen land. This 
means each one you take on looks a little different, 
and once there you solve puzzles and fight enemies 
with your gauntleted mitts. Despite the retro RPG 
looks, combat happens in real-time. You’ll need your 
wits about you to dodge, counter, and use 
specialities to bring the knightly smackdown.

The first Cat Quest saw your heroic moggy saving 
Felingard from a dragon problem. Sprinkled around 
the cat kingdom was some lore about a 
neighbouring country of dogs. In Cat Quest 2 more 
is revealed, as war is brewing between Felingard 
and the Lupus Empire. Adding co-op to the RPG-light 
hack-and-slash, two players seek to bring peace to 
the countries that are on the brink of war – an 
unlikely pairing of a cat and a dog! Cat Quest was 
cute, but with a friend it’s about to get even cuter.

Knights of the ring table It’s a cat-eat-dog world
Fight Knight Cat Quest 2

 FORMAT PS4 / PLAYERS 1 
DEV TEAM SORCEROBE

 FORMAT PS4 / PLAYERS 1-2  
DEV THE GENTLEBROS

While the horror genre is well stuffed, not many 
games capture the feeling of being among a group 
of teens struggling to make it through a night alive 
– and record evidence as proof. The Blackout Club 
has a team of up to four players desperately trying 
to survive a phenomenon in their small town where 
the residents all go sleepwalking, waking with no 
memory. Players work together to avoid The Shape, 
a monster that can only be seen when your eyes are 
closed, through procedurally generated missions.

Not everything’s black or white
The Blackout Club

 FORMAT PS4 / PLAYERS 1-4  
DEV QUESTION

OPM: Where did the idea 
for the framing narrative 
of the journal in Lost 
Words come from?
Mark Backler: The game 

originally started from the 
Ludum Dare game jam with 

the theme of ‘minimalism’, with 
the intention of it being a bit like 
Tetris, but dropping words instead 
of blocks and you had a playable 
character too. The idea was that 
you’d drop words from a quote 
which landed vertically in 
ascending length order so you 
could climb up them with your 
character to reach a goal at the top 
of the screen. When I ran the game
before I had physics on the words, 
though, the character dropped 
down and landed on the sentence 
which hung in the middle of the 
screen, and I thought that that was 
really striking and much better 
than my original idea so I went 
with that instead! I liked the 
concept so much that I kept 
working on it after the game jam 
and it grew from there. I love 
narrative games so I knew I wanted 
to add a story to it, and as you 
were walking on words a journal 
seemed to make perfect sense.

OPM: Do you think games 
stimulate the imagination?
MB: Absolutely. All art and media 
has the potential to inspire people 

and stir their imaginations and I
think that with games this is
especially so, due to their
interactivity and allowing for a
much greater breadth and depth of
engagement than other mediums.

OPM: Do you think the indie
games space allows you to
explore things not possible in
Triple-A games?
MB: I think that there’s definitely 
more freedom with smaller teams 
and being independent. It’s a lot 
easier to take risks. I think some 
Triple-A companies find it hard 
because when you have teams of 
hundreds or thousands of people 
and your burn rate is phenomenally 
high, it can make big studios quite 
risk-averse. Although in an 
industry like videogames, 
sometimes not taking risks is the 
bigger risk, as if you’re doing 
what’s been done before then 
there’s probably nothing making 
your game stand out from all the 

rest. Having said that, some 
companies have done very well by 
jumping on bandwagons but you 
never know if that will work out or 
if the wheels are about to fall off! 

We are seeing bigger companies 
try out more experimental
concepts, though. Hellblade is a
game that sits beyond indie but
still wasn’t a Triple-A budget, and
Ninja Theory did a great job of

using that as a means to help cast 
light on the real-world issues of 
mental health and psychosis. They 
did that through partnering with 
the Wellcome Trust, who we’re 
also working with for Lost Words 
in order to examine the link 
between grief and memory, in 
collaboration with Cambridge 
University researcher Caitlin 
Hitchcock. Another great example 
is Life Is Strange, which is a really 
wonderful game from a big studio 
that looks at issues like suicide 
with a high degree of sensitivity 
and nuance.

L o s t  W o r d s
Sketchbook Games’ creative director Mark Backler hasn’t lost his 
vocab – he’s telling us why indie is so important

Q A&

“I THINK THERE’S 
DEFINITELY MORE 
FREEDOM WITH 
SMALLER TEAMS.”

Lost Words sees you using words  
to solve platforming puzzles.
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INDIE GAMES

E l H i j o

This western-styled stealth 
game where you play as a 

young boy has a distinctive look, 
and thanks to its unusual 
perspective, it’s a unique take on 
the familiar genre.

“We’re telling the coming-of-age 
story of this boy, starting on his 
own in front of a monastery gate 
where his mother leaves him 

behind,” explains creative producer 
Maria Grau Stenzel. “His ultimate 
goal is to find his mother in the 
bandits’ town, but first he has to 
sneak his way out of the 
monastery and through the desert.”

The titular son is a young boy in 
a scary grown-up world. “It felt 
natural to focus on the stealth 
mechanic itself, since a small boy 

can only use tricks and pranks, and 
must remain hidden from view in 
order to sneak around enemies 
who would otherwise easily 
overpower him,” Stenzel explains. 
You need to outwit your enemies 
to make it through, and to come  
up with a plan to avoid being 
spotted. It might get taxing, but 
sometimes the world is. 

FORMAT PS4 /PLAYERS 1 /DEVHONIG GAMES

A fistful of distraction dollars

If games have taught us anything it’s that we’re 
nosy. Give us someone’s private audiologs, or a 
collection of emails, and we love to have a snout 
(whether they met a grisly end or not). In 
Observation you do just that. You take on the role of 
SAM, a space station AI which can assist Dr Emma 
Fisher in finding out what happened to the crew of 
her research mission using the ship’s cameras and 
tools. Mess up, and you might arouse her suspicion. 
But you don’t deserve that… or do you?

Quirky game dev Keita Takahashi bought a one-way 
ticket to our hearts when he made both Katamari 
Damacy and Noby Noby Boy, so when we heard the 
Mayor of this bizarre town was looking for new 
residents, we immediately applied. A sandbox 
adventure, the Mayor guides you around and 
introduces you to the bizarre and friendly 
inhabitants, who include a sort of toilet with a face. 
You and friends can explore this world together, 
build connections, find secrets, and goof around.

The adult world can be scary when you’re growing 
up, and it’s no different for Nessa and Demelza, two 
girls living on a fictional British island in the 1980s. 
In this coming-of-age adventure their compact 
community is in peril, and the girls must face the 
threat head-on and save the adults, learning new 
abilities as they go. Riding their trusty bikes, and 
fighting with the likes of Frisbees and water 
balloons, stomping in puddles – it’s a fantastic-
looking exploration of childhood (with co-op).

Look a little closer If you’re looking for Kata-morey Saddle up
Observation Wattam Knights & Bikes

 FORMAT PS4 / PLAYERS 1 
DEV NO CODE

 FORMAT PS4 / PLAYERS 1+  
DEV FUNOMENA

 FORMAT PS4 / PLAYERS 1-2 
DEV FOAM SWORD

Stealth To
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Tricks

H
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Thriller

With a wide view of the spaghetti 
western setting you can plan 
your moves well in advance.
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We’ve all felt like a monster at 
some point. In the world of 

Sea Of Solitude, if you become 
too lonely, you actually turn into 
one. Consumed by darkness. 
This is how Kay finds herself, 
newly formed, marooned among 
other lonely shadows in a 
mysterious city.

These streets are half-submerged 
and mostly abandoned, haunted by 
monsters similar to Kay, ranging 
from small, apathetic lingerers to 
huge, dark masses that stalk her 

throughout her journey, diving in 
and out of the water and looming 
over her. Loneliness can feel like a 
small problem, but when left to 
fester it can tower over you, 
looming large as it pursues you.

ALONE IN THE DARK
The European-looking city is 
based on Berlin, where developer 
Jo-Mei Studios is located. Using a 
boat, you travel between buildings 
and rooftops above the water as 
you attempt to find a way out 

and learn why Kay has become a 
shadow creature.

“Nearly every human being can 
at least somehow relate to or 
remember the feeling of being 
lonely,” says Cornelia Geppert, the 
game’s writer and creative director. 
“In my case I started writing the 
story when I felt the loneliest in 
my life. I think as an artist you 
process your emotional worth by 
letting it out and putting it into 
your art. […] It’s not a ‘made-up’ 
story.” Expect some feels.

Loneliness
Pursuit
Darkness

Berlin E
m

p
ty

C
it

y

B
oa

t

S e a O f
S o l i t u d e

FORMAT PS4 / PLAYERS 1 / DEV JO-MEI STUDIOS

So much to sea, so much to do

Monsters

Rooftops

Like Kay, the other 
monsters have come 
here because they got 
too lonely and turned.

“NEARLY EVERY
HUMAN BEING CAN 
SOMEHOW RELATE 

TO […] THE FEELING 
OF BEING LONELY.”
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T h e  L a s t C a m p f i r e

Described by No Man’s Sky 
developer Hello Games as a 

“short”, this next project 
couldn’t be more different from 
the huge, open world space 
exploration game with which the 
team made its mark.

There’s no arguing that No 
Man’s Sky is a beautiful game with 
an endless supply of bizarre alien 
vistas, so it’s with great interest 
that we find ourselves entranced by 
this smaller, much more focussed 
journey. If the same attention to 
detail and tender love and care is 
applied to a smaller-scale 
experience, the tale of a ‘lost 

ember’ trying to find its way home 
and find meaning, just what will 
the team manage to pull off? The 
answer seems to be ‘something 
pretty special indeed’.

LIGHT IT UP
On your quest to find and light 
the last campfire of the title 
you journey through a strange 
wilderness. Largely a dark, 
foreboding forest, we’ve seen our 
little robed character (who we 
can’t help but want to protect and 
hug) make their way down rivers 
in a boat, find paths in darkness 
lit only by torches, and encounter 

some of the wildlife. Other lost 
folk also lurk in the forest, and 
other strange creatures besides. 
Despite the somewhat lonely-
looking quest, there will be plenty 
of others to meet along the way, 
for better or worse.

Ruins also abound in the 
mysterious forest, and it looks as 
though you need to activate them 
to progress towards lighting that 
last campfire. But just why is this 
final bastion so deep within such a 
dark place, and why are its 
surroundings so dangerous? Hello 
Games has us hankering to explore 
again, but in a tighter space.

 FORMAT PS4 / PLAYERS 1 / DEV HELLO GAMES

An ember still burns
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“HELLO GAMES HAS 
US HANKERING TO 

EXPLORE AGAIN, 
BUT IN A MUCH 

TIGHTER SPACE.”
We want to wrap up our 
adorable little ember 
and protect him from the 
forest’s dangers.
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INDIE GAMES

OPM: What do you think 
indie games offer that 
Triple-A ones can’t?
Michael Angst: Because 
players often view indie 

games with a lens that 
prioritises individuality and 

innovation over scope of 
production, there is an implicit 
invitation to take chances with 
themes and perspectives that are 
under-explored in the medium.

OPM: Never Alone featured a lot 
of documentary snippets. How is 
this carried on into Beyond Blue?
MA: Through Ocean Insight videos 
that will feature original footage 
from the BBC’s Blue Planet II 

production, players will witness the 
diverse natural life featured in the 
game through stunning real-world 
footage and meet the scientists and 
explorers working on the cutting 
edge of ocean exploration who have 
helped guide our creative decisions 
during production.

OPM: Will being set in the near 
future affect Mirai’s journey?
MA: The scientists that are helping 
to guide our creative decisions are 
hopeful that the pace of 
exploration and increased 
understanding of our ocean will 
greatly accelerate over the next ten 
to 15 years as technologies that 
promise to help overcome some of 

challenges to exploring this vast 
world can be put into practice at 
meaningful scale. In addition to 
wanting to build excitement for 
this potential renaissance in ocean 
exploration, we chose a near and 
plausible future to invite our 
players to consider a future for our 
ocean in which we all have real 
agency in affecting.

OPM: What do you hope players 
take away from Beyond Blue?
MA: An expanded sense of wonder 
for the beauty and mystery of our 
natural world and an expanded 
appreciation for the amazing 
contribution that modern scientists 
and explorers make.

Q A&

S u p e r M e a t B o y F o r e v e r

That slab of meat is back, and
we really did miss him in a

way. For many, the original Super
Meat Boy defined a whole era of
hard-as-nails slick indie
platformers when it became a
darling back in 2010.

But now he’s redefining what it
means. It’d be easy for Team Meat
at some point in the last few years

to have just turned around a Super
Meat Boy 2 with new levels and
features. But that’s not what
Forever is. It’s taking the core of
Super Meat Boy and using it to
explore something different.

Stripping down the sometimes
complicated and intimidating
controls of indie platformers to
just two buttons, it’s more

approachable than ever. You simply 
have one button that makes your 
character jump (or punch, when in 
the air), and another for sliding. 
But you use that simple toolset to 
traverse levels (an endless supply of 
them) that feel just as compulsive 
and challenging as the original 
Super Meat Boy was at its peak 
– it’s pure mechanical ingenuity.

FORMAT PS4 / PLAYERS 1 / DEV TEAM MEAT

Two buttons good

Platforming
Sliding
Blood trail

Meaty

Sawblades
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B e y o n d  B l u e
Director Michael Angst talks about how working with the BBC 
allows E-Line Media to dive deeper for its next game

“LEVELS FEEL JUST
AS COMPULSIVE

AND CHALLENGING
AS THE ORIGINAL

SUPER MEAT BOY’S.”
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S p e l u n k y 2

One more go.” Those are the 
words that echo through the 

caverns of Spelunky around your 
poor explorer’s dead body every 
time you fail, thanks either to a 
devious trap or your own poor 
judgement. You want to try 
again, to strike deeper. And in its 
own way Spelunky 2 is trying 
again and delving further. 

One of the biggest new additions 
is online multiplayer, taking the 
uniquely mad co-op of the first 
roguelike platformer to a new level. 
“The game becomes more chaotic 
with more players – especially 
since you can pick up and whip 

other players – but it also becomes 
easier because of the ghosts and 
teamwork,” explains the game’s 
creator, Derek Yu, when we ask 
about what the online aspect adds. 
“I think that mix of extra chaos 
and extra power transforms 
Spelunky into something kind of 
like a casual party game.”

DIGGING A HOLE
While playing with friends is all 
fun and games, the challenge of 
Spelunky is not. The caves are 
dangerous, and one misstep means 
you’ll have to challenge yourself 
all over again. And in this sequel’s 

new areas there’s even more to 
worry about. Levels even have 
extra layers now as you move in 
and out of doorways.

“I’m trying to see how far we 
can push everything in Spelunky 2. 
With traps, I might look at a 
specific trap that worked well in 
the original game, like arrow traps 
or spikes, and think about why it 
worked and how else it could be 
used,” says Yu. “Can we make a 
version that’s bigger or attacks at 
different angles? A big part of the 
fun for me in making a sequel is 
getting to explore the possibility 
space more.”

FORMAT PS4 / PLAYERS 1-4 / DEV MOSSMOUTH

Unearthing an even deeper sequel

“THE GAME 
BECOMES MORE 

CHAOTIC WITH 
MORE PLAYERS.”The environment might 

be deadly, but look how 
cute the monsters are!
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INDIE GAMES

G h o s t G i a n t

Friends can mean a lot to you 
when you’re young, even the 

invisible ones. Invisible, and 
huge. A ghost giant, if you will 
– and it’s this mantle you take 
up in Zoink Games’ first foray 
into the realm of PS VR.

You make friends with Louis, a 
little cat inhabitant of Sancourt. 
Only he can see you reaching out 

through virtual reality. As you’re so 
much bigger than everything else, 
the small town sprawls around you 
almost like a diorama, and it 
resembles one too thanks to a 
fantastic hand-crafted style.

As you explore the town with 
Louis you meet a colourful cast of 
characters. You use your massive 
ghost hands to interact with the 

environment, and can help the 
people you meet by solving 
puzzles. This in turn helps lonely 
Louis connect better with the 
world beyond his sunflower farm. 
Using your uniquely large 
perspective towering over Sancourt 
you can poke and prod to uncover 
secrets – and PS VR gives you a 
perfect angle to do so.

FORMAT PS VR /PLAYERS 1 /DEV ZOINK GAMES

Explore the town of Sancourt, even if it’s just in spirit
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Small town

“THE SMALL
TOWN SPRAWLS 

AROUND YOU 
ALMOST LIKE
A DIORAMA.”

The fifth episode of this magical realist episodic 
point-and-click adventure is due this year, and so is 
the PS4 TV Edition that collects together the entire 
journey. You play truck driver Conway as he 
attempts to make a delivery to an antiques shop,  
but he is waylaid as he travels from point to point 
through Kentucky trying to find the mysterious 
address. With a striking aesthetic, it’s an 
introspective journey that centres on storytelling 
rather than puzzles and needs to be experienced.

Growing up in a small town is hard enough – and 
then a mysterious murder forces budding detective 
Jenny LeClue to take on grown-up responsibilities 
fast. When her mother becomes a suspect, it’s up to 
Jenny to clear her ma’s name and save her family. 
With gorgeous visuals, and a very quirky, fun 
atmosphere, exploring and investigating Arthurton 
looks like it will be a delight. The town is filled with 
secrets, and there’s plenty to challenge Jenny’s 
sharp wits – and your own.

Swinging axes, spring panels, flaming fire pits… the 
shops in Supermarket Shriek are either the most 
bizarre or the trendiest. You ride down the aisles in 
an out-of-control shopping trolley doing whatever 
you can to make it through – literally screaming to 
survive. Because screaming is how you control your 
trolley. The main levels involve screaming on your 
own, or together in co-op (with an option to use a 
mic instead of a button if you want), and there are 
eight-player party modes to scream in too.

All roads lead to naught Leave no choice unchoosed Scream if you wanna go faster
Kentucky Route Zero Jenny LeClue Supermarket Shriek

 FORMAT PS4 / PLAYERS 1  
DEV CARDBOARD COMPUTER

 FORMAT PS4 / PLAYERS 1 
DEV MOGRAFI

 FORMAT PS4 / PLAYERS 1-8  
DEV BILLY GOAT ENTERTAINMENT
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10 INCREDIBLE
The kind of phenomenal 
experience rarely seen in  
a console generation.

9 OUTSTANDING
Unreservedly brilliant – this 
should be in every collection.

8 VERY GOOD
A truly excellent game, marred 
by just a few minor issues.

7 GOOD
A great concept unfulfilled or 
the familiar done well, but still 
well worth playing.

6 DECENT
Fun in parts, flawed in others, 
but more right than wrong.

5 AVERAGE
What you expect and little 
more, this is for devotees only.

4 BELOW AVERAGE
Any bright ideas are drowning 
in a sea of bugs or mediocrity.

3 POOR
A seriously flawed game with 
little merit on any level.

2 AWFUL
Disgraceful: the disc would be 
more beneficial as a coaster.

1 HORRIFIC
Own this and you’ll be swiftly, 
justifiably, exiled from society.

OPM SCORES

GOLD AWARD
Awarded to a game that’s 
brilliantly executed on every 
level, combining significant 
innovation, near-flawless 
gameplay, great graphics 
and lasting appeal.

EDITOR’S AWARD
Not at the very highest 
echelon, but this is a game 
that deserves recognition 
and special praise based on 
its ambition, innovation or 
other notable achievement.

GOLD  
AWARD

EDITOR’S  
AWARD

80 KINGDOM 
HEARTS III
Square Enix’s JRPG mastery, Disney 
characters – is this a Magic Kingdom?
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“FIRST-PERSON SHOOTING, HORROR, 
STEALTH, AND SURVIVAL ALL PLAY  
A PART, ALL TOGETHER.”

Embracing open world 
maps, the Metro series 
has grown up but remains 
resolutely single-player.
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I N F O
FORMAT PS4
ETA OUT NOW
PUB DEEP SILVER
DEV 4A GAMES

he only things visible in the
swirling, billowing sands are 
the hazy torches and tracer 
fire of the bandits charging 
our position. That and the 
burning car cartwheeling over 
our heads – maybe we overdid 
the Molotovs with that one. 

If this doesn’t sound like the wintry-white 
post-apocalyptic shooter series you’ve come to 
know, don’t worry. Metro’s not been derailed.

Swapping underground for overground aboard the 
steam train Aurora this direct sequel to Metro: 
Last Light takes the series’ familiar blended 
gameplay on a year-long journey across Russia. 
These tracks take the action away from the 
snowy ruins of Moscow, across the desert of the 
old Caspian sea, to the shores of the Volga, and 
into other destinations that shock and wow in 
equal measure.

Like past games in the series, Metro Exodus 
mixes many different game styles – first-person 
shooting, horror, stealth, and survival all play a 
part, all together, and all the time. It’s a marriage 
of parts that in another developer’s hands may 
have resulted in the kind of messy divorce even 
a Parent Trap couldn’t bring back together. 
Here the many ideas and styles of play combine 
perfectly, as long as you go in understanding this 
is a shooter that’s more BioShock and less Call 
Of Duty. It’s slow and thoughtful, underpinned 
by simulated rules (for example, dirty weapons 
do less damage so need cleaning, and cracked gas 
masks will require patching in the heat of battle).

COMEPACK KING
At any moment you can adjust your tactics and 
approach a situation in different ways. Items 
crafted from the world can be used to create new 
ammo types, found weapons can be stripped of 
their parts and used to enhance your own variant 
on a particular gun model. While you need to 

METRO 
EXODUS
Full steam ahead for a series 
that keeps getting better

@IanDean74ARTYOMIC  POWER
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find workbenches to go deeper into the crafting, 
your new backpack is a mobile bench that you 
can use to strip and rebuild weapons in the field. 
Fail to blast past a particularly tricky bandit 
camp? Then strip back your revolver and craft a 
powerful, one-shot, silenced pistol to go stealthy.

The downside to cramming so much game into 
one package is the need to make use of every 
button on the DualShock 4, and then some. 
Most buttons have multiple functions, either 
depending on how long you depress them or 
modified with combinations of others. It can feel 
like you’re thrown in at the deep end, particularly 
when you’re juggling gas filter management to 
stay alive while fending off a horde of mutants.

It doesn’t ultimately hold you back, though, 
and actually enables you to experiment; it makes 
switching styles of play and scavenging for ammo 
and parts a must rather than a sideshow to the 
shooting. The need to carefully manage gear and 
resources in certain missions is used brilliantly 
too. Mutated spiders in one bunker we visit can 
only be killed by direct light, and keeping your 

torch powered while listening 
for the scuttle of their tiny, 
pincery feet in the gloom is 
ridiculously tense.

TRAVEL AND STRIFE 
It also means the slow, almost 
poetic moments aboard the 
Aurora become an oasis of 
calm; a chance to explore the 
narrative and world without 
the stress of repelling a hungry, 
oversized mutant ‘Tsar fish’ 
worshipped as a god.

Life on the locomotive may 
be the link between the game’s 
new open world hubs but it’s 
more than a McGuffin just 
employed to shuffle you from 
one themed area to the next. 
Walking the corridors of this 
train, your train, and dropping 
into conversations to learn 
more about your companions 
or picking up a guitar and 
playing some classic rock, 
evokes the feel of a walking 
simulator. It looks as if 4A 
Games has actually found a new 
genre to exploit. 

Although in the wilds you 
can glimpse snippets of the 
world via found notes and 
cassette tapes, it’s not until 
you’re sat at Artyom’s desk 
reading his diary, tuning into 
the radio, or listening to his 
wife, Anna, pour her heart out 
while cuddled against a warm 
sunset that the game’s lore 
really lands. And there’s a lot of 
world-building in here; Metro 
Exodus has more lore than 
Judge Rinder.

That’s not to say each new 
open world map isn’t layered 
in narrative, because these 
places are awash with stories 
to uncover if you have the 
time to hunt them out and 
soak in the world around you. 
But ultimately these new areas 
are places to express yourself. 
Some are large and need a 
bouncy buggy to drive around, 
others, such as a moonlit valley 
that’s home to a lost summer 
camp of somewhat killy Young 
Pioneers, are more focused. Still 
broad enough to offer multiple 

“THE POETIC MOMENTS 
ABOARD THE AURORA 
BECOME AN OASIS OF CALM.”

Right Use your 
head in combat. 
Some levels can 
be weaponised, 
such as these 
flammable gas 
geysers.

The Humanimals play 
dead till you’re on top 
of them. Sneaky!

Left Keep your 
torch powered 
and your lighter 
at the ready 
when going 
underground.
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routes, these maps all allow the 
story to evolve and the world of
Metro to grow.

How you behave also 
becomes as important has how 
you play. Approach characters 
with your gun holstered and 
they’ll treat you better than 
going in hot. This can lead 
to new routes being revealed, 
locations of rare gear shared, 
or even set-piece events 
changing direction. How you 
treat enemies – kill or knock 
out – can mean the difference 
between the factions and 
fanatics you meet being up in 
arms against you or welcoming 
you with them wide open.

LONELY PLANET 
Metro Exodus is resolutely 
a single-player experience 
so don’t expect to jump into 
multiplayer, and even though 
it embraces open world design 
there’s not an avalanche of 
tick-sheet collectibles to worry 
about. Focusing on story, Metro 
Exodus is beautifully crafted 

V E R D I C T

Above Missed 
the nasty, dark 
side of Metro? 
You’re still 
catered for  
in Exodus.

Right Even 
the smaller, 
narrower maps 
are fairly large 
and worthy of 
the Photo mode.

Above Explore the story and characters while hanging out on the Aurora.

THE OPM BREAKDOWN

The inclusion of new sandbox 
maps, accessible crafting, and 
beautiful as well as genuinely 
horrific moments, ensures 
Metro Exodus keeps the series 
on track. Ian Dean

and presented with enough 
moment-to-moment surprises 
to keep you on edge. The sandy 
camouflaged Humanimals 
of the Caspian desert will 
make you jump, and there’s 
actually a bigger bad out there 
than mutated bears and the 
returning Demons… oh, and 
don’t go anywhere near the 
final run-in if slippery, wriggly 
things make you heave.

Speaking of which, if you’re 
a long-term fan of the Metro 
series and have qualms over 
whether this new open-
world approach can muster 
the same sense of haunting 
claustrophobia found in the 
previous games, have no fear. 
This sequel plays on its roots to 
great effect at key moments.

13% Loving the 
references to 
past games in 
the map design 
and locations.

7% Oh, so that’s 
why we needed 
to find an old 
guitar – who 
knows Stairway 
To Heaven?

6% Stopping
to enter Photo
mode and take
some snaps.

4% Hanging out
and having a
sneaky smoke
with your pals.

W H A T  Y O U  D O  I N …  M E T R O  E X O D U S

54%
Scavenging, 

tinkering, 
exploring, 
shooting, 
chatting…

16% Dipping  
into your 
backpack to 
tweak your 
gun’s loadouts.

S T A T  P A C K

Postcards of 
classic Russian 
landscapes to 

find and collect. 
Pin ’em to your 

train bunk. 

Diary entries  
that reveal a little 
more about the 
Metro world and 

life after the 
bombs dropped.

Chapters to play 
through, mixing 

open world maps 
with traditional  

Metro-style 
tunnels.

4 7112 12
Seasons to play 
across, starting 
in winter. Each is 
themed to evoke 
the time of the 
year perfectly.

H O W  T O …  C R A F T  Y O U R  W E A P O N S

Weapons can be 
stripped for parts and 
these can be used to 
tweak your base gun 
models. Doing so during 
a level means you can 
change your tactics. You 
can clean your weapons 
at workbenches for 
improved accuracy  
and damage.

T H E  F I R S T F I V E H O U R S …

1 We get up to speed with the Metro world in a opening cinematic that 
literally takes a train ride through the game’s history. 2 Exploring the 
ruins of Moscow we stumble onto a conspiracy, and a train, which we 
make off with. 3 Winter’s coming… Volga, the first open world map, feels 
fresh. 4 We find a teddy bear for one of our companions. 5 We defeat 
the Tsar fish, the biggest, ugliest fishy thing since Resi 4’s Black Bass.

1 32 4 5

I S  I T  B E T T E R  T H A N ?

We love Exodus’ new 
sandbox approach and 
cinematic touches, but 
Resi 7 has PS VR – and 

it’s terrifying.

Despite Exodus’ 
breadth, Arkane’s 

complex, beautifully
designed stealth sim

just edges it.

YES

Better storytelling, 
open world maps, and 

improved crafting 
means Exodus is the 

best Metro yet. 

NONO
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I N F O
FORMAT PS4
ETA OUT NOW
PUB SQUARE ENIX
DEV SQUARE ENIX

KINGDOM HEARTS III
It’s the key(blade) to a great time

W
hile fighting a giant dragon with 
Frozen’s snow golem in the  
magical kingdom of Arendelle,  
I really don’t know why I’m doing 

it. Not a clue. Do I care? No. All that matters 
is that Elsa needs me and I’m hitting things 
with a massive key that spits out flowers and 
slaughtering monsters with a teacup made  
out of fairy lights. 

At its big, squidgy centre, Kingdom Hearts III 
is a massive JRPG with multiple menus, stats, 
weapons, items, and buffs – it just happens to be 
populated by Disney characters. Not in a cursory, 
cameo way, either, as this game fully immerses 
you in different and diverse Disney worlds. 

Your party is made up of you (heroic twink 
Sora), Goofy, Donald Duck, and a roster of allies 
such as Buzz Lightyear, Mike Wazowski, and 
Hercules; all pulled from Disney past and present. 
Your wholesome trio travel (by Gummi Ship, of 
course) around a solar system of different Disney 
planets, which include Tangled’s Corona and 
Big Hero 6’s San Fransokyo, solving whatever 
problem the big dark villains have caused there 
and getting a shiny new keyblade in return.

The keyblade is your main weapon, but combat 
in Kingdom Hearts III is a spectacle of spells, 
special attacks, and summons that make every 
battle feel like an event. Fights play out in real 

time and are incredibly manic, 
with numerous forms of 
Heartless – blue bad guys – or 
Nobodies – white bad guys – 
as your basic blade-fodder. 

As well as melee combat, 
you’re able to cast spells such 
as elemental-based fires or 
blizzards, and eventually you’ll 
trigger your keyblade’s unique 
features, tied to each world. 
The Tangled-themed blade, for 
instance, does mirage magic 
for a time before becoming an 
actual tower that damages any 
nearby enemies. 

Donald, Goofy, and your 
other allies have special attacks 
as well, and you can summon 
other Disney characters such 
as Wreck It Ralph with a Link 
move. It’s a little overwhelming, 
but no battle, no matter how

Sora and the team change 
to fit with each new world, 
such as becoming action 
figures in Toy Story.

big or small, is ever boring to 
encounter and combo through.   
 
GUMMIED-UP 
The same can’t be said for 
journeys between worlds, 
aboard your Gummi Ship. To 
get anywhere new you have 
to traverse a space filled with 
enemies, obstacles, and the 
occasional treasure sphere 
– floating puzzles hiding 
goodies to uncover – but it’s 
the blandest part of the game. 
Missing any Disney magic, 
these journeys instead feel like 
a slightly dusty arcade game.

You can expand your 
Gummi Ship, adding new 
blocks, weapons, and… er, a 
giant puppy dog, just because. 
However you can give me all 
the random cuteness in the

@therachelweberROYALLY GOOD

“THE TANGLED BLADE DOES 
MIRAGE MAGIC BEFORE 
BECOMING AN ACTUAL TOWER.”
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world, and I’d happily trade it
all away to speed through this
dull Gummi-play.

COMPL-EAT IT
More fun is the levelling
system. Sora can search worlds
for ingredients, such as caviar
or butter, that can be made
into meals to buff your stats.
The twist? You’re collecting
the ingredients for Ratatouille’s
Remy, and then helping him
cook in the kitchen of a bistro
owned by Scrooge McDuck.
Think Final Fantasy 15’s cuisine
obsession, but with just a
soupçon of Cooking Mama.
When it comes to why this

is happening, that’s tough.
The Kingdom Hearts series is
pretty impenetrable but the
good news is it barely matters.
All you really need to know is
anyone who looks shady is, and
you’re fighting for all that is
good and pure in the world. Oh,
and Mickey Mouse is a King.
Even if you’re a fan, there are
times when Kingdom Hearts III

won’t make sense. Then there
are times when you get to hang
out with Woody and Buzz, and
honestly you couldn’t care less.
The only time the magic

fails? The Pirates Of The
Caribbean world. I’m sure it
sort of made sense around the
early 2000s, but now watching
a Captain Jack Sparrow straight
from the Uncanny Valley gurn
for Sora has rather lost its
charm. To add insult to injury
the world is joyless too.
However, there is nothing

quite like Kingdom Hearts
III. After all, name one other
game where you can watch
Elsa belt out Let It Go before
hammering some monsters to
death with a giant key. I’ll wait.

V E R D I C T

THE OPM BREAKDOWN
Right Vibrant 
and oozing 
Disney/Pixar 
charm, the 
game looks 
fantastic.

Below Seriously, 
who doesn’t 
want to cook up 
a pot of stew 
with Remy?

Above Minigames echo classic ideas, like Bust-A-Move and LCD handhelds.

It looks spectacular and 
captures the magic of Disney 
across its many varied worlds. 
Despite some grindy moments, 
and an Uncanny Johnny Depp, 
that charm can’t fail to raise a 
broad smile. Rachel Weber

20% Looking  
on in awe as you 
launch yet 
another Disney- 
ride-themed 
special attack.

12% Arguing 
with friends 
over which 
Disney world  
is the best.

10% Grinding
through the Gummi
universe for loot.

8% Pinching
yourself… they
finally finished 
making it.

W H A T  Y O U  D O  I N …  K I N G D O M  H E A R T S  I I I

34%
Cooing over 

hanging out with 
all your favourite 
Disney heroes.

16% Cooking up  
a pot of goodness 
with everyone’s 
favourite rat.

S T A T  P A C K

Classic Kingdom 
minigames to 

unlock and play. 
They look like  
old ’80s LCD 

handheld games.

The number of 
party members 

you can take into 
battle. Who’s in 

your Disney 
squad?

Mickey Mouse’s 
actual age. Not 

bad for a 
squeaky rodent. 

Must be the 
cheese diet.

13 523 89
Years since 

Kingdom Hearts 
2, all the way 

back on 
PlayStation 2,  

in 2005. 

PIZZA MIND
When combat gets too stressful, 
retire to the bistro kitchen to use 

your battle-honed timing to whip up 
a quick veloute with Remy the rat.

GUMMI-HELL
You’ve shot the bejeezus out of one 
giant spaceship, you’ve shot them 

all. All this magic and I still have to fly 
economy through the cosmos?

L O V I N G / H A T I N G

F
E

S
T

IV
E

DANCER

T R O P H Y C A B I N E T

H
ID

D
EN

KINGS

D
R

E
A

DN

OUGHT

BRONZE
Score at least 70,000 
points in the Festival 
Dance in Tangled’s 

Kingdom of Corona to 
earn this bronze.

SILVER
Grab silver booty by 
fully powering up the 
Leviathan ship in the 

Pirates Of The 
Caribbean world. 

GOLD
Complete the Lucky 

Emblems section of the 
Gummiphone. Get them 
all and you can watch a 

secret movie.

M
A

R
S

H
M

ALLOW

Elsa’s snow golem is 
adorable even when he’s 
trying to pummel Sora.

He refuses to wear 
trousers, but is handy 

with a magic wand.

Now CEO of Monsters 
Incorporated, this hulk  

is great in a fight.

F R I E N D S  &  E N E M I E S

D
O

N
A

SULL

LD
DUCK Y
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I N F O FORMAT PS4 ETA OUT NOW  
PUB FATSHARK DEV FATSHARK

WARHAMMER: 
VERMINTIDE II
There’s a rat in my kingdom

Warhammer, like Twitter, is one of 
those things you either dedicate 
an unhealthy amount of time to, 

or ignore completely. Also like Twitter, it’s a 
universe with an endless supply of odious 
creatures where the good guys have to stick
together in order to survive. A four-player 
co-op game such as this, therefore, makes 
perfect sense.

Don’t worry if you haven’t played the first 
game, or if you have little to no interest in 
the tabletop roots. The paper-thin story 
works fine on its own, and Vermintide II will 
appeal to anybody who likes the idea of a 
first-person action game set in a fantasy 
world. Especially if they like tongue-in-cheek 
presentation, ratlike enemies,1 and seeing 
foes having body parts lopped off.

All five available characters have ranged 
weapons, but only the Battle Wizard is a 
viable choice for fighting at a distance (she 
doesn’t rely on ammo, but will inconveniently 
spontaneously combust if you don’t let her 
fiery powers cool off). The experience mostly
leans on melee combat, therefore, which 
is handled in a most impressive manner 
here. Sure, you can flail your arms about as 
though you’re being chased by a bee, but you
don’t have to.

With just 13 (visually interesting and well-
designed) levels, the long-term appeal lies 
in loot grinding; earning chests for better 
weapons2 and accessories, while levelling 
up each character individually. Otherwise, 
it’ll only last you about five hours. Bot AI and 
server activity can support this 
approach, though whether your 
tolerance for playing the same 
levels again and again can is 
another matter. Luke Kemp

FOOTNOTES 1 One such enemy type wields a “Ratling Gun”, which 
almost justifies a purchase by itself. 2 A personal favourite is a 
shield-ignoring flail for the hammily acted Witch Hunter.

I N F O FORMAT PS VITA ETA OUT NOW  
PUB XSEED GAMES DEV KARIN ENTERTAINMENT

LONDON DETECTIVE 
MYSTERIA
Love is the greatest mystery of all

Love 19th- and 20th-century detective 
fiction, especially when it’s spiced 
with a dash of romance? Then London 

Detective Mysteria should interest you. But 
you’ll have to look past its presentation as 
a fairly rigid-feeling visual novel, which in 
places very much feels like the port of a 
2013 PSP game that it is.1

The plot follows Emily Whitely as she 
enrolls in what is essentially a Victorian 
London school for detectives. Emily’s given 
a ring from Queen Victoria herself, which 
is nice, that gives her special permissions 
as an investigator for the Crown, and she 
ends up solving a series of intriguing crimes 
alongside her classmates. The cases she 
investigates are, for the most part, self-
contained episodic stories.

Adding to the flavour, almost all these 
side characters are based on other famous 
detectives from popular culture, mostly 
being relatives. The sons of Holmes and 
Watson feature most prominently, but so 
too do the niece of Miss Marple, the son of 
gentleman thief Lupin, and the much-less-
fictional Jack The Ripper. And, as this is an 
otome-styled game,2 you can romance most 
of them if you get a good enough ending with
them. Saucy Jack indeed.

While the detective stories are fun 
enough, there’s often not a lot to them. This 
makes the game feel a little too lightweight, 
as it flirts with the idea of having more 
detective gameplay but never really manages
it – for example, you’re able to save 
statements in your diary, which 
is fairly pointless, as the most 
complex it gets is giving you 
some multiple-choice decisions 
to make. Oscar Taylor-Kent

FOOTNOTES 1 Though VN fans already know it often takes a long 
time for them to get localised. 2 A popular Japanese visual novel 
genre that often revolves around romance.

I N F O FORMAT PS4 ETA OUT NOW  
PUB CURVE DIGITAL DEV SOLAR SAIL GAMES

SMOKE AND 
SACRIFICE
Mother on a mission

At first glance, you’d be forgiven for 
thinking that Smoke And Sacrifice is 
just another survival game, but while 

you do spend a good chunk of your time 
gathering and crafting,1 it’s woven around 
the framework of a good – if grim – story, 
set in a dark, steampunk-like world. You 
play as Sachi, a mother who, seven years 
after reluctantly sacrificing her first-born 
to the Sun God, has been given hope that he 
may still live and is transported to a bleak 
underworld in search of him.

In this survival RPG, you progress by 
completing quests for the unsettling, 
gas-mask-wearing locals, who will then 
reward you with crafting recipes and items. 
Crafting a lantern will ward off the deadly 
smoke that only appears at night, but it’s 
not just the environment that can kill you; 
the enemies you encounter are no pushover 
either. Combat is simple and smaller enemies 
won’t pose much of a challenge but packs 
can be deadly and larger boss-types make 
short work of the unprepared. Luckily, save 
points are frequent2 and most areas have 
“travel tubes” which prove invaluable for 
backtracking when you need a crafting table 
or to farm a particular resource.

The game keeps you busy collecting 
crafting recipes and materials while giving 
you a purpose other than to simply survive. 
Sure, most of Smoke And Sacrifice comes 
down to inventory management and what 
are essentially fetch quests, but unlike the 
sandbox-y nature of other survival games, 
this one gives you a solid reason 
to keep going as you root for 
Sachi to uncover the secrets 
surrounding the fate of her 
missing son. Sarah James

FOOTNOTES 1 Don’t Starve players will feel right at home with this 
game’s crafting system. 2 Yes, you have to save manually. Oof. 
Whatever else you do, don’t forget to save. 
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I N F O
FORMAT PS4
ETA OUT NOW
PUB YSBRYD GAMES
DEV ACKK STUDIOS

YIIK: A POST-MODERN RPG
TheMother of all nostalgic throwbacks

R
aiding the nostalgia drawer Undertale
previously ransacked, and punctuated
by delightful moments of dread, YIIK
(pronounced ‘why-two-kay’) is a unique

beast even before you begin to ask, “Wait, how
can a RPG be post-modern, anyway?”

Alex Eggleston, your protagonist, kind of sucks.
He’s that fake-deep guy you inevitably run into
at some point during your early 20s (maybe
even dating them). Returning to his home town,
degree in hand but minus any greater sense of
direction, he wallows in self-pity and his own
half-baked brand of philosophy. But after a
strange encounter, he finds himself tied into the
mysterious disappearance of a young woman
named Semi ‘Sammy’ Pak and embarks on a
strange journey through the distant land of 1999
and the bizarre vistas of his friends’minds.
Alex’s introspective narration frames each

chapter; at first it’s tooth-grindingly self-
obsessed and flowery to a parodical degree.
Mercifully this indie RPG is completely in on
the joke, poking fun at its lead character’s navel
gazing just as much as it lays bare his flaws and
the self-doubt motivating them. Nestled between

a jamming soundtrack and
colourful low-poly world is a
story concerned with far more
than just nostalgia for the last
decade of the 20th century;
it’s not every day you get to
play as a protagonist grappling
with such a relatable sense of
existential angst.

SOUL BLAZER
The game delivers on the
subtitle’s promise of a different
take on the genre. What
appears to be a spiky-haired
PlayStation 1 protagonist in the
streets proves to be Shadow
Hearts in the sheets, with
fights being more involved than
the usual turn-based RPG fare.
Every character has a number
of unique rhythm minigames
that dictate damage, and you
have to time your button
presses pretty precisely if you
don’t want to get absolutely
slaughtered by stop signs
and sewer dwellers. This can
be tricky as your crosshair
doesn’t move at a consistent
clip, unlike the aforementioned
series’ Judgement Ring, though
taking hits gives you the power

to slow it down so you can nail
important prompts later. While
full of interesting mechanical
quirks like this, fights feel
dragged out as enemies soak
damage like the world is
ending… which it just might be.
It’s not just our world Alex

and the gang need to worry
about, either, but for fear of
spoiling things for you, nothing
more about the plot will be
revealed. What you need to
know is this is a lovingly
presented urban fantasy
adventure with plenty of twists
and turns you’ll want to follow
until the end. My time with
the game will have long since
passed when you read this but
I still can’t stop thinking about
it… not least of all because

the Mind Dungeon theme
music is an absolute banger –
it’ll haunt your dreams.

@KoeniginKatzeYIIKES

V ER D I C T

The low-poly visuals 
present a unique-looking 
world drenched in an acidic 
vaporwave sensibility.

Between the unusual character 
arc at its core, funky beats,  
and rhythm-based beatdowns, 
YIIK has a lot more to offer 
the RPG genre than just 
doomsaying. Jess Kinghorn

“THE HERO EMBARKS ON A 
STRANGE JOURNEY THROUGH 
THE DISTANT LAND OF 1999.”
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ACE COMBAT 7:  
SKIES UNKNOWN
Top Gun or Iron Eagle? Maybe a little of both…

D
o you hate squares? Do you despise 
hexagons? Are you sick of rhombuses 
lording it over you? Then you’ll 
love this game, as you’ll be shooting 

geometric shapes all the time. You’ll ordinarily 
only see HUD icons rather than vehicles; if 
you’re close enough to see an enemy in detail, 
you’re about to crash into it.

You need to be aware that this is the nature of 
aerial combat. That’s not to say that you’ll never 
get close to any of your enemies. You’ll have 
many opportunities to get a glimpse of an enemy 
jet as it whizzes past your own, the missiles 
you confidently launched its way whistling past 
harmlessly. Don’t expect to get a good look at 
enemies on the ground, though, as those lock-on 
shapes tend to obscure them completely.

But why are you flying around making things 
blow up in the first place? There’s a war between 
two fictional nations and… that’s all you need to 
know. The story, told through a combination of 
cutscenes and in-game radio chatter, veers wildly 
between dullness and unintentional hilarity like a 
drunkard. Who cares? You’re flying a fighter jet!

There are two control schemes on offer. The 
simpler and most arcade-like option is great 

for newcomers, while the 
realistic(ish) option allows you 
to barrel roll and loop with the 
best of them. There’s also a 
carrierload of aircraft, weapons, 
and upgrades to unlock, and 
the differences between them 
are admirably noticeable. 
Your choice of weapons for a 
mission can often make the 
difference between success and 
failure. This becomes a genuine 
tactical choice for later sorties, 
making unlocking new planes 
and upgrades a must rather 
than a cosmetic fiddle.

HIT AND MISSILE
While it’s great that the 
developer has made an effort

Missions can change 
as you play – from 
mass destruction to 
a tricky truck hunt  
in a sandstorm.

to make the experience about 
more than leisurely cruising 
the skies and picking off other 
planes, the fail conditions that 
are soon introduced can result 
in frustration. Expect to repeat 
some missions several times 
until you figure out how and 
why you keep failing. In an age 
when you’re often led by the 
nose to new objectives, this 
lends the game some old-
fashioned PS1 appeal. 

There are escort, defence, 
score attack, and even stealth 
missions, and it’s sometimes 
difficult to really know what’s 
needed to earn your wings 
until you’ve experimented with 
loadouts. Feeling like a flying

@IanDean74HANGAR ON

“IF YOU WANT A BRIEF BRUSH 
WITH PS VR PERFECTION THEN 
BUCKLE UP GOOSE.”
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ace as you take out enemy after
enemy in quick succession,
only to suddenly stare at a
Mission Failed message, is
disheartening. But you will hit
restart, and that can only be a
good thing.
Kills in quick succession

are surprisingly rare early on.
You need to pick your shots
carefully, not least because
missiles are slow to reload.
But once you’ve splurged some
MRP (the in-game currency)
on new Special Weapons,
including swarm missiles,
rockets, and guided bombs,
you’ll never look back.

MACH MY DAY
There are high points, and even
moments of brilliance. Mission
14 sees you fly through a
narrow, winding valley, dodging
searchlights before launching
an attack on an enemy base.
The game soon after requires
you to start differentiating
between friendlies and enemies
before opening fire, which is

a brilliant idea. Unfortunately,
none of this happens until the
campaign is over halfway done.
If you own PS VR, you’ll

also get three VR-exclusive
missions. Forcing you to use a
cockpit view and the trickier of
the control schemes, they don’t
do anything very interesting in
terms of mission structure, but
they do tease what the headset
is truly capable of doing. If you
want an all-too brief brush
with PS VR perfection then
buckle up, Goose.
Early frustration can

overshadow Ace Combat 7’s
best moments, and some may
find it too grindy and old-
fashioned, but these skies are a
blast if you have the patience.

V E R D I C T

THE OPM BREAKDOWN
Right 
Environments 
vary, which isn’t 
easy for a game 
set in the sky  
to achieve.

Below Don’t 
be surprised if 
you miss most 
shots. Kills are 
all the sweeter.

Above left There’s no photo mode, but each mission is replayed on completion.

Thrilling moments of mid-air 
diving, twisting, and fighting 
like a hero are chipped away 
at by some niggling flaws. And 
yet, if you overlook it foibles, 
Ace Combat 7 has enough in its 
hangar to love. Ian Dean

4% Screaming 
“What? Why?” 
when you fail a 
mission for 
some reason.

15% Feeling  
like a badass 
whenever you 
shoot a plane out 
of the sky.

5% Laughing at
the stilton-level
cheesiness of the
in-game dialogue.

9% Sobbing
internally when a
jet avoids your
missiles. Again.

W H A T  Y O U  D O  I N …  A C E  C O M B A T  7

45%
Waiting for your 

target to get 
within lock-on 

range.

22% Spending 
too much time in 
wondering which 
new plane to get.

C
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ECTOR

T R O P H Y C A B I N E T
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A

R
D
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BRONZE
Buy five aircraft. 

Purchasing planes and 
parts is key to success 
in the campaign, so this 

is an easy one.

SILVER
Finish all missions on 
all difficulties for a 

shiny silver. Expect a 
challenge – only the 

toppest of guns apply.

GOLD
Fly well enough, and you 
can earn medals in the 

campaign. Get your 
grubby hands on them 

all for a gold trophy.

H O W  T O …  S C O R E A M I S S I L E  H I T

1 If you see a jet in the distance turning, or about to enter into a turn, 
it’s usually not worth bothering to take it on. Even the best homing 
missiles will struggle. 2 Remember to get close enough for the 
targeting reticule to turn red, or the homing properties won’t kick in. 
The closer you are, the less time your target has to evade. 3 The best 
bit: fire the missile and enjoy the explosion! In fact, fire both missiles 
(you can load two at a time), as two hits guarantees a kill.

1 2 3

M U LT I P L AY E R

With eight players going 
at it, in either 4v4 team 
deathmatch or battle 
royale, Ace Combat 7 is 
a different challenge 
online. Handiy you don’t 
need kills to score as 
hitting a rival, even if it’s 
a scratch, will deliver 
points. There’s a slew of 
multiplayer unlocks too.

A L S O O N P L A Y S T A T I O N V R

Once you get over the fact there are only three 
missions, and they’re simple in structure, 
the sheer act of flying a jet in PS VR is 
a joy. The detail is higher than on 
most PS VR games (blue skies don’t 
sap framerates). We just wish there 
was more of it – DLC, please, Namco? 
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“AT NO POINT IN RESIDENT EVIL 2 CAN 
YOU AFFORD TO GET TOO CONFIDENT 
– AND THAT’S HORROR GENIUS.”

A and B routes return from 
the original game as Leon 
and Claire each have a ‘2nd 
Story’ scenario.
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ETA OUT NOW
PUB CAPCOM
DEV CAPCOM

ear. Panic. Terror. And then an 
ever-so-brief moment of relief, 
before it happens all over again. 
That’s the cycle you’ll have to get 
used to when playing Resident 
Evil 2, and it’s nothing short of 
brilliant. Masterful images of all 
of the greatest Resi moments 

reflect in on themselves to create a new 
dazzling form that just looks so new – a new 
step forward for horror games.

Unlike the early 2000s version of the first 
Resident Evil, which was mostly a shot-for-shot 
remake, this new version of Resident Evil 2 has 
been remade from the ground up in Capcom’s 
RE Engine. That means it’s visually stunning, 
from its outstanding lighting and rain effects to 
zombies to literally die for. There’s much that 
fans of the original 1998 outing will remember, 
but at many times you’ll find yourself so 
wrapped up in this terrifying house of horrors 
you’ll forget the core of this adventure is now 
over 20 years old (a fact that now makes us feel 
like the shambling undead have become a little 
too relatable). Resident Evil 2 is perhaps the 
definition of a modern classic.

LOCK ’EM UP
All the parts you know and love from the original 
game are present. You can choose to play as 
either Leon Kennedy or Claire Redfield after 
they’ve travelled to Raccoon City during a zombie 
outbreak (courtesy of the nefarious Umbrella 
pharmaceutical company). Each has their own 
reason for coming – Leon’s anticipating his first 
day on the job as a police officer at the Racoon 
City Police Department, and Claire is looking 
for her missing brother, Chris (from the first 
game), who’s a member of the RPD STARS unit. 
After being separated, they both quickly make 
their way to the police station, from which they 
must escape while also discovering the origins of 

RESIDENT
EVIL 2
Capcom proves two heads  
are definitely better than one

@MrOscarTKBAD NEIGHBOURS
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the deadly G-virus that’s caused the city-wide 
zombie outbreak.

For some reason the station was converted 
from an old museum, which means it’s a 
twisting, turning building full of old-fashioned 
idiosyncrasies. Bizarre puzzles lie behind peculiar 
lock mechanisms, and you often find yourself 
juggling several areas of interest as you zig-zag 
your way between rooms avoiding the legions of 
the undead. You rarely feel like you’re completely 
lost, however, and enough routes from room to 
room open up to give you options for how best 
to tackle your checklist.

On the map, rooms you’ve fully explored turn  
a different colour from those still hiding secrets 
so you always know where to direct your 
attention, as well as noting types of locks, things 
you’ll want to investigate later like a crank 
missing a handle, and items you might not have 
had room to pick up on your first pass-through. 
Unlike the ultimately more linear (though still 
fab) Resident Evil VII, the different strands 
of investigation mean you have to do some 

careful inventory management 
while taking care not to miss 
anything. You absolutely need 
to milk your bullets and health 
for all they’re worth because 
the game takes you by surprise 
time and time again.

TONGUE TIED
What’s brilliant is the 
wonderful way the game 
unfolds step by step. As you 
make your way through, 
mastery of the environment is 
always just beyond reach. Just 
when you think you’ve started 
to get a handle on it, things 
change. You really get the 
feeling that the city is slipping 
further and further into chaos 
as time passes, and new threats 
are thrown at you.

Much worse than your 
average zombie stalks the halls. 
Lickers begin to infest the 
corridors, climbing on walls 
and ceilings, ready and waiting 
to ruin your day with their 
slobbery tongues – but only if 
they hear you. Then there’s the 

Tyrant, an absolutely relentless 
behemoth who pursues you 
tirelessly after you encounter 
him. If you’ve played the 
original game, you might think 
you know the Tyrant, but think 
again. As unstoppable as ever, 
the heavy thunk of his walk 
echoes from nearby rooms 
as he draws ever closer. Is he 
above you? In the next room 
over? You do not feel safe.

All these things throw some 
serious stress your way, but 
what’s amazing is that it’s still 
underscored by those regular 
zombies which, to be honest, 
are far from basic. Grim, nasty, 
oozing in many cases… getting 
jumped by one when you 
get sloppy is always going to 
cause you serious problems, 
no matter where you are in the 
game. At no point in Resident 
Evil 2 can you afford to get too 
confident, and that’s horror 
genius. For every inch you claw 
back against the nightmare, 
Resident Evil 2 pulls you down 
another two. It might be the 

“YOU WILL YELP, YOU WILL 
SCREAM, YOU WILL SHOUT 
VERY LOUD RUDE WORDS.”

Right Alligators 
in the sewers? 
Some enemies 
may be absurd, 
but always 
cause a thrill.

Flames are cleansing, 
though your flame-
spewing ammo will 
be limited (just like all 
other resources).

Left Get used 
to mixing and 
matching your 
“herbs” for 
“healing” (don’t 
waste them!)
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most delectable anxiety you 
ever feel. And yes, you will 
yelp, you will scream, you will 
shout very loud and very rude 
words at your screen as you 
unload all of your carefully 
managed inventory in a 
situation you probably should 
have avoided. Because you just 
can’t help it. Because that fear 
creeps tinglingly up your spine 
and gets to you.

RISE AGAIN
Leon’s and Claire’s stories and 
gameplay differ slightly. In 
addition to the first routes you 
play through each character 
has a ‘2nd Story’ scenario that 
follows a very different path 
(which are a return of the A 
and B routes from the original 
game) – essentially a step up 
in difficulty with some things 
shuffled around. On top of that,
bonus challenge routes with 
different characters also make 
a return from the original. 
Content-wise it’s all here, and 
leads to a rich-feeling package. 

V E R D I C T

Above Torch 
light leaves 
you blind on 
the periphery. 
What’s in the 
shadows?

Right Lickers 
rely on hearing, 
so don’t make 
any reckless 
moves when 
one’s around.

Above Some of the nasty things you find will call for a strong stomach.

THE OPM BREAKDOWN

By the end you’ll be exhausted. 
Relieved. And itching for 
more. In those dark rooms 
and corridors, Resident Evil 2 
provides a challenge and then 
some. Oscar Taylor-Kent

One first-route playthrough 
feels substantial enough: a very 
dense, intense seven- or eight-
hour experience, with much 
more to follow it up. You’ll 
probably want to run some of 
the same routes a few times.

Your journey eventually takes 
you beyond the walls of the 
police station, and the time 
away from the fantastically 
designed labyrinth does feel 
a little bit weaker. But those 
external areas don’t overstay 
their welcome either, and 
do provide some interesting 
changes of pace that are no 
less gruelling and involve that 
wonderful push-pull between 
mastery and fear as the rest of 
the game, though implemented 
slightly differently.

22% Simply 
yelling in a panic 
and making 
things worse  
for yourself as 
you fumble.

5% Fending off 
close calls with  
a combat knife 
and breaking it, 
then feeling very, 
very unsafe.

6% Managing
items in a safe
room – do you
need grenades?

17% Running
away from Tyrant
while your bowels
run away from 
your body.

W H A T  Y O U  D O  I N …  R E S I D E N T  E V I L  2

31%
Pushing down 
dread as you 

know something 
horrible is about 

to pop up…

19% Keeping 
track of which key 
items you need for 
your next path 
through the RPD.

S T A T  P A C K

Hours or less to 
get an A-rank 

run on Standard 
difficulty (finish 
in under eight  

for a B). 

Years since the 
original Resident 

Evil 2 was 
released. Like 
that, this one’s 

set in 1998.

Inventory slots at 
the start of the 
game. And no, 
it’s not enough! 
Grab expansion 

upgrades.

1 215 8
Ink Ribbon that 
you’ll need to 
spend to save  
in Hardcore 

mode, like in the 
original games.

H O W  T O …  H A N D L E  T H E  T Y R A N T

This well-dressed gent 
hunts you relentlessly 
until you move the plot 
along. Sinking ammo into 
him will only stun him. 
Move around him and 
make distance so it 
takes longer for him to 
find you. Listen for his 
steps, and the musical 
cue when he appears.

Poor Resi 6 is where 
the series hit a bit of 

a tired slump. But 
from RE7 onwards, 

Capcom’s made it 
fresher than ever.

S E R I E S O G R A P H Y
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I S  I T  B E T T E R  T H A N ?

YES YES

Meatier. Scarier. This 
reimagining owes a 
debt to Resi VII, but 

ultimately surpasses  
it for frights. 

Until Dawn has chills
aplenty, but with Resi
you’re more directly
in control, meaning

more terror.

YES

Both games are 
throwbacks to classic 

survival horror, but 
Resi 2 modernises 
fear a bit better. 
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VANE
Atmospheric adventure grounded by a lack of polish

J
ourney’s influence glistens all over Vane. 
It’s everywhere you look, in every way 
it can be, from the expansive set-pieces 
to the mute, stylised protagonist, to the 

subtle, synthesised score. That’s not to say 
it’s an unimaginative knock-off – Vane brings 
many new ideas to this critically-acclaimed 
table – but it’s hard to imagine how Vane 
could’ve ever come to be had thegamecompany 
not given us Journey first.

It’s around now we’d offer you a summary of 
the story but… well, we’re not too sure what 
it’s about, quite frankly. You play as a bird that, 
when in contact with some weird gold dust stuff, 
occasionally turns into a boy, and it’s shifting 
between these two states that enables you to 
navigate through Vane’s alien, otherworldly 
environments in pursuit of… uh, we’re not 
particularly sure about that, either. Thankfully, 
your journey takes you to some beautiful places, 
accompanied by a truly astonishing soundtrack.

There are puzzles (kind of), although they’re 
environmental rather than cerebral, and while 
the telltale golden glint initially helps identify 
waypoints at the start of the game, Vane 
unceremoniously withdraws much of that 
guidance by the time you creep into your second 
hour. Admittedly these latter environments 
are smaller, but given you’re required to trek 

across much of that terrain 
by foot rather than feather, 
it’s all the harder to scan your 
whereabouts for clues on what 
to do next.

VANE OF MY LIFE
The trouble is, for every 
delightful moment you unwrap, 
there are two that will make 
your toes curl with frustration. 
For all its style there’s too little 
substance, and while I’m not 
averse to narratives that focus 
on evoking strong emotional 
responses rather than 
unornamented storytelling, 
in Vane there’s so little of it, 
it’s hard to connect in any 
meaningful way to the world 
around you. You trek from This 
Impressive Environment to The 
Next Impressive Environment

Things you learn in the 
opening act are almost 
entirely disregarded in  
the rest of the game.

without ever really knowing 
why, and just as you begin to 
get to grips with the painfully 
imprecise control scheme – 
honestly, that bird handles no 
better than a broken shopping 
trolley, and bringing the thing 
in to land on anything other 
than terra firma usually ends 
in a spittle of miserable curse 
words – suddenly the world 
changes, and everything you 
came to know about the first 
half of the game is rendered 
useless anyway.

In and of itself, the light-
touch tale wouldn’t be overly 
irksome, but couple that with 
a frustrating control scheme 
and obnoxious, unco-operative 
camera, Vane simply gets in its 
own way. Instead of layering 
gameplay experiences to create 

@_vixxYOU’RE SO…

“IT’S HARD TO CONNECT IN 
ANY MEANINGFUL WAY TO  
THE WORLD AROUND YOU.”
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an encyclopedia that enables
you to build on what you know
and organically explore, it
simply withdraws that rulebook
altogether and throws down
another. Assets jitter and jump
around the screen, characters
and props clip through the
world, often obscuring your
view, and sometimes peculiar
bugs impede progress entirely.

ALL IN VANE
That said, at its peak (which is
just the opening hour or so, I’m
afraid to say) Vane is sublime,
and it choreographs just
enough through its otherwise
taciturn techniques to keep you
progressing, usually heading
in the right direction. At its
worst, though, it’s glitchy and
unresponsive, with the third act
of its three-ish hour run-time
offering little to match the
appeal of its opening. You can’t
die – nosedive to the ground
and your bird will neatly land,
or fall off the edge of a cliff
and your boy will mysteriously

morph into a bird again –
but this lack of tangible
consequence doesn’t work in
the game’s favour, either. All it
does is layer frustration upon
frustration.
Sadly, this melancholic

experience is weakened by its
utter lack of polish and for all
its stylish concepts, constantly
fighting the mechanics
destroys the immersion. The
weightlessness you feel while
soaring through the sky is
further undone by forcing you
to trudge across Vane’s alien
rubble-strewn world on foot,
and while this may indeed
be a deliberate choice, it feels
altogether too sluggish, both
literally and metaphorically.

V E R D I C T

THE OPM BREAKDOWN
Right Vane’s 
brooding 
soundtrack 
is one of its 
greatest 
strengths.

Below Switching 
between 
feather and feet 
enables you to 
progress.

Above left If you work out what that ending is about, let us know, okay?

The striking visual language of 
Friend & Foe’s stunning world 
is a painful glimpse of how 
wonderful an experience Vane 
could have been. Instead, it’s 
clumsy, careless, and wholly 
incoherent. Vikki Blake

23% Figuring 
out where the 
hell you’re 
supposed to  
be going next.

11% Trying to 
work out WTF 
happened in that 
final scene.

10% Backtracking
to work out what
area you’ve missed.

14% Standing
still just to listen 
to the soundtrack.

W H A T  Y O U  D O  I N …  VA N E

27%
Carefully trying 
to land and still 

somehow 
messing it up.

15% Struggling 
to get the  
camera in the 
right position.

S T A T  P A C K

Bronze trophies 
– just silver, gold,
and a shiny new 
platinum trophy 

up for grabs 
here!

Weather sock 
visits will help 
you gather the 
flock of crows 
needed for a 

secret trophy.

Hours is all  
it takes to 

complete. The 
final third will 
feel like much 

longer, though.

4 50 3
Main levels 

(including the 
prologue) will 

take you to the 
end of Vane’s 

adventure.

C O M P E L - O - G R A P H

Flying
lessons

Bird
becomes boy

Landing
woes

Long road
ahead

Wait.
What just

happened?

TIME0 3 hours

FLIGHT TIMES
While the controls take a little 

getting used to, once you master 
manoeuvring the raven through the 

sun-bleached skies, it’s glorious.

FOOT WORK
After a wonderful hour or so in the 
sky, why are we glued to the ground 
again? We want a bird-eye’s view of 
all of this world, not just its opening.

L O V I N G / H A T I N G

R
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T R O P H Y C A B I N E T
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SILVER
Take this early 

unlockable trophy as 
proof you really are 

making actual 
progress. Honest.

SILVER
All that glitters might 
be gold. It might also 
have magical powers 

that turn you into a kid 
for some reason…

GOLD
Hit the peaks for this 
– reach the top of the 

highest hill in the 
desert. (No, being a bird 

doesn’t count.) 
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ONIMUSHA: WARLORDS
Still big Oda here after all these years

E
verything you know about history is 
wrong, according to noughties’ Capcom. 
In the Resident Evil dev’s hands demons 
are everywhere, corrupting Japan’s 

Sengoku-era clans and generally goofing 
around with historical events. 

Playing as Samanosuke, a samurai of the Akechi 
clan, you witness the death of Nobunaga Oda on 
the battlefield and it’s ass-pats all round for the 
victors. Or so you think. A year later Samanosuke 
receives a letter from his cousin, Princess Yuki of 
the Sait clan, who fears for her life. 

On arriving at Inabayama Castle you’re 
immediately sword-deep in zombie samurai and 
demonic giants, and somewhere in the maze-
like corridors and catacombs of the castle are 
Yuki and a resurrected Nobunaga. Remember, all 
these characters are real historical figures; it’s like 
finding out Henry VIII was really an ogre. 

Odd timey-wimey setup aside, the Resident 
Evil influence is all over Onimusha: Warlords. 
Like Capcom’s classic horror this is a fixed-screen 
adventure littered with puzzles, item collection, 
and exploration. Unlike the zombie classic 
there’s a greater emphasis on combat. A demonic

gauntlet enables you to suck 
orbs and souls from defeated 
enemies to heal, power magical 
attacks, and upgrade weapons.

RAIZAN THE ROOF 
You’ve three weapons to swap 
between – a katana (Raizan), 
a broadsword (Enryuu), and a 
twin-bladed staff (Shippuu) – 
and each has advantages and 
disadvantages to master. Enryuu 
is perfect for breaking shields 
but slow against nimble ninja.

As well as being used to 
upgrade weapons, souls are also 
used to enhance embedded 
orbs that open like-coloured 
doors. The need to upgrade 
orbs spurs you on to grind back 
and forth through the castle’s 
chambers, and doing so you’re 
often rewarded with the chance 
to collect new weapons, such 
as the flintlock rifle that makes 
one particularly buzzy boss
(a giant half-wasp, near-naked
sexy concubine) a breeze.

It’s moments like this,
particularly some of the
lingering camera shots, that
remind you this is a PS2 game.
That and the requisite jiggle

physics of Samanosuke’s ninja 
sidekick Kaede. Play switches 
to her on occasion, and lacking 
the breadth of abilities of the 
samurai, you need to rethink 
your approach to surving the 
castle. She’s nimble, as befits 
a ninja, but can’t suck healing 
souls, so there’s a genuine 
anxiety to Kaede’s cameos.  

While this remaster is 
mostly cosmetic, a new 
widescreen mode reveals more 
of the detailed pre-rendered 
stages, and the addition of 
analogue movement makes 
combat more accessible. But 
old idiosyncrasies remain – 
you can swap weapons on i 
but not mid-fight (you need to 
go into the menus).

That said, Onimusha: 
Warlords is still fun, and has 
the added bonus of corrupting 
a generation’s view of history.

@IanDean74SENGO-COOL

V ER D I C T

You can lock on to 
enemies using u, 
which also changes 
stance and combos.

Playing fast and loose with 
historical fact, Onimusha: 
Warlords remains a PlayStation 
classic. Even some of its 
questionable design choices 
can’t dampen the fun. Ian Dean

“A NEW WIDESCREEN MODE 
REVEALS MORE OF THE  
PRE-RENDERED STAGES.”
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GENESIS ALPHA ONE
Boldly going where lots of games have gone before

P
iloting a spaceship through the stars 
is one of those fantasies that has been 
brilliantly realised in a ton of games. 
Whichever bit of the fantasy appeals to 

you most, there’s probably a game for it. The 
camaraderie of a crew pulling together? Try 
the cute-but-deadly Lovers In A Dangerous 
Spacetime or the VR fantasy of Star Trek: 
Bridge Crew. Tinkering with an engine that can 
take man to the stars? Kerbal Space Program. 
Exploring the final frontier? No Man’s Sky.

And now there’s Genesis Alpha One, which 
attempts to fulfil all of these fantasies at once. 
It’s a crew management game, it’s a ship builder, 
it’s a planet explorer. There’s more than a touch 
of the Nostromo about your ship’s industrial 
corridors and the clunky ’70s computer interface 
you use to control its various operations. 
Touching down on the surface of an alien world 
and emerging into the dusty atmosphere, it’s 
almost a surprise you don’t come across any big 
xenomorph-spawning eggs – though there are 
plenty of alien creepy-crawlies to shoot.

You play the captain of a spaceship that has 
left the ravaged Earth behind in hope of finding

a new home. The game unites 
all its various modes through 
a single pool of resources. 
Adding modules to your ship 
uses resources. Gathering more 
requires planetary expeditions 
or manning an onboard tractor 
beam to strip space wreckage. 
If you don’t fancy doing these 
tasks yourself, you can assign 
your crew to carry them out, 
and (provided you’ve built the 
right module) clone the crew to 
staff the ship more efficiently.

CAPTAIN COOK
To jump metaphors for a 
moment: it’s an ambitious 
recipe, the kind you cook 
when trying to clear out the 
fridge. There are a lot of great 
ingredients – we haven’t 
even mentioned the roguelike 
permadeath system, where 
each crew member doubles as 
an extra life, getting a speedy
promotion whenever the ship’s
current captain dies, but run
out and you’ll be dumped right
back at the start, with a brand-
new galaxy to explore.

There are plenty of delicious
moments in Genesis Alpha

One: crawling through an access 
tunnel to repair an energy 
node that’s been nibbled on by 
an alien crab; the ten-second 
countdown as you retreat from 
a planet, enemy fire streaking 
past as you desperately wish 
for the ship doors to close; 
or finding an astronaut’s final 
transmission at a crash site, 
pointing you in the direction of 
an unlockable item on the far 
side of the galaxy.

The important question, 
though, is whether these great 
tastes actually taste great 
together. The game slides 
between all its elements fairly 
seamlessly, but it doesn’t quite 
communicate how they fit 
together into a larger whole. 
Genesis Alpha One does a good 
job of borrowing from familiar 
fantasies, but it never really 
manages to create its own.

@alexjayspencerSPACE JAMMED

V ER D I C T

There’s no ‘we come 
in peace’ option in this 
shoot-first-ask-questions-
never universe.

An interesting mash-up of ideas 
from various space exploration 
games, from ship building 
to alien battling, in a single 
spacefaring package that never 
quite gels. Alex Spencer

“IT’S A CREW MANAGEMENT 
GAME, IT’S A SHIP BUILDER, 
IT’S A PLANET EXPLORER.”
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MEGALITH
This stripped-down VR MOBA makes you feel godlike

W
hat compels us to want to win in 
online competitive games? Is it for 
the elusive chicken dinners or the 
Player Of The Game status? These 

are nice gestures, but in Megalith, you get to 
physically express your delight with PS Move 
controllers, waving your hands to essentially 
create your own silly victory dance. Fortnite, 
eat your heart out.

Megalith takes the popular hero shooter and 
gives it a fresh perspective. However, this isn’t 
Overwatch in PS VR. If anything, it leans much 
closer to the genre’s predecessor, the MOBA (for 
the uninitiated – multiplayer online battle arena). 
You’ve got Titans as your heroes with unique 
abilities, the objective of destroying enemy 
towers in order to reach and destroy the opposing 
team’s Core, and weak but regularly spawning 
minions providing support. Meanwhile, the 
ruleset is stricter when it comes to respawning 
and the inability to switch characters during 
the match, which can last anything from a few 
minutes to over half an hour.

This gets stripped down further, so instead 
of 5v5, it’s 2v2, and instead of three lanes, it’s 
just one (at best, it’s two paths that converge 
in the middle). Movement is also slower than 
your typical FPS speed, even when you’re given a 
speed boost to power-walk back into the action 

after respawning, while the lack 
of a jump button keeps the 
action quite literally grounded. 
All of this might sound like 
another genre compromised to 
accommodate PS VR, but these 
reductions actually do make 
Megalith a very comfortable 
experience to the extent that 
for me several hours passed by 
without a hint of queasiness.

MINION ME
A slower pace doesn’t mean 
the action is pedestrian, either. 
Some Titans possess a couple 
of traversal tricks to break the 
rhythm. Streamlined Titan 
Cipher, for example, can quickly 
grapple a hasty retreat when 
things get hairy, while beefy 
Taur has a fiendish ultimate 
where the lumbering brute

Nothing beats charging for 
the enemy’s Core, especially 
when your minions are 
doing the heavy lifting.

suddenly pounces forward into 
your space then surrounds you 
in a ring of rock as he claws 
you to death.

Other tactics come into 
play, as a Siege minion can be 
summoned to up the ante – 
you’d be foolish to dismiss 
minions as cannon fodder for 
drawing tower fire. In fact, 
in one match we both got 
eliminated by the opposing 
team just outside their base, 
but in staging their comeback, 
they ploughed on ahead and 
ignored our army of minions 
still chipping away at their 
Core. It was definitely the most 
hilarious victory.

The FPS-style controls 
might lead you to believe 
the DualShock is the ideal 
controller to use (although

@DaMisanthropeBECOME AS TITANS!

“PS MOVE’S UNUSUAL 
CONTROL SCHEME FEELS 
MORE LIKE PILOTING A MECH.”

P S  V R  R E V I E W
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H O W T O … S T AY A L I V E

1 Use environmental features like walls and pillars as cover. However, 
you won’t be able to shelter behind them forever as they are 
destructible over time. 2 You automatically regenerate health after a 
while, so know when to retreat. Hunter can deploy a talisman to heal 
everyone nearby for a limited time. 3 All’s not lost in death. You can 
revive your teammate (and vice versa) by putting your hand in their 
Totem orb *snigger* for a few seconds.

1 2 3

Your DPS Queen with 
decent range. Very  

much a glass cannon.

Big melee tank who’ll 
wallop anyone up close. 

Can also spew lava.

Excels in defence with 
shield. Ice attacks slow 
down or bind enemies.

F R I E N D S &  E N E M I E S

AURORA
TAUR

TUNDRA

aiming is done using the sensor
bar), but playing that way you’d
be missing out on the fun of
PS Move’s unusual control
scheme, which feels more like
piloting a mech. Turning left
or right by pressing the ‘Move’
of each respective controller is
certainly weird to get to grips
with, but the bizarre logic
comes together, as you hold the
trigger on the left controller to
move in the direction you’re
tilting it, while the right
handles your aiming and firing.
It also feels cooler to raise
both arms to summon stronger
minions into battle, or breaking
out for the dance party when
victory comes your way.

LACK OF THE TITANS
There are caveats, of course.
With only six Titans (one a
pre-order exclusive) and one
map at launch, it’s an incredibly
slim package compared to the
MOBAs and hero shooters you
could get for free. While bots
seamlessly fill in as players

drop in or out, and it’s arguably
easier to find and communicate
with one other player instead
of a larger team (although
playing with friends requires
using PS4’s party chat instead
of an in-game system), the
player pool is still small at the
time of going to press. I often
found myself against the same
players in consecutive matches.
Nonetheless, this is a

polished and balanced MOBA
that makes great use of PS VR,
which is an exciting foundation
to build upon. Disruptive
Games may not be on the same
scale as Blizzard, but new maps
and Titans are on the way, so
that’s something to get your
arms to dance about.

V E R D I C T

THE OPM BREAKDOWN
Right It’s worth 
breaking the 
Inhibitor to 
unleash a  
Siege minion.

Below Aurora 
gets some rare 
verticality with 
its thunderbolt-
hurling ultimate.

Above left You can act as lookout, otherwise respawn times feel like an age.

The content may be bare-bones, 
with your choice of Titans 
limited, but paring back the 
MOBA experience to its core 
makes Megalith incredibly fun 
and empowering (and nausea-
free) in PS VR. Alan Wen

15% Putting 
down the pesky 
minions biting at 
your ankles.

22% Surveying 
the battlefield 
while waiting  
to respawn.

7% Waving your
arms around
like an idiot to
celebrate a win.

14% Realising
your shots have
been out of range.

W H A T  Y O U  D O  I N …  M E G A L I T H

32%
Throwing every 

power you  
have at your 

opponents and 
those towers.

10% Fast- 
walking back 
into the fray.

S T A T  P A C K

Types of minions 
that can help 

your team push 
on, or act as 
shields. Don’t 

overlook them.

Map to do battle 
on at launch, but 
more are on the 

way. Which, 
frankly, you’d 

hope for.

seconds to 
respawn – it 

feels an age, but 
it’s not as long as 
some hardcore 

MOBAs.

6 13 25
Different Titans 

to play as, 
although Thorn  

is currently  
a pre-order 
bonus only.

I S  I T  B E T T E R  T H A N ?

YES

What Megalith lacks in
content it makes up for

with a pace that’s 
much less motion 

sickness-inducing.

NO

There are no other PS
VR hero shooters 

right now. Overwatch
is the best one for 
your flat screen.

YES

Just as Smite took the 
MOBA to a third-

person perspective, 
Megalith takes this 

another level in PS VR.
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TALES OF VESPERIA: 
DEFINITIVE EDITION
This classic JPRG will steal your time

T
he Tales series has a magnificent 
history, its colourful games forming  
a different part of the JRPG spectrum 
from titles such as Final Fantasy and 

Resonance Of Fate. Of late JRPGs have made 
a triumphant return to form. This makes now 
the perfect time for Tales Of Vesperia, on 
PlayStation for the first time since its Japan-
only release over a decade ago.

Yuri Lowell’s tale begins with a theft – of a 
blastia core, a magical device with the ability 
to control the elements. All around the world, 
people have come to rely on these, as they 
provide resources such as drinking water and 
invisible shields that keep monsters at bay. The 
absence of the core has worrying consequences 
for Yuri’s home, a poor part of the imperial 
capital, and so he goes out to find it. 

Throughout the roughly 50-hour long 
adventure, there is, of course, way more to the 
plot than petty theft. Unable to turn a blind 
eye to any injustice, the seemingly aloof Yuri 
discovers a network of political corruption with 
potentially apocalyptic consequences. 

Tales Of Vesperia uses a real-time combat 
system. In practice this means you take down 
fiends by mashing the attack button with your 
main character while your other party members 
make decisions automatically according to set 

parameters. The ability to 
block, plus several special 
attacks called artes, ensure 
you won’t need a replacement 
DualShock by the time you’ve 
seen all the game has to offer. 
In the chaos that ensues, it’s 
difficult to develop any sort 
of strategy, particularly during 
boss battles, which are prone to 
spikes in difficulty. 

TELL TALES
Instead of clever combat, 
the strength of a Tales game 
lies in its worldbuilding and 
characters. Vesperia might just 
have the best of both: Yuri 
Lowell is near irresistible, an 
idealist who acts the cynic. 
He’s slightly more mature than 
your average JRPG protagonist, 
which makes him the calm 
centre of the group. Thanks to 
the sheer wealth of content, 
each of his party members isn’t
simply one more character to 
fill out a battle roster, but a 
person whose backstory you 
slowly uncover. With each bit 

of dialogue, including so-called 
“skits” (optional chats that are 
a mainstay of the Tales series) 
you learn a lot about the world 
of Terca Lumireis and get to 
listen to your party’s takes on 
events throughout the story. 

The story arc takes time to 
truly ramp up, but there’s much 
to see in the meantime, from 
underground dungeons to cosy 
countryside towns, all lovingly 
rendered. Tales Of Vesperia was 
a lovely-looking game when it 
first released, and this remaster 
helps its charming anime 
character design really stand 
out. Cute and never overly 
ambitious, it strikes a beautiful 
balance between the slow 
forming of friendships and 
rather audacious adventure.

@yourkyotowifeJRPG WHIZZ

V ER D I C T

Every battle is a 
jumble of characters, 
voices, and flashy 
attacks clamouring 
for your attention.

Short on innovation but 
engaging and full of character, 
Tales Of Vesperia is one of the 
best tales games and sits well in 
the collection of any JRPG fan. 
Malindy Hetfeld
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LAST MONTH
ON PS PLUS

New Year, new you. Whether you were 
jumping on the bandwagon of healthy 
resolutions or simply welcoming the 
fresh start, January’s PS Plus games 
were right there with you. This lineup 
seemed to ask, “What better time to try 
something a little different?”

Diving straight into 
the new year was 
PS4 headliner Steep. 
This open world 

extreme winter sports game plopped 
you down on a mountain and gave you 
the choice between skis, snowboards, 
wingsuits, or a paraglider. With a heavy 
focus on online multiplayer, this title was
reinvigorated from its PS Plus inclusion.

Also on PS4 was 
fantasy-themed 
craft-’em-up Portal 
Knights. You partied 

up, with a range of classes to choose 
from, either online or for split-screen 
couch co-op across a blocky, randomly 
generated land.

If you’d yet to get your fantasy fix even 
after that, there was Fallen Legion 
on PS4 and PS Vita. This action RPG 
told a different story depending on the 
platform you played on. On PS4, you 
were princess Cecille. On PS Vita, you 
were opposing general Laendur. Either 
way you legged it between battles and 
mashed through bosses with each party 
member mapped to a different button.

On PS Vita alone you could enjoy 
Super Mutant Alien Assault. This 
arcade shooter starred a scrappy little 
robot besieged by aliens, with nowt but 
the thin hope the RNG gods would smile 
upon them with a powerful weapon drop.

Lastly on PS3 was Zone Of The 
Enders HD Collection. This mecha 
throwback updated the first game and 
The 2nd Runner with crisp visuals. 
Jehuty was joined by the similarly sci-fi, 
though far more musical, Amplitude 
on PS3. From Harmonix (of Guitar Hero 
fame), in it you sailed your ship through 
30 tracks from a number of videogame 
composers into the new year beyond.

@KoeniginKatze

P S  V R  R E V I E W

A FISHERMAN’S TALE
Agameworthpullingsomestrings for

T
he biggest, best trick 
PS VR pulls off is 
making you forget the 
world outside the 

headset exists. That those PS 
Move-controlled hands in 
front of you aren’t really your 
hands. That you probably 
shouldn’t stride confidently 
forward into that shin-height 
corner of the coffee table.

As convincing as it is, the 
technology isn’t perfect, and 
every now and then something 
will inevitably break the spell. 
When it does, the sense of 
disconnect hits much harder 
than in a normal videogame.  
A Fisherman’s Tale chooses to 
steer right into that mental 
tidal wave, putting the artifice 
front and centre.

See, you’re not playing the 
fisherman the title promises, 
exactly, but a puppet of 
one. Your floating wooden 
hands have visible points of 
articulation along the fingers. 
There’s a button you can press 
to send one of them shooting 
forward to grab something out 
of reach. You can even see the 
strings being pulled to make 
them move. It’s all a constant 
reminder these aren’t really 
your hands.

PUPPET PEEVE
There are plenty of other 
reminders that the world you 
can see is not real which are, 
unfortunately, less intentional. 
PS Move detection can be a bit 

I N F O FORMAT PS VR ETA OUT NOW 
PUB VERTIGO GAMES DEV INNERSPACE VR

@alexjayspencer

V E R D I C T

WEIRD FISHERS

wobbly, and your hands will 
often pass through an item or 
bit of level geometry, causing 
whatever you’re carrying to 
ping off into the distance. 
Which is frustrating, given the 
entire game revolves around 
picking stuff up and moving 
it to another place. Doubly 
so, because the stuff you’re 
handling is often tiny.

The puzzles in A Fisherman’s 
Tale all revolve around the idea 
that you’re a puppet who has 
built a model of the lighthouse 
he lives in, with a tiny puppet 
version of yourself inside. 
Lift the roof off the model, 
look up, and you’ll glimpse a 
giant wooden hand swooping 
overhead. It’s puppets all the 
way down, and items can be 
dragged from one plane of 
reality to the next, embiggening 
– or indeed debigulating 
– them to fit the task at, 
ahem, hand. The game plays 
wonderfully with scale and this 
worlds-within-worlds setup, 
forcing you to recalibrate your 
brain. You won’t forget that the 
world you’re interacting with 
isn’t real, but for the most part 
– when you’re not struggling 
against your misbehaving 
hands, that is – that’s all part 
of the fun. 

A smart, charming game that 
makes the most of PS VR for 
puzzles, but never quite cuts 
the strings of its technical 
limitations. Alex Spencer
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Red Dead Online
Form a posse, take on a Stranger mission, or join in a 
Showdown and batter a whole herd of cowboys.

100

online tests

this month

online dlc live games movies streaming

on your xmb
104 Overlord
American soldiers take on Nazi 
undead in the closest thing we’ll  
get to a COD: Zombies The Movie.

streaming now
105 This month’s hottest shows

on the store
102 Life Is Strange 2: Rules
Awesome Adventurer Chris comes 
into the lives of runaway brothers 
Sean and Daniel. Plus all the latest 
DLC, update, and online event news.



MULTIPLAYER MODES PUT 
THROUGH THEIR PACES  
BY OUR TEAM OF EXPERTSonline tests

what we’re 
playing now

DIVINITY: 
ORIGINAL SIN II
Jess Kinghorn is bad 
luck on the high seas
With Oscar doing 
important story things as 
the Red Prince, I’m playing 
Lohse, getting stuck into 
jesterly high jinks just 
outside of his field of view. 
Anyone familiar with the 

game will know things get off to a 
rough start. However, that’s not 
before the opportunity for some 
flirting with your fellow prisoners. As 
noticed by my scaly companion, I’m not 
the smoothest operator; he asks me, 
bewildered, “Why are you letting that 
scary elf lady lick your arm?” Needless 
to say, he finds my definition of flirting 
to be deeply questionable.

FORTNITE
Oscar Taylor-Kent’s 
tastes aren’t plane
The last few big updates 
to Fortnite have shaken 
things up. Season 7 added 
a winter biome, and 
brought new vehicles like 
the biplane, ziplines up 
mountains, and balloons 
to give you massive jumps. 

In battle royale games you can spend  
a lot of time just getting from A to B, 
but these have really boosted Fortnite’s 
dynamism. My first victory royale is 
claimed as I descend majestically from 
the sky attached to a balloon, blasting 
the last pesky player away. A faster 
Fortnite is a more fun Fortnite.

THE DIVISION
Ian Dean flexes his 
muscle memory
Even fighting shoulder-to-
shoulder with randos 
online can’t diminish the 
spectacle of playing in a 
snow-covered, abandoned 
New York City. Heading 
back into The Division to 
relearn the game before 

its sequel lands in March is eye-
opening. Everyone’s still playing and 
the game neatly pushes me to team up 
with strangers and take on missions 
I’d swerved the first time around. Best 
of all, once I’d fumbled through the old 
control config, and after four years of 
updates, this version of The Division is 
better than I remembered. I’m looking 
forward to taking a trip to Washington 
later this spring.

100

review

I N F O

FORMAT PS4 
PUB ROCKSTAR  
DEV ROCKSTAR
REVIEW #156, 10/10

C
onsidering GTA Online pulls in 
enough cash to make Elon 
Musk’s bank account look 
positively piddling, Rockstar’s 
wild west epic was always 

going to get its own multiplayer outing. 
And just like the life-swallowing PvP 
mayhem Los Santos serves up, Red 
Dead Redemption 2’s vast frontier is a 
perfect setting for online action. 

Unlike its car-jacking counterpart, 
Red Dead Online’s beta has started 
rather smoothly. Using the Posse Up 
feature to match with five other PSN 
outlaws works consistently well. 
Whether you choose to go lone wolf and 
tackle bounties on your lonesome, or 
partner up with other cowpokes to 
tackle a clutch of story missions, RDO is
enjoying a rollicking start to outlaw life. 

From the off you’re free to amble 
around Amabarino, West Elizabeth, and 
New Austin – all of RDR2’s map is open 
from the start – with fast travel points 

charging you a small fee 
for a stagecoach ride. 
From here, you can clear 
out gang hideouts or 
take on Stranger 
missions, which usually 
involve hunting wanted 
men or protecting 
stagecoaches. While 
you’re in Free Roam, 
your customisable outlaw 
can also take on main 
missions from returning 
characters from Arthur 
Morgan’s single-player 
adventure. With 
well-produced cutscenes

and varied objectives, 
they feel more bespoke 
than GTAO’s sometimes 
cookie-cutter challenges. 

With an interface 
that’s much the same as 
GTA’s online offering, a 
press of 4 brings up an 
interaction menu, where 
hassle-free matchmaking 
takes you into Normal or 
Large Showdown series, 
or a set of horse races. 
The former playlists span 
Shootout and Team 
Shootout deathmatches, 
the zone-capturing

Red Dead Redemption 2
PSN prairies show plenty of promise

ROCKSTAR’S FRONTIER 
PROVIDES THE PERFECT 
SETTING FOR ENGAGING 
ONLINE ACTION.
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Tomahawk deaths are
hard to come by, but
if you hit an opponent,
it’s a one-hit kill. Ouch.

Unlike AI riders, real people 
cheat, and online Ride 
3 doesn’t do enough to 

stop them. The penalty system 
penalises clever corner cutters 
with fewer seconds than they 
gained from the act, which means 
some riders will lap four seconds 
faster than you even when your 
lines are perfect. Still, on the 
countryside stages and more 
sweeping circuits, the racing is 
solid enough. The few predictable, 
laggy connections don’t upset the 
experience too much, though if 
one person ‘forgets’ to brake, the 
chaos that follows can decimate 
the field at turn one. Voting for the 
next bike class and track works 
well, and invite-only championships 
with non-cheating friends are 
available if you set up your own 
lobby. You’ll probably want to.

The game plays just fine online, 
albeit with some laggy opponents. 
But it’s hard to take the track 
racing seriously with such brazen 
cheating. Justin Towell

I N F O

V E R D I C T

FORMAT PS4
PUB MILESTONE S.R.L.
DEV MILESTONE S.R.L.

REVIEW #158, 7/10

Finding a room to take part in 
some online B-movie action 
isn’t a problem. The problem 

is how long you’ll be left waiting 
before you can join your host in 
blasting back the bugs and other 
alien invaders due to the padded 
length of average missions. Grab  
a cuppa and get comfy because it’s 
guaranteed to be a few minutes 
before the other side sorts out 
their pest control situation long 
enough to let you in on the fun.  
But once you’re matched it’s 
smooth sailing, offering plenty of 
weapons and missions you may  
not otherwise have gained access 
to in your offline game. However, 
Earth Defense Force 5’s online 
offering is still best for a short  
sci-fi sojourn and not a lengthy 
career as an interplanetary  
pest exterminator.

Earth Defense Force 5 is as much 
silly fun online as off, though 
you’re likely to spend just as 
much time waiting around as you 
are blasting bugs. Jess Kinghorn

I N F O

V E R D I C T

FORMAT PS4
PUB D3 PUBLISHER

DEV SANDLOT
REVIEW #158, 6/10

Are the stewards even 
watching? Hello? Mr Webb?

Holding out for a hero

Ride 3

Earth Defense 
Force 5

With slick presentation Rockstar’s 
online prairies are off to a promising 
start, but unforgiving deathmatches 
are a hurdle. The new Gun Rush mode 
could turn the tide. Dave Meikleham

V ER D I C T

Hostile Territory, Name Your Weapon 
(where kills with more challenging guns 
reward greater points), and RDO’s 
takes on battle royale – Make It Count 
and the new Gun Rush mode. Limiting 
players’ equipment, these 16- or 
32-player last-man-standing skirmishes 
offer an intimate, nerve-shredding spin 
on Fortnite. The Rockstar cowboy take 
on popular game modes you might 
already be familiar with is one of RDO’s 
most intriguing elements. It’s a moreish 
pillar of the entire RDR2 package. 

A generous auto-aim gives novice 
outlaws a fighting chance in the 

above modes, but RDO’s hectic 
shootouts can still overwhelm players 
just starting out. Death is dealt out 
swiftly… and constantly. Persist through 
the harsh learning curve and the 

journey through RDO’s upper ranks 
should give dozens of hours of 
compelling cowboy carnage.

TO GOLDLY GO
RDO’s microtransactions are 

Gold Bars. They’re not that 
intrusive, allowing you to buy 

certain guns more quickly. 
Eight cost £8.99 – the price of 

the ace Schofield Revolver.



EMPTY YOUR WALLETS 
NOW WITH THE LATEST 
DOWNLOADABLE DIVERSIONSon the store

ASSASSIN’S 
CREED ODYSSEY 
– LEGACY OF 
THE FIRST 
BLADE: SHADOW 
HERITAGE
The second of this 
three-part episodic 
adventure with Darius 
continues. This time you 
face off against Order 
Of The Storm’s leader, 
The Tempest.

CELESTE – 
CHAPTER 9: 
FAREWELL
What’s better than 
one of our favourite 
platformers ever made? 
Free extra content! 
This adds a substantial 
amount of new bits to 
this elegant, flowing 
mountain climbing 
game. Expect entirely 
new mechanics and the 
toughest challenges yet.

SHADOW OF THE 
TOMB RAIDER – 
THE NIGHTMARE
Lara returns to her 
roots in this third 
DLC, and like preview 
expansions in this 
final game features a 
new challenge tomb, 
outfits, story and 
skill. The White Breath 
upgrade adds an area 
effect to Lara’s fear 
arrows, offering some 
expressive tactical fun.

dlc

£19.99

FREE

£5.99
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also on psn

F
ree is always a tasty
proposition, which is why back 
at E3 we all leapt at the chance 
to try The Awesome 
Adventures Of Captain Spirit, a 

small vignette from the Life Is Strange 
team. At the time, it wasn’t obvious how 
it would tie into Life Is Strange 2, if at 
all, though at the very end we got our 
tease of the brothers Sean and Daniel 
as they meet Chris, the boy playing 
let’s-pretend as the Cap.

The second episode of Life Is Strange
2, Rules, covers the point when the 
boys meet Chris once again, as autumn 
moves into winter and Christmas 
approaches. With Daniel and Chris being
around the same age, the dynamic 
between the two is lovely to see, and 
we admit we’ve quite missed Chris. His 

imaginary world of
Captain Spirit, and the 
way it relates to his 
issues with his mother’s 
untimely death, were 
heartwrenching, and 
exploring more of that is 
very much welcome.

In this episode the 
brothers are taking 
shelter from the cold as 
they continue to be on 
the run from what

happened in Seattle, and 
the house they’re staying 
at is next to Chris’. And 
as friendship between 
the two young boys 
flourishes, Sean has to 
deal with handling both 
the youngsters, and 
(most importantly) make 
sure Daniel sticks to the 
rules for using his 
powers, and not causing 
harm to others.

COSTUME PACK
We love Tales Of Vesperia 
(p96), so the chance 
to dress up our party 
favourites in this JRPG 
with extra costumes for 
free is quite the fashion 
treat indeed!

PARQUE FERNANDO
Pumas, water buffalo, 
red deer, and more await 
in this new reserve for 
hunt sim The Hunter. With 
dead trees, steppes, and 
meadows there’s plenty 
to test your senses.

CRETACEOUS 
DINOSAUR PACK 
Three new dinos to 
put on show at your 
Jurassic World Evolution 
park – Iguanodon, 
Carcharodontosaurus, 
and Dreadnoughtus. 

DISSONANCE OF  
THE NEXUS 
Explore two new stories 
taking place around the 
Snow Field in this DLC for 
Sword Art Online: Fatal 
Bullet. The anime’s Sachi, 
Yuna, Eiji, and Seven star.

KAISER AXE
This Dragon Quest XI axe 
is free for PlayStation 
Plus members. The runes 
engraved into it help 
warriors increase their 
max MP to mix both might 
and magic together.

£6.49

£6.49FREE £4.49 £7.99 FREE

WITH DANIEL AND CHRIS 
BEING AROUND THE SAME 
AGE, THE DYNAMIC BETWEEN 
THE TWO IS LOVELY.

Sean and Daniel are (Captain) spirited away

Life Is Strange 2 –
Episode 2: Rules

expansion
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E
very end is a new
beginning. The final 
update to Final 
Fantasy XIV’s 
Stormblood 

expansion, 4.5: A Requiem 
For Heroes, is wrapping 
some things up, but firmly 
paving the road for the next 
expansion, Shadowbringers, 
later this year.

The introduction of a 
completely new job, the Blue 
Mage, was the biggest 
surprise in this update. It’s 
the first ever ‘limited job’ in 

the game, which means it
operates by a totally 
different set of rules. Being 
able to learn the abilities of 
monsters is adding a new 
twist to the world of Eorzea.

More scenario quests 
leading into the next 
expansion have also been 
added, alongside other 
brand-new side-quests and

the final updates to the Final 
Fantasy XII crossover raid 
Return To Ivalice, which has 
been a joy.

This massive update (face 
it, most FFXIV ones are 
sizeable) has also brought a 
dungeon, extra minigames 
to the Gold Saucer, mounts, 
hairstyles, customisations, 
and much more.

live games THE MONTH IN… 
DROPS

We’ve been spoilt the last 
few months with some 
great and fun events in our 
favourite ongoing games 
that have felt genuinely 
rewarding. But what do 
we most want to get from 
drops these days?

Remember 
when 
lootboxes were 

new? They were shiny and 
alluring – and the promise 
of sparkly new things inside 
can still get us excited. 
But all in good measure. 
We don’t just get excited 
for random tat, we love 
to work for our goodies 
too. Take Overwatch’s 
Bastet challenge, offering 
some cool guaranteed item 
drops for reaching small 
milestones as well as dishing 
out lootboxes along the way.
It’s about balance.

There’s just 
something 
about an 

event, and mixing with the 
community as you zero in on 
the same goals, that makes 
everything feel special in a 
way generic lootboxes just 
don’t as much any more. 
We’re too familiar with them, 
and the thrill of opening 
them has waned. Give us 
one spooky Halloween 
lootbox over five normal 
ones any day. Well, things 
like the Fortnite Battle Pass 
solve this, though perhaps 
it can be daunting for those 
who only play a bit at a time. 
The future’s about keeping 
things fresh, not normal.

@MrOscarTK

BASTETCASE
The colourful and diverse cast 
of characters in Overwatch are 
no stranger to world-expanding 
media. A little while ago Blizzard 
released Bastet, its first short 
story, focusing on fleshing out Ana 
and Soldier 76 in particular. To tie in 
we got Ana’s Bastet Challenge in-
game, rewarding certain numbers 
of victories with guaranteed 
unlocks, including a cool epic skin 
for racking up nine wins.

APPRECIATION DAY
If there’s one game we should 
really show our appreciation for 
it’s Monster Hunter: World, which 
stuck with us all through last year. 
Celebrating a year of constant 
updates and ongoing additions 
from 26 January, the Appreciation 
Festival added new celebratory 
gear, and returned a ton of past 
events into the fold. If you missed 
out on some of the first time, there 
was plenty to celebrate indeed.

REDRUSH
While Red Dead Online – the online 
part of Red Dead Redemption 2 – is 
still technically in beta, there’s 
nonetheless plenty of meat to enjoy 
(check out our online verdict on 
p100). Various tweaks have already 
been made but the highlight is 
Gun Rush mode. Essentially it’s a 
32-person battle royale that you 
can be play solo or in teams. We 
didn’t think we needed more battle 
royale; cowboys proved us wrong.

Out of the blue
Final Fantasy XIV’s 4.5 update brings big changes

BEING ABLE TO LEARN THE 
ABILITIES OF MONSTERS IS 
ADDING A WHOLE NEW TWIST.

EVENTEVENT UPDATE

UPDATE

BUNNY STORY
Having heavily teased that the 

rabbit-like Viera race will be 
playable in the next expansion, 

Final Fantasy XII’s Fran makes an 
appropriate appearance in FFXIV’s 

Return To Ivalice raid.
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 The film’s gore effects are
primarily practical, with a 
minimal use of CGI.

O
nce rumoured to be the next 
chapter in producer JJ 
Abrams’ Cloverfield series, 
WW2 horror Overlord has 
more in common with 

Wolfenstein and COD: Zombies than that 
beloved anthology series. Like those 
two titans of gaming, it offers ample 
B-movie thrills, but isn’t necessarily the 
sharpest blade on the weapons bench.

After a tense opening in which a 
plane carrying American troops Boyce 
(Jovan Adepo) and Ford (Wyatt Russell) 
is shot down behind enemy lines, the 
pair forge ahead with a critical mission 
to disable a Nazi communications tower. 
So far, so Private Ryan. But the mission 
changes when Boyce discovers a 
research facility where a near-invincible 
undead army is being created for 
Hitler’s Thousand-Year Reich.

WW2/horror movie mashups are 
nothing new – the very real horrors of 
war sit neatly alongside the imagined 
nightmares of the horror genre – and 
Overlord is instantly familiar stuff. But 

director Julius Avery 
knows how to stage a 
satisfying, spectacularly 
gory set-piece, making 
impressive use of 
unbroken single takes, 
including a staggering 
escape from an exploding 
network of tunnels.

The cast of characters 
are an archetypal bunch, 
particularly Pilou 
Asbæk’s Nazi git Wafner, 
and it slows to a crawl in 
the middle as the troops 
hole up in the house of a 
French local to regroup. 
But the gradual 
transition from played-
straight war movie to 
OTT occult horror is 
highly effective, and if it 
doesn’t put you in the 
mood for shooting Nazi 
zombies nothing will. 
Jordan Farley

Overlord
COD: Zombies – The Movie

blu-rays

coming soon

THE GRINCH
Minion maker Illumination
is behind this animated
adaptation of the Dr Seuss 
story, starring Benedict 
Cumberbatch as the guy 
who wants to ruin Christmas.

THE HOUSE 
THAT JACK 
BUILT 
There were walkouts at the 
Cannes premiere of Lars 
von Trier’s controversial 
study of a serial killer.

MASTER OF
NONE S1 
Don’t have Netflix? Now’s
your chance to catch up 
on the first season of Aziz 
Ansari’s smart and funny 
series about modern dating.

GOOSEBUMPS
2 
2015’s Goosebumps was a
fun family-friendly horror 
with a great Jack Black 
performance as RL Stine. 
Sadly, he only cameos here.

HALLOWEEN
A direct sequel 
to John Carpenter’s 1978
slasher, Halloween brings 
back OG Final Girl Jamie Lee 
Curtis. This time she’s ready 
for Michael Myers’ return.

DOCTOR WHO:
RESOLUTION
The 13th Doctor’s first
series didn’t feature a single 
classic villain… until this New 
Year special, which brings 
back the Daleks.

JOHNNY 
ENGLISH 
STRIKES AGAIN
The third entry continues to 
be a poor man’s Bond parody, 
but there’s no denying 
Atkinson’s comedic genius.

SMALLFOOT 
The film that 
spawned a million Meechee
memes has an imaginative 
premise and a heartfelt 
message, but is otherwise 
as generic as they come.

HUNTER  
KILLER 
Gerard Butler stars as an
untested submarine captain 
in this daft action movie 
about US forces saving the 
Russian president.

FIRST MAN 
It may have taken
50 years for someone to
put the moon landing on film, 
but Damien Chazelle’s Neil 
Armstrong biopic was well 
worth the wait.

18 FEB

18 FEB

18 FEB

18 FEB

18 FEB

25 FEB

25 FEB

25 FEB

4 MAR

11 MAR
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Streaming now

T
he first live-action series for
DC Universe – DC Comics’
(currently) US-only streaming 
service – has made its way to 
the UK courtesy of Netflix. 

With a second season and spin-off show 
Doom Patrol in the works, it seems the 
Titans-verse has a bright future.

This season has its teething troubles. 
It’s based primarily on the ’80s Teen 
Titans comics, in which the sidekicks of 
Batman, Superman, Wonder Woman, 
and The Flash start their own Justice 
League. Best known for the Comic-Con 
trailer in which Robin brutalises a gang 
before declaring “F*** Batman”, it’s the 
TV equivalent of a ’90s Nu-Metal album, 
so embarrassingly ‘edgy’ at times that 
you yearn for Marvel’s self-aware 
humour. And it is frustratingly unfocused, 
with deviations for standalone episodes 
and backdoor pilots.

However, there’s much to like, such 
as a cohesive DC universe which is 

much more convincing
than Arrow and The
Flash’s. Particularly 
great is a “what if?” 
Batman episode where 
the Caped Crusader 
breaks his moral code 
and starts murdering 
Gotham’s supervillains. 
Committed to portraying 
the damage done to 
individuals who put their 
health on the line for 
vigilante justice, this sits 
a little awkwardly with an 
otherworldly plot arc 
that eventually becomes 
too big for its own good, 
so don’t expect closure 
from these 11 episodes. 
But there’s enough here 
to make the missteps 
worth powering through. 
Jordan Farley

Titans
DC’s first streaming-only series

STAR TREK DISCOVERY SEASON 2
FORMAT NETFLIX PRICE £7.99 A MONTH

The second season of the Star Trek prequel series 
brings Spock back to the screen for flashbacks, and 
original Enterprise Captain Christopher Pike. A large 
part of season two will revolve around Section 31, 
which Star Trek fans will remember from DS9.

POLAR
FORMAT NETFLIX PRICE £7.99 A MONTH

Death Stranding baddie Mads Mikkelsen stars in this 
adaptation of a graphic novel. Duncan Vizla is the 
world’s top assassin, but when retires his employer 
deems him a liability and sends a squad of assassins  
to take him out. You can bet Kojima will watch it.

BLACK MIRROR: 
BANDERSNATCH
FORMAT NETFLIX  
PRICE £7.99 A MONTH

This interactive Black Mirror 
movie was inspired by the 
choose-your-own-adventure 
books of the ’80s, but the 
mechanics are pure Telltale. 
The meta story of a game 
developer who spirals into 
madness after realising he’s 
not in control of his life, the 
format couldn’t be a better fit 
for the subject and the tech 
powering it is impressive.

2019 preview special

FORMAT NETFLIX PRICE £7.99 A MONTH

Titans co-creator Akiva 
Goldsman also wrote 
Batman And Robin (but 
don’t let that put you off).

THE PUNISHER  
SEASON 2
FORMAT NETFLIX  
PRICE £7.99 A MONTH

Frank Castle returns for 
more bone-crunching 
vigilante justice, this time 
hitting the road with a 
young woman targeted 
by a shadowy criminal 
organisation. Jon Bernthal 
remains the definitive 
screen Punisher, but 
this is a less thematically 
compelling season.
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INFO
PUB 2K GAMES
DEV IRRATIONAL 
GAMES PRODUCTIONS
RELEASED 2013, PS3
GET IT NOW PS NOW,
£6.99 PER MONTH

NEED TO KNOW
Infinite was sadly 
dev Irrational’s 
final game.

Use the ‘Konami 
Code’ to activate 
1999 mode. 

In the two years 
after release, it 
sold 11m copies.

1
2
3
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R E T R O S
Booker and Elizabeth’s
initially frosty alliance
soon blossoms to become
one of PlayStation’s most
tender double acts. Awww.
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retrostation

The bionic budgie Songbird is a relentless pursuer. Using the Sky-Hook to ride Columbia’s rails is ace. Elizabeth can tear holes in reality. Paris ahoy!

very now and then a 
game comes along with 
a setting so evocative it 
burns itself into your brain 
forever. That Irrational’s 
spiritual sci-fi shooter 
trilogy contains two all-time 

amazing worlds is downright unfair 
to all the other blasters. While the 
submerged terrors of the original’s 
Rapture remain a bona fide watery 
wonder, BioShock Infinite’s astonishing 
Columbia matches the aquatic kingdom 
blow for blow. 

A captivating, early-20th-century city 
in the sky, this steampunk metropolis is 
an utter delight to explore. Suspended 
high above the clouds by a fancy 
physics technique called “quantum 
levitation”, its various districts and 
islands float thanks to a combination 
of blimps and balloons. In motion, the 
constantly levitating city provides 
scintillating sights few PS4 titles can 
match, let alone your average PS3 
game back in 2013. 

Like the original’s knockout opening, 
Infinite has a truly belting intro. Over 
the half-decade since the classic FPS 
shot its way onto the scene, few games 
have come close to rivalling its majestic,
dreamy, seductively spiritual first half-
hour. After being catapulted into the 
clouds following yet another creepy 

lighthouse encounter, you end up being 
baptised and taking part in carnival 
games, before being ousted as “The 
False Shepherd” by Columbia’s bigoted 
locals. Intro acts don’t come any more 
eclectic or electric than Infinite’s 
astonishing opening. 

Stepping into the shoes of disgraced 
detective Booker DeWitt – who’s voiced 
by an especially on-form Troy Baker – 
you’re given one simple task: “bring us 
the girl and wipe away the debt.” The 
girl in question is no helpless damsel, 
though. Instead, Elizabeth is a reality-
ripping badass who proves an essential 
ally in combat as she and Booker work 
together to escape Columbia and 
the sinister cultists who serve the 
enigmatic, overbearing prophet known 
as Comstock.

As a classic PlayStation pairing, 
DeWitt and Lizzie are right up there 
with Ratchet & Clank, Ico and Princess 
Yorda, and even Joel and Ellie from The 
Last Of Us, such is their constantly 
surprising, gently moving partnership.

As the adventure unfolds Booker’s 
weary cynicism is worn down by the 
much younger Elizabeth’s wide-eyed 
enthusiasm, and overall Infinite spins 
a more complete, satisfying yarn 
than even the first BioShock and its 
legendary third-act twist. 

It’s no surprise then that when both 
story and setting are so stellar, they 
slightly overshadow the game’s (still 
excellent) shooting. Booker’s arsenal 
of rifles and old-timey pistols crunch 
and crackle, but it’s an invigorating 
set of paranormal power-ups that 
really elevate enemy encounters. A 
slight twist on the original’s Plasmids, 
Infinite’s Vigors allow DeWitt to burn, 
levitate, and hypnotise his foes. Hell, 
you can even take a page out of 
Alfred Hitchcock’s pecky playbook and 
overwhelm bad guys with murders of 
merciless crows, à la The Birds.

INFINITE APPEAL
Is Infinite as effortlessly iconic as the 
masterful original? Not quite. No single 
moment in this game can topple that 
“Would you kindly?” shocker, though 
Booker and Elizabeth’s adventure 
definitely has a more compelling ending 
than Jack’s. There’s also no single 
enemy to rival the first game’s Big 
Daddy, even if the Motorized Patriot 
(imagine if George Washington and the 
Terminator sired a maniacal, motorised 
offspring) comes mighty close. But 
we’re talking about one excellent game 
surpassing another nearly as good 
here. Despite slightly living in Rapture’s 
submerged shadow, BioShock Infinite 
with its enthralling Columbia remains  
a sky-high classic.

Every month we celebrate the most important, 
innovative or just plain great games from 
PlayStation’s past. This issue we take to the clouds 
for skyward slaughter in one of PS3’s cleverest, 
captivating and memorable shooters

H i g h  f l y e r

BioShock Infinite
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AS A CLASSIC 
PAIRING, DEWITT AND 
LIZZIE ARE UP THERE 
WITH JOEL AND ELLIE.



We took an exclusive first look at Evolve in
OPM #94 – that cover only hinted at the
never-before-seen goodies inside

THE MALLEABLE 
WORLD AND HACKING 
TOOLBOX ON OFFER 
SOFTEN THE BLOW  
OF THE WEAK 
MISSIONS.

1 

Guess the four games,
and their scores, from 
these review quotes

Name 
that game

OPM TIME MACHINE 

5 YEARS AGO

Above In our exclusive hands-on we got up close and
personal with Evolve’s monsters, its characters, and
their guns. Let’s face it, personality’s all very well, 
but when it comes down to it what really counts in a 
shooter is a bloody good boomstick. 

Far left Needed 
tips to improve 
your Minecraft 
experience? We 
had you covered. 
Possibly in little 
cubes of sand.

Left We asked you 
to name PS3’s 
worst game. Haze 
just beat Aliens: 
Colonial Marines 
and Ride To Hell: 
Retribution.

A SUMPTUOUS 
LOOKING RETREAD 
THROUGH AN ICONIC 
SCARE-FEST. ITS 
FANTASTIC FRIGHTS 
ARE MORE THAN 
WORTH THE 
UNCOMPROMISING
CHALLENGE.  

3

A THOROUGHLY 
ENJOYABLE SHOOTER 
THAT HAS MORE 
PERSONALITY IN ITS 
TEN-HOUR RUN THAN 
THE LAST FOUR COD 
TITLES COMBINED.

2

HEADBUTT A 
BARBEQUE, SET 
HUMANS ALIGHT, LICK 
A FIREWORK AND 
THEN GET BLASTED  
UP INTO THE SKY FOR 
AN ACROBATICS 
DISPLAY.

4

Below left We looked at what PlayStation icons have 
on their iPods. Spandau Ballet’s ‘Gold’ for Nate. 

Below right Lara’s next-gen debut was… fine. (We 
also looked at her iPod – ‘Eye Of The Tiger’, natch.)

ANSWERS
1.   Watch Dogs, issue #99, 7/10.
2.    Wolfenstein II: The New Colossus, 

issue #143, 8/10.
3.    Resident Evil, issue #106, 8/10.
4.    Goat Simulator, issue #114, 6/10.
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M
ass Effect hasn’t aged well
(fight me), but the rose-
tinted specs are still firmly
welded to my face for the 
second and third games. 

They remain amazing experiences 
today. I heard so many horror stories 
about Andromeda, though – an army of 
bugs, terrible design decisions – that 
I kept my distance. Turns out it’s not 
quite the disasterpiece I feared. 

Having created a suitably freakish 
Ryder, off I toddle to explore the 
universe. The opening few hours are, to 
be honest, pretty bad: dull and slightly 
confusing. After that though, things 
improve pretty quickly.

BioWare hasn’t lost its touch when it 
comes to creating believable, engaging 
alien worlds. Even the 3D space maps 
are mesmerising. I find myself eager 
to carry on exploring this universe,

but less keen on the game’s obsession
with mining a planet for materials the 
second I discover it. Is this some sort of 
meta commentary on colonialism?

Almost two years after release, a 
handful of bugs remain (some trophies 
don’t even pop for me). Even worse,  
I think, is the amount of miles the 
game soon insists on making me drive. 
Playing it, I sometimes feel less like an 
intergalactic adventurer and more like a 
long-haul lorry driver.

The script has its moments, and 
there are some plot threads I’m keen to 
pull. Nonetheless, I spend a lot of time 
pining for the original trilogy. There’s 
not a single character as interesting 
or memorable as, say, Tali. Although 
there are a few interesting choices to 
make, removing the Paragon/Renegade 
system has left a hole nothing else fills.

Despite all the moans, I’m glad I gave 
Mass Effect: Andromeda a chance. Now 
if you’ll excuse me, I’m off to discover 
more Remnant secrets and awkwardly 
flirt with my crew.

WHO?
Luke Kemp loved 
the original Mass 
Effect games, and 
not just because 
they let him Shatner 
aliens. Despite 
this, Andromeda’s 
reputation is bad 
enough to have 
scared him off.

Don’t like it. Never tried it. Every month we force
one of our team to play their most feared game

INFO
PUB EA
DEV BIOWARE
RELEASED 2017, PS4
GET IT NOW PS STORE,
£17.99

The lip synch’s a little off, but there’s no denying Andromeda is a good-looking game. Let’s face it, 
if you’re going to spend your time exploring alien worlds, you want it all to be pretty.

MASS EFFECT
ANDROMEDA

HAVING CREATED 
A SUITABLY FREAKISH 
RYDER, OFF I TODDLE 
TO EXPLORE.

WHAT?
Andromeda is a Mass 
Effect game which 
takes place hundreds 
of years after the 
events of the first 
three entries, and 
does not continue with 
the same storyline or 
characters.

 DON’T MAKE ME PLAY! 
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TOWERFALL ASCENSION
You haven’t lived until you’ve enjoyed a four-player 
free-for-all in this instant couchplay classic. The solo 
campaign is fine by itself, but almost nothing beats 
the arrow-grabbing, death-defying last-second kills 
of local multiplayer’s mayhem.

RESIDENT EVIL VII: BIOHAZARD
Capcom’s greatest series returns to terrifying
form thanks to a trip to Louisiana to meet the Baker
family, who stalk you around their mansion. While the
second half of the game doesn’t match the intensity
of the first, this is still essential for any horror fan.

5

4

15

THE WITCHER 3: WILD HUNT
GAME OF THE YEAR EDITION
The White Wolf’s epic journey is an RPG experience
like no other on PS4. It’s been made even more
spectacular with this gigantic pack stuffed with DLC,
making it a must-have part of any gaming library.

GOD OF WAR
A departure in some ways but a resounding return in
others, Kratos is back with a son and a ruddy big axe.
Taking the legend from Greek to Norse mythology,
this entry brings a lot to the table while improving
on what was core to the earlier series’ identity.

There are a lot of open world games, but none that
make you feel like you’re a part of a world in quite the
same way as Arthur Morgan’s wild west adventure.
Tremendously physical, an epic story, and some of
the most satisfying headshots you’ll ever find.

11

12

3

OVERWATCH
PS4’s best multiplayer shooter bursts with colour,
character, and charm. At its core, Overwatch is
a pleasing mix of empowerment and teamwork,
enhanced by a raucous roster. Expect to become
obsessed with landing Play Of The Game. Boop.

BLOODBORNE
With the finest third-person melee combat in gaming, 
drool-worthy art design and the most twisted 
monsters imaginable, this is a gorgeously gothic 
must-have. The Old Hunters expansion adds enough 
nightmare fuel to make a return to Yharnam essential.

METAL GEAR SOLID V:  
THE PHANTOM PAIN
While retaining that distinct storytelling and sense 
of wonder that defines an MGS title, MGS V offers a 
level of freedom unheard of in any sandbox. Grand, 
majestic, and bittersweet, it’s an instant classic. 

HITMAN 2
Agent 47 sneaks his way into the ultimate PS4 
stealth-‘em-up. With a fantastic set of new maps, it 
also plays host to legacy content for all the missions 
in the first game, making it the new de facto Hitman 
hub. No stealth game is more satisfying.

MARVEL’S SPIDER-MAN
Borrowing heavily from Rocksteady’s Batman
series, this delivers the heart and soul of Marvel’s
superhero. It ticks every box you could ask for:
perfect web-swinging, a powerful story, a roster
of classic villains, and all of New York to defend.
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UNCHARTED 4: A THIEF’S END
Nathan Drake’s swan song is a daring evolution. It combines series-
defining set-pieces, quietly devastating storytelling beats, and sprawling 
levels that make you feel like a real-life explorer. This franchise finale 
retains its signature charm, with the wisecracks flowing as fast  
as the bullets, while the new characters each justify their inclusion.  
With an astonishing attention to detail, it’s Naughty Dog’s best yet. 
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MONSTER HUNTER: WORLD
Presenting a vibrant open world, light on story but 
heavy on action, this is the most accessible entry 
in the series yet. Perfecting the feel-good grind 
through its complex systems and pitch-perfect 
multiplayer, it’s a PS4 must-play. 

GRAND THEFT AUTO V
Laughing in the face of other cross-gen ports, GTA 
V on PS4 is more than a mere HD remaster. Upped 
to a glorious 1080p, it weaves everything that 
made the PS3 original great, with new music, more 
dynamic weather, and a game-changing FPS mode.

HORIZON ZERO DAWN
A staggeringly large world that condenses cracking 
combat, accessible systems, and uncut eye-candy 
into an action RPG that will please anyone. In Aloy, 
PlayStation might just have a new icon. Come for the 
robo-fights, stay for the exquisitely dense mythology.

ASSASSIN’S CREED ODYSSEY
A beautiful open world where every Greek island tells 
a unique story. AC Odyssey is a epic in the truest 
sense, with lively writing, mythical beasts to battle, 
and a poignant Assassin’s Creed story that lays the 
bed for all the lore to come. A brilliant spectacle.



FIFA 19
Another year, another FIFA, but what an edition. 
Subtle changes on the pitch make tackles more 
physical and see shots finessed into the net, while 
Ultimate Team gets a makeover, and the Champions 
League arrives. The best FIFA yet? Absolutely. 

DRIVECLUB
This phenomenal racer leaves its rivals for dust due 
to gorgeous graphics, strong social features and 
great handling. Major add-on Driveclub Bikes is also 
the greatest bike racing game on PS4, thanks to 
making driving on two wheels fun again.

BATMAN: ARKHAM KNIGHT
Rocksteady sends the Bat out with a bang. A
compelling, cathartic story adds new layers to the
Dark Knight, while PS4 allows Gotham to blossom
with a truly amazing engine. The stealth still sings,
the fisticuffs are fab, and the Batmobile is brilliant.

16

STREET FIGHTER V: ARCADE ED.
This fighter has finally come into its own. Arcade 
combines all previously released DLC, a slicker UI, 
and new modes, including fine-tuned online play. The 
titular mode, which explores over 30 years of series 
history, makes a welcome return to the ring too.

17
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DRAGON BALL FIGHTERZ
The most beautiful game on PS4? Possibly. This 
fighter from genre masters Arc System Works is a 
polished gem packed with content. Whether you’re a 
hardcore fight fan or solo arcade basher, or just love 
the anime, Dragon Ball FighterZ sets a new standard.

PERSONA 5
Atlus’ anime wonder dazzles thanks to its mix of 
friendship building, stylish dungeons, and speedy 
turn-based combat. Add a story oozing with 
darkness and taboo-busting confidence and you  
have the gold standard for JRPGs on PS4.

THE LAST OF US REMASTERED
This modern masterpiece just gets stronger with 
age, like a full-bodied stilton. A brutal, emotionally 
honest take on the end of the world, Naughty Dog’s 
stealth shooter is simply one of the best games 
ever, even if this PS4 port doesn’t add much to it.
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DISHONORED 2  
The follow-up to a PS3 great, mixing a creative skillset 
with impressive level design to create a Kaldwin-
ning immersive sim. From the shifting rooms of The 
Clockwork Mansion to learning to link your powers, 
there’s so much scope for experimenting.

SHADOW OF THE COLOSSUS
Bluepoint completely overhauls the visuals of Team 
Ico’s masterpiece but still manages to match the 
original step-for-step in its remake. New controls and 
a beautiful photo mode add to the package. Wander’s 
tragic quest has never looked or played better.
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ALIEN ISOLATION  
Explore Ridley Scott’s original vision of a horror-
tinged future in startling fidelity with an attention 
to detail that borders on the obsessive. It’s time to 
remember what made the xenomorph so scary in the 
first place… and then get killed by it. TRACKMANIA TURBO

Oscar Taylor-Kent’s always gotta go fast
As much as I enjoy looking at engine stats,
horsepowers, and exhausts, I love just sitting
down with a racing game to have fun, knowing
what I’m going to get. Trackmania Turbo distils
the arcadey racer down to its fundamentals,
challenging you with bite-sized challenge levels
where all you’ve got to worry about is going fast,
sliding around corners, and beating your friends’
best times (especially Ian’s).

BURNOUT PARADISE
REMASTERED
There’s nothing better, says Ian Dean
The term ‘simple arcade racer’ is bandied about
a lot, but when a game gets it right there’s very
little ‘simple’ about it. Burnout Paradise was the
best racer of its generation, and remastered
on PS4 it shines more than ever. We have sims
and simcades aplenty but none compares to the
pure adreneline of Criterion’s open world classic.
Turn the radio up loud, and set some records.

We mine the library for gold. This
month: we’re championing racers
P I C K # 1

P I C K # 2

P I C K # 3

TRACKMANIA TURBODISTILS
THE ARCADEY RACER DOWN TO
ITS FUNDAMENTALS.

A remaster and not a remake, Burnout Paradise on PS4 will 
rekindle your love of old-fashioned arcade racers.

BUBBLING UNDER  

Alternative picks

WIPEOUT OMEGA COLLECTION
Milford Coppock goes for speed and looks
One of the best showcases for the processing 
power of PS4 Pro is undoubtedly WipEout Omega 
Collection. Running in 4K at a silky-smooth 60fps, 
this is the very essence of what a racing game 
should be. Super-responsive and blisteringly fast 
(now with full PS VR support to boot), WipEout 
Omega Collection features all the content from 
WipEout HD, Fury, and PS Vita’s 2048. It’s floaty, 
shooty, and a true 4K beauty.
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THUMPER
Make no mistake: the brave chrome beetle gives
Rez a run for its money. Hurtling down a violently
kaleidoscopic track, pounding notes and scraping
round corners is exquisitely tough – and the manic
magic is enhanced and perfected in PS VR.
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BATMAN: ARKHAM VR
Not only is the training mission an unparalleled 
exercise in wish fulfilment (Wayne Manor! The 
Batcave! Batarangs!) but the defiantly sharp, if 
short, campaign is the epilogue to Arkham Knight we 
needed and deserved. Bats off to you, Rocksteady.
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13 STAR TREK: BRIDGE CREW
Mixes the fanboy fantasy of nestling in the Captain’s 
chair (or taking control of the helm, weapons, or 
engineering section) on a USS starship with the 
strongest co-op experience on PS VR. This is Star 
Trek’s finest hour on PlayStation.

SPRINT VECTOR
A crazy mix of SSX racing and obstacle course high 
jinks, Sprint Vector makes use of the best control 
setup on PS VR to deliver a near perfect experience. 
A single-player Challenge mode and online races 
impress; only the poor single-player AI holds it back.

1

THE VIRTUAL REALITY HITS YOU HAVE TO PLAY 

PS VR HALL OF FAME

KEEP TALKING AND  
NOBODY EXPLODES
Who knew bombs could bring people together? With 
one headsetted Defuser, and as many Experts as you 
can fit around a 23-page manual, no other VR game 
comes close for inclusive, endless multiplayer fun.

STATIK
Saw meets Portal in this fantastic puzzler. It makes 
ingenious use of the DualShock 4 by giving every 
button a specific function. You’ll need to use them 
all to free your hands from the strange box in which 
they’re trapped. An intriguing concept done well.

DOOM VFR
A new take on a classic game, this proves first-
person shooters can shine in VR. A mix of control 
choices, including the PS Aim controller, ensures 
Doom is as fast and fluid in VR as it’s ever been. 
Every PS VR owner needs this in their collection.

FIREWALL: ZERO HOUR
There’s only one game mode, a cat-and-mouse 
assault to find and either destroy or protect a 
laptop, but when the shooting is this laser-focused, 
who could want more? A PS Aim controller is a must 
to get the most from PS VR’s standout shooter.

ASTRO BOT RESCUE MISSION
This pint-sized adventure packs charm in spades 
even if it isn’t chock-full of challenge. Bringing the 
classic puzzle platformer formula bang up to date in 
PS VR, it won’t take many levels before you’re calling 
out, “Beam me up, Botty!”

TO THE TOP
This creative platform-puzzler enables you to 
scamper, jump, and skate across its 35 sandbox 
worlds, with the aid of your PS Move controllers. It’s 
as physically demanding as it is perplexing, and all 
the better for it. To The Top is a PS VR one-off.

RIGS: MECHANIZED  
COMBAT LEAGUE
Mech-suited shooter b-ball where you dunk yourself 
through the hoop? It might sound goofy, but it’s  
PS VR’s most elegant team sport. Potential nausea 
aside, this is the future of competitive gaming.

THE PERSISTENCE
This first-person horror roguelike offers perfectly 
sized chunks of survival bursts. It’s everything you’d 
expect from a full PS4 release, but in PS VR it’s 
filled with clever ideas, unique weapons, genuine 
jump scares, and fab looks – plus great couchplay.

REZ INFINITE
Tetsuya Mizuguchi’s vision becomes reality in PS VR. 
This psychedelic rhythm rail shooter has achieved 
its final form. Its crowning achievement? New level 
Area X; it’s powerful enough to bring players to 
tears. Worthy of its name, this is a timeless title.

RESIDENT EVIL VII: BIOHAZARD
Can you can go eye-to-eye with the Bakers? Playing 
in VR raises the tension to almost unbearable levels 
and has gameplay benefits such as face-aiming, 
which makes shooting a lot easier. A brilliant example 
of how VR can improve already great games. 
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TETRIS EFFECT
Tetris, yeah? It might be a great game, but it’s easy to understand 
why you’d brush this off as just more Tetris at a glance. Yet Tetsuya 
Mizuguchi’s trippy, transcendent take on the block-based puzzler is 
nothing short of a masterpiece. Sure, you can play it without PS VR, 
but in the virtual space it really becomes next level, transforming  
one of the tightest puzzle games ever made into an emotional ride.



SONY’S MIRACLE CHILD
If you thought visual novels were niche, wait  
till you get a load of their ‘fan discs’

We’ve had more localisations of Japanese classics come west 
than you might ever have expected thanks to PS Vita helping 
to popularise the visual novel genre. But would anyone have 
expected fan discs to grace us too? Take Code: Realize – 
Wintertide Miracles (appropriately launching on 14 February). 
Fan discs are post-release packages containing epilogues 
and bonus content. Aimed at fans, they’re just fun things that 
continue the lives of some of your favourite stories.

PSYCHONAUTS IN
THE RHOMBUS OF RUIN
Your cynical inner voice says this is a marketing tool
to remind you how amazing Psychonauts is ahead of 
Psychonauts 2. Your gamer voice will tell it to shut up 
and enjoy one of PS VR’s best virtual adventures.
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PERSONA 4: GOLDEN
Where Persona 5 went bigger on PS4, this
ultimate version of Persona 4 nails the warmth
of a small-town high school setting. Filled with
timeless characters, the Investigation Team dig
into a murder mystery and befriend demons.

TXK
Bright lights and flashing colours. That’s the
emergency services coming to move you on, as
you remain still and engrossed in this pulse-
pounding shooter that’s always ready to turn
your PS Vita into a trippy, zen-like getaway.
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SUPERHOT VR
Time moves only when you move in this exceptional
PS VR first-person shooter that manages to make
you feel like you’re playing through a slow-mo action
movie. The free Superhot Forever update adds even
more challenges. Make time for VR bullet time.

ACCOUNTING +
One of PlayStation’s funniest games is a dark,
twisted journey into the world of accounting. It’s
an Inception-like dive into increasingly bizarre and
frequently hilarious scenarios that will scratch the
itch of any Rick And Morty fan.

MOSS
Guide adorable mouse heroine Quill through a 
fantasy storybook world full of virtual puzzles, fights 
with insects, and perfectly pitched Disney influences.
There’s no need to say cheese, because you’ll be
smiling as you play, all day long.

BEAT SABER
PS VR firmly on and PS Move controllers in hand, 
Beat Saber feels like the game both pieces of 
hardware were made for. In it you have to master 
songs and challenges by swiping your neon swords 
through the air, and dodging with your head.

THE ELDER SCROLLS V: SKYRIM VR
Though compromises have been made to texture 
detail and controls, you get all of The Elder Scrolls V: 
Skyrim, including the expansions, inside PS VR. The 
scale and organic nature of the world at your feet 
overcomes any shortcomings.
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TEARAWAY
One of the best platformers on the
system, it makes terrific use of the entire
PS Vita to create a unique experience:
camera, touchscreen, touchpad: it’s 

all here. The PS4 version has more content, but it 
remains more intimate and special on PS Vita.

TRANSFERENCE
Come home to these ghosts in the machine. Traipsing
through each family member’s surreal vision of the
apartment they share in first-person horror is a
wonderfully dreadful experience. Trespassers will be
thoroughly spooked.

th

FARPOINT
This sci-fi shooter is a brilliant showcase for the
PS Aim controller, a versatile bit of kit that makes the
satisfying range of weapons feel weighty and real.
The game matches it, delivering a strong story and
challenging co-op for great VR action.
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DANGANRONPA: TRIGGER 
HAPPY HAVOC
If being trapped in a school for the exceptionally 
gifted weren’t scary enough, a murderous bear 
is goading everyone to kill their classmates. 
Investigations and trial scenes; thinking caps on.

422

UNCHARTED: GOLDEN ABYSS
Nathan Drake proves it’s not the size of the 
package that counts, but what you do with it in 
this prequel expedition. Packed with Uncharted 
charm, this pulp action adventure is the biggest 
spectacle on the little handheld.
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KNOCKOUT LEAGUE
Punching things is possibly the least creative use of 
the VR medium, but when it’s used to create a classic 
arcade boxing sim that plays like a brutal puzzle 
puncher, it’s irresistible. It’s also good for you: it 
tracks your calorie count as you work up a sweat.

APEX CONSTRUCT  
This story-driven FPS demonstrates five-to-eight 
hour adventures can work in PS VR. Building its 
narrative organically through physically exploring the 
game’s world while fending off mechanical creatures 
with a trusted bow and arrow is a delight. Ambitious. 

ON-THE-GO GOODNESS  
PS VITA HALL OF FAME
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PARTING SH T

The worst of us
Is TLOU’s Joel a survivor or a sociopath?

Celebrating PlayStation’s finest moments

W
hat stings most is the 
deception. At the end 
of The Last Of Us she 
begs for the truth, 

asking him to swear that what he 
said to her that night – the night 
– was true. He hesitates briefly, 
rocking his weight from one foot 
to the other, but looks her straight 
in the eye as the lie rolls smoothly 
off his tongue: “I swear.” 

We’re not used to playing as 
men like Joel. While videogames are 
stuffed with flawed protagonists, 
Joel’s dubious morality and 
shocking propensity for violence 
make him even more flawed than 

most. It’s not that he doesn’t 
know wrong from right; he just no 
longer cares whether his actions 
count as the latter. Joel watched 
as those he loved most died, some 
succumbing to the very disease 
he’s been indirectly tasked to cure, 
others by the new world order 
now in place as a result of it. Grief 
has overwhelmed his humanity like 
a cancer replacing the soft, warm 
parts of him. All that’s left now is 
this hard, cold shell. 

Playing the game, most of us 
expect him to come good at the 
end, to save the day just like 
fiction has taught us to expect. 

He doesn’t, though. Joel’s final, 
unflinching choice is the most 
self-serving of them all, but it’s not 
even up for debate. This is no RPG; 
Joel makes the decisions, even if 
what we want and what he wants 
are no longer aligned. That’s why 
the final, crucial lie is worse than 
all the actions that got him there: 
we thought he was changing. We 
thought he was becoming the hero 
we needed him to be. Belatedly, 
we realise he’s too damaged by 
everything that’s gone before 
and his pain is too great… and we 
strongly suspect that his smooth 
lie will come back to haunt him. 
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Portal 2
If this ending 
doesn’t leave 
you in tears, 

you must 
have wiped 

your human 
personality.
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SPOILER
ALERT

LOOK AWAY!

Persona 5
Ann reasserts 
control, 
breaking free 
of her abuser 
and saving 
you into the 
bargain.
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